


INK
Increasing
the Bandwidthe elcome  to the first monthly issue of the

Computer Applications Journal. We have two new

monthly columns starting in this issue. In the first,

called “Embedded Techniques,” John Dybowski will be

addressing hardware, software, and firmware issues related specifically to

designing embedded controllers and data collection devices. John had taken

over the “Practical Algorithms” column, but we found the title to be too

restrictive for the material he wanted to cover. We look forward to John’s

insights from his many years of embedded design.

The second column, called “Patent Talk,” is something completely new

for us. Each month, Dr. Russ Reiss will be selecting patents covering

inventions that he feels would benefit our readers. When you’re working on a

new product, it’s often useful to know what’s already been patented either so

you can avoid the same design and, hence, avoid lawsuits, or so you can

incorporate all or part of the design in yours and make the appropriate

licensing arrangements. Russ discloses his intentions in more detail in this

month’s introduction.

Along with upgrading the volume of information you’ll be getting from

the printed page, we’ve also made several upgrades to the BBS to increase

the amount of information you can get for your dime. For several years,

we’ve had a USRobotics  Courier HST 9600-bps modem on one of our four

incoming phone lines, while the other three were stuck at 2400 bps. We

have now added three V.32bis 14.4-kbps  modems to the main lines that

support everything from 300-bps  Bell 103 right up to the latest standards

(V.32, V.32bis  V.42, V.42bis,  MNP5, etc.). What a treat it is to be able to

connect at speeds identical to a direct-wire connection. It’s now possible to

download a 400K file in under five minutes.

To go along with the faster modems, we now have a QWK interface.

Called QSO (QWK Support Option), you may select which messages you

want to read (e.g., all new messages posted since your last call), download

them in compressed form, and read them at your leisure using a special off-

line reader. You may compose replies while off-line and upload them to the

BBS, again in compressed form. We have several QWK-compatible off-line

readers available on the BBS, and there are many others available in the

BBS community at large.

Using the combination of the 14.4-kbps  modems and QSO, you should

now be able to call the BBS, download a week’s worth of messages, and

hang up in a matter of minutes, where it would take most people 45 minutes

or more to read the same messages on-line at 2400 bps. After composing

your replies, you should be able to call, upload them, and hang up in under

two minutes. Using an automated script with your comm  program, you can

probably shorten these times even more.

We continue to strive to bring more to you, our reader. Let us know

how we’re doing.
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MICROVOLT DISAGREEMENT analog input would remove this noise as well as help

As an analog design engineer, I look forward to reduce broadband noise.
receiving each issue of the CA/ to further my knowledge 5. The author also states, “that in his experience
in digital and microprocessor design and applications. with the AD7703 the only signal conditioning required is
However, as a reader of the CA/, I must take exception to limit the input frequencies to less than the sampling
to the article “Microvolt Measurements,” Dec. ‘92fan. rate fs of the filter.” What about the Nyquist criteria? The
‘93, issue #30, by Russ Lindgren. input frequency should never exceed fs/2.

I have serious reservations that the design proposed 6. The digital interface to the AD 7703 should be
by Mr. Lindgren would measure anything close to 18-20 minimized, as recommended by the manufacturer, with
bits. How did Mr. Lindgren test his design? Mr. Lindgren the CMOS logic to reduce crosstalk between analog and
says he presents some design tricks to getting 20 bits of digital portions of the circuit.
precision from the AD7703. I would consider his analog I hope that you will pass this information along to
design and circuit construction techniques anything but your readers.
unique.

The analog interface proposed by Mr. Lindgren Ronald S. Wolff
simply does not address the pertinent details of a Sharpes, Fla.
precision A/D system. If you wish to reliably measure
18-20 bits, you must follow certain fundamental rules.
Please note my comments below: Russ Lindgren replies:

1. The author suggests for accuracy you should I appreciate your suggestions resulting from your
solder or wire-wrap everything. Absolutely not! The experience as an analog design engineer. These sugges-
OPA121 KP precision op-amp is an excellent op-amp, tions clearly address the analog techniques critical for
but you cannot place this part on a prototype board with repeatable, high-resolution measurements when using
a wire-wrap socket (as shown by the author) and expect standard devices such as op-amps, comparators, and
anywhere near specified performance. This component especially A/D converters. However, because the
must be placed on a printed circuit board with a ring AD7703 is a unique device designed especially for
guard around its inputs and a substantial ground plane converting the types of signals found in process control, a
should be used. And furthermore, the pod enclosure simple circuit, such as the one presented in my article,
should be constructed of metal and not plastic. can yield excellent results for relative measurements.

2. The author shows two 4-6-inch  single-conductor The designers of the AD7703 took the basic sigma-
wires supplying the analog input signal to the ADC. delta converter design and, by adding extra filtering on-
Absolutely not! These wires act as antennae. Contrary to chip, developed an A/D converter that needs no addi-
what the author says regarding special cabling (none tional analog components to accurately digitize low-
required), this area is critical for low-noise applications. frequency signals. Plus it’s quite inexpensive. To provide
The input leads should be as short as possible and additional noise rejection, I added an averaging queue in
shielded. the PC software and created a practically all-digital

3. The computer switching power supply is defi- design that needs no tweaking.
nitely not recommended for precision A/D conversion When converting an analog signal into a digital
regardless of how convenient it may seem. Noise pulses stream of values, wouldn’t it be useful to move most of
on the digital ground will cause significant errors in the the noise high above the bandwidth of the signal, where
A/D conversion process if the analog and digital grounds it can be easily filtered out with a simple low-pass filter!
are as one with the computer ground as shown by the That’s exactly the approach taken by the AD7703 sigma-
author. You must take advantage of the separate analog delta converter. The internal low-pass filter of the
and digital grounds as provided by the AD7703. Low- AD7703 sits between the input sample-and-hold ampli-
noise analog supplies or batteries are recommended for fier and the one-bit comparator, providing rejection of
the analog portion of the circuit with decoupling out-of-band signals and prefiltering the signal to within
capacitors on each supply line of the AD7703. the Nyquist limits. Since this sample-and-hold requires a

4. The six-pole Gaussian filter does not filter all fixed settling time, it can’t accurately track signals
frequencies above 10 Hz as stated by the author. In fact, above 16 kHz, which is also the maximum sampling rate
the digital filter does not provide any rejection at integer of the ADC.
multiples of the sampling frequency n*fCLKIN/256 [where To further describe this operation, I’ll quote from the
n = 1, 2,3, . J. A low-pass active filter preceding the AD7703 data sheet (page 7): “The AD7703 samples the
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input signal at 16 kHz, which spreads the quantiza-
tion noise from 0 to 8 kHz. Since the specified analog
input bandwidth of the AD7703 is only 0 to 10 Hz,
the noise energy in this bandwidth would be only 11
800 of the total quantization noise, assuming that the
noise energy was spread evenly throughout the
spectrum. It is reduced still further by analog filtering
in the modulator loop, which shapes the quantization
noise spectrum to move most of the noise energy to
frequencies above 10 Hz. The SNR performance in the
0- to IO-Hz range is conditioned to the 20-bit level in
this fashion.” I hope this illustrates the simplicity
and power of the sigma-delta technique.

Finally, I do wish to mention that the design
presented in the “Microvolt Measurements” article
offers excellent noise rejection, but is not guaranteed
to yield absolute measurement precision to 20 bits.
For that type of accuracy it’s best to rely on high-
accuracy, calibrated DMMs.  The design will, how-
ever, provide repeatable results when intelligently
applied to real-world measurements.

X-l 0 Overseas
We have received many (many) calls and letters

from our overseas readers asking about X-10 modules
(and specifically the TW523) for 220-V systems. We’ve
finally tracked down some sources for these parts. We
are told that virtually all modules available in the U.S.
have been adapted for use with 220 V. In addition,
plug options are available for numerous countries.
Contact:

Europe Pacific
Celtel Limited X-10 Ltd. (HKG)
P.O. Box 135 Room 1103-4, Hilder Centre
Basingstoke, Hampshire 2 Sung Ping Street
RG25 2HZ Hunghon, Kowloon
England Hong Kong
Phone: 0256-64324 Phone: (852) 334-8848
Fax: 0256-8 18064 Fax: (852) 764-2437

We Want to Hear from You

WC encourage our rctadcrs to write Icttcrs  of praise,
condemnation,  or suggestion to tht: editors of
the Computer Applications Journal. Send them  to:

The Computer Applications Journal
letters to the Editor
4 Park Strwt
Vernon, CT 06066

#103

Cross-;E;;iprnent

from $50.00

Cross Assemblers

, Extensive arithmetic and logical operations

B Powerful macro substitution capability

, Unlimited include file capability

, Selectable Intel hex or Motorola hex object file format

Simulators

I Ten user-definable screens

, Unlimited breakpoints and memory mapping

, Trace file to record simulator session

Disassemblers

, Automatic substitution of defined label names for all jumps ant
branches

, Automatic insertion of supplied comments and expressions

Broad range ot processor speciftc  tools  Intel,  Motorola, Zllog,  RCA, Rockwell

All  products require  an IBM  PC or compat,ble,  MS DOS 2.1 or greater

Same day shipment VISA. MasterCard,  American Express, and COD

Unlimited technical  support Thousands of satisified  customers  worldwide

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd.
Newport News, VA 23606

(804) 873-1947 FAX:(804) 873-2154

mm23
Power Line Interface

Developers Eit
Interface Your Computer To Transmit And

Receive X-10 Codes Over Your AC Power Line.
Two-Way Communication.

Real Time Environment Control.

Kit Includes
TW523,  Cable, Interface Connector (S/P)
Documentation. Source Code Supplied in

“c”, Pascal, BASIC or Run Time.
Disks  5.25in  & 3.5in Format .

i

Baran-Harper Group Inc.
Voice (416) 294-6473 BBS (416) 471-6776

Fax (416) 471-3730

#104
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Edited by Harv Weiner

HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEM
Ademco Device Manufacturing

Co. announces a home automation
system that fully integrates with a
professional security system. The
Home Automation System links with
Ademco Device Manufacturing’s
VISTA system to provide professional
home security with telephone,
lighting, appliance, and temperature
control. The Personal Home Director
and remote control devices known as
Room Directors operate the system. A
synthesized voice with 2,000 to 3,000
phrases guides the user through the
system setup and operation.

Ademco’s Home Automation
System combines a speakerphone and
an answering machine that can store a ..,

dialing directory of up to 100 names.
The telephone functions also include
message forwarding, call screening, toll-saver, and time-date stamping. It can also operate as a household intercom
that can selectively call up to 16 stations.

The system controls lighting and appliances remotely and at preprogrammed times. The energy management
feature improves on a single thermostat by averaging the temperature readings in various rooms.

Professional home security features protect the home from intrusion, burglary, and fire through hard-wire or
supervised wireless technology. The Personal Home Director, Room Director, or both control security functions.

The system is installed by a professional security or alarm system dealer, with prices from $4,500 to $6,000.

Ademco Device Manufacturing Co., Home Automation Division
165 Eileen Way l Syosset, NY 11791 l (516) 921-6704 #SO0

REAL-TIME CLOCK the memory map. The

CHIP FEATURES RTC registers provide

NONVOLATILE RAM year, month, date, day,

Dallas Semiconduc- hours, minutes, and

tor has introduced a new I ‘_ seconds data in 24-hour

series of timekeepers BCD format.

with real-time clock/ Devices in the family

calendar and nonvolatile are from the DS1642 (2K

RAM functions acces- x 8) to the DS 1647 (512K

sible in a byte-wide x 8). The DS1642 sells for

format. The DS164x $13 in production

Timekeeping RAM series quantities.

features memory densi-
ties in the range of 2-5 12 Dallas Semiconductor
KB. Easily substitute the 4401 S. Beltwood Pkwy.
device packages, which Dallas, TX 75244-3292
adhere to JEDEC byte- sockets providing R/W The devices incorporate (214) 450-0448
wide pinouts,  in ROM, nonvolatility with the ad- the real-time clock registers
EPROM, and EEPROM dition of a real-time clock. in the uppermost 8 bytes of #501
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IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR FOR MOTOROLA 68300 SERIES PROCESSORS

Huntsville Micro-
systems announces the
release of its new “LITE”
series of real-time emula-
tors for the Motorola
68300 family. The units
include HMI’s powerful
SourceGate  debugger.

SourceGate  provides
full emulator control
integrated with source-
level debugging and

The emulators are
configured with 256 KB of
RAM and support mapping
of all chip select signals
with dynamic bus sizing for
8- or 16-bit operations. They
also include 2 KB of dual-
ported RAM for real-time
monitoring of critical
memory variables.

In addition to multiple
software breakpoints, the
unit supports up to four

hardware events for trigger-
ing breakpoints or traces.
The 4K by 63.bit trace
buffer provides for direct
viewing of source code and
can read full address bus,
data bus, chip select, and
control signal information.
Special features allow
viewing of the trace during
emulation as well as proper
tracing of processor show
cycles, dequeuing of
pipelined instructions and
support for all Port-E
configurations.

The LITE emulator is
packaged in a direct-plug
pod enclosure (4.8” x 4.5” x
1 S”) with external connec-
tions for communication
lines and power supply.
Connection to target

systems with unsocketed
CPUs is provided using a
special tristate adapter.

The initial release of
the LITE emulator
supports Motorola’s
68330133 I/332/333
CPUs with versions for
the 68340 and ‘HC 16
family planned.

The LITE emulator
sells for $4,995, which
includes the SourceGate
debugger.

Huntsville Microsystems, Inc.
P.O. Box 12415
Huntsville, AL 35815
(205) 881-6005
Fax: (205) 882-6701

#502

OPEN SYSTEM FOR INTERCONNECTING PERIPHERALS
Gigatec S.A. of Switzerland has introduced an innovative technology for connecting numerous peripherals to one

controlling computer. The LISbus Asynch I/O System is a cost-effective method of communicating with as many as
100 peripherals at distances up to 4,500 feet without expensive network hardware and software.

LISbus establishes a hard-wire connection through analog switching elements with any single slave peripheral
chosen at any time. The connection provides eight transmission lines and one ground line under RS-232. The LISbus
Link Control Software allows use of current software to communicate with the peripheral.

Gigatec based LISbus on a patented technology that uses the impedance of the bus cable to replace binary ad-
dresses. The impedance of a conductor is
a fundamental physical principle, and,
contrary to binary addressing, can’t fail.

A LISbus Starter Pack, consisting of
a Bus Interface Processor, a Bus Termi-
nator Module, three I/O Modules, the
LISbus Link Control Software, cables,
power supply, and manuals sells for
$995. Connect four peripherals to a
controlling computer. Additional I/O
modules are $130 each.

Gigatec (USA), Inc.
871 lslington St. l P.O. Box 4705
Portsmouth, NH 03802-4705
(603) 433-2227
Fax: (603) 433-5552

#503
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EMBEDDED PC FEATURES ON-BOARD VGA CONTROLLER
Megatel Computer has introduced an i80386SX  PC-

compatible single-board microcomputer with an on-
board VGA video controller. The PC/II is the only SBC
currently on the market that is a full function PC. The
4” x 6” board is also smaller than other ‘386SX-based
embedded
controllers and is
ideal for applica-

Megatel Computer provides a complete legal BIOS (in
flash EPROM) that will boot standard versions of PC-
DOS, MS-DOS, and DR-DOS. They also offer a choice of
DR-DOS 3.1 or 5.0 on a 1 meg or 2 meg EPROM. The
5380.compatible  SCSI controller supports hard drives,

CD-ROMs,
optical storage
devices, and other

tions where space
is at a premium.

Features
available on the
PC/II include up
to 16 MB of user
DRAM, 32K to
256K BIOS flash
memory, a SCSI
host adapter,
floppy disk
controller, IBM

functions.
The PC/II is

available as a
stand-alone
product for $995
with 1 MB of
memory or as a
Developer’s Kit
for $1095. Besides
the PC/II, the kit
includes a passive
backplane,

monochrome and transition I/O
VGA/LCD- board, cable set,
compatible video board jacket, and
controller, and an user manual.
AT-compatible Quantity pricing
BIOS. Standard is available.
features include two IBM-compatible RS-232 serial
ports, one RS-232/485  multiprotocol serial port [lo-MHz Megatel Computer (1986) Corp.
version), and one 9-bit general-purpose parallel I/O port 125 Wendell Ave.
with BIOS support as a printer port. Also included are Weston, Ontario
PS/2  mouse support, real-time clock with battery Canada M9N  3K9
backup, and the IBM PC bus. The PC/II uses CMOS to (416) 2452953
reduce power consumption to approximately 5 watts. Fax: (416) 245-6505 #504

ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR CONFIGURING MOTHERBOARDS
Thousands of main computer boards in service The Encyclopedia contains the documentation for

today have wide disparities in their configurations and over 50 chip sets as well as CPU, NPU, and power
jumper settings. More than 80% of these boards don’t consumption specifications. It diagrams and documents
have the Original Equipment Manufacturer’s name. Main Board bus architectures and explains standard
When repairing such boards, technicians often had two memory configurations and caching. MicroHouse  also
choices: blindly alter jumper settings until they get it provides the guidelines for configuring CMOS and
right or sell the customer a new motherboard. Micro- extended CMOS memory. It includes an illustrated
House has added a third option with their new Encyclo- glossary of Main Board terms and components and a
pedia of Main Boards. directory of manufacturers’ addresses plus phone, fax, and

The Encyclopedia of Main Boards includes dia- BBS numbers. A separate index volume and indexing
grams of all necessary jumper, connection, and compo- software allows for quick searches for information.
nent locations as well as tables containing jumper
setting and connection positions. The five-volume set MicroHouse
contains additional, related information that technicians 4900 Pearl East Circle, #lOl l Boulder, CO 80301
need to effect speedy repairs and upgrades. (303) 443-3389 l Fax: (303) 443-3323 #505
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INFRARED WIRELESS is not convenient, Channel
RELAY SYSTEM Plus provides a foot long IR

The Infrared Wireless emitter extension. Both the
Remote Control Relay IR repeater and IR target
System from Channel plug into a 120-volt output.
Plus easily controls a The system will work with
VCR, a laser disc player, any IR remote supplied with
or another video source. If the video source equipment.
you use the Channel Plus An IR repeater, needed
modulators to distribute for each location of a video
video signals to household source, can send IR signals
TVs, you can watch and to all video sources that can
control a video source “see” the repeater. Use an
from any room. unlimited number of IR

The IR Target/ targets with one or more IR
Repeater System 2000 repeaters. another room. The IR are manufactured by
consists of an IR target, IR You control video repeater repeats this signal, Multiplex Technology.
repeater, and IR LED devices from their hand- which the video source sees
emitter extension. The IR held remote control units. just as if the remote was in Multiplex Technology, Inc.
repeater and IR target will When you point the remote the same room. 3200 E. Birch St.
communicate up to 100 control at the IR target, it Prices for the IR Target/ Brea, CA 92621-6258
feet. Where placement in sends its signal through the Repeater System start at (714) 996-4100
front of the video sources air to the IR repeater in $70. Channel Plus products Fax: (714) 996-4900 #I506

EXPRESS CIRCUITS
MANUFACTURERS OF PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUITS FROM YOUR CAD DESIGNS

TURN AROUND TIMES AVAILABLE FROM 24 HRS - 2 WEEKS

Special Support For:

l TANGO. PCB l FULL TIME MODEM
l TANGO SERIES II l GERBER PHOTO PLOTTING
l TANGO PLUS
l PROTEL AUTOTRAX WE CAN NOW WORK FROM

l PROTEL EASYTRAX
YOUR EXISTING ARTWORK BY
SCANNING. CALL FOR

l smARTWORK DETAILS!
l HiWIRE-Plus
l HiWIRE  II
l EE DESIGNER I

Express
l EE DESIGNER III
l ALL GERBER FORMATS

0

Circuits
1150 Foster Street l PO. Box 58

Industrial Park Road
Wilkesboro, NC 28697

Quotes:
l-800-426-5396

Phone: (919) 667-2100
Fax: (919) 667-0487
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USER-PROGRAMMABLE RISC
MICROCONTROLLER FEATURES ADC

Microchip Technology has introduced an ad-
vanced, low-cost, g-bit RISC microcontroller with on-
chip A/D conversion and an upgraded CPU core. The
PIC16C71  features internal and external interrupt
sources, an expanded stack memory, and 14-bit-wide
instructions. The chip maintains the advantages of user
programmability while adding a four-channel, s-bit

ADC with a conversion rate of 20 ps per channel.
The RISC instruction set consists of 35 instructions,

each of which executes in one 200-ns  instruction cycle
(with the exception of program branches). Capable of
operation up to 20 MHz, the PIC16C71  uses a dual-bus
Harvard architecture with a 14-bit-wide instruction and
an g-bit-wide data path. The high-performance core
incorporates 1024 x 14 of program EPROM memory and
36 x 8 general purpose SRAM registers along with four
interrupt sources, including wake-up on keystroke.

Other features of the PIC16C71  include 12 special-
function registers, expansion from a two-level-deep to an
eight-level-deep stack, g-bit real-time clock/counter with
g-bit programmable prescaler, and a high-current sink/
source for direct LED drive. Special features include a
watchdog timer, serial programming for easy in-circuit
software configuration, a security EPROM fuse, power on
reset, and EPROM fuse-selectable oscillator options.

The PIC16C71  sells for $3.25 in quantities of 10,000.

Microchip Technology, Inc.
2355 W. Chandler Blvd. l Chandler, AZ 85224-6199
(602) 963-7373 l Fax: (602) 899-9210

EZ-ROUTE PRO system from AMS for IBM PC, I’S/2 and compatibles is an
integrated system and includes schematic capture, PCB layout, Automatic
Router, DesignRule chc-zka and ability to view gerber plot files The schanatic
capture module from EZ-ROUTE system supports A through E size sheets,
comes with user expandable library and outputs netlists compatible to several
different formats such as Futurnet,  WAD,  and EDIF.  The PCB Layout Module
supports 256 layers, trace width from 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch, flexible grid,
SMD components on both sides of the board and outputs on penplotters,
gerber  photoplotter, and dot matrix printers.

Fora FREE Evaluationcalll-800-972-3733
30 DAY NO-HASSLE MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

ams
1460 S.W. 3rd  St., Suite B-8, Pompano Beach, FL 33069
(305) 7E4-0900  l FAX (305) 7844904

We offer a full line of low cost 8OC32 embedded
controllers and software tools. They are ideal for
developing products, test fixtures and prototypes.

Features include:
l Low power CMOS design
l RS-232 and RS-485 ports
l Up to 60K of code space
l Up to 60K of data space
l 5 to 15 volt operation
l Small form factor (3.5” * 6.5”)
l System diskette includes

application notes and an
assembler.

l Start at $100

Available Options:
l Real Time Clock
l Watch Dog Timer
l Multifunction Board adds LCD, Keypad, UART,

A/D and 24 I/O lines.
l BASIC-52 or Monitor/Debugger in EPROM
l C Compiler, $100

Iota Systems, Inc.
POB 8987 l Incline Village, NV 89452

PH: 702-831-6302  l FAX: 702 831-4629
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PC-COMPATIBLE
EMBEDDED
CONTROL SYSTEM

MJS Designs has
introduced a new tool for
embedded control using
an IBM PC or compatible.
The Total Control 2000
(TC2000) is a unique way
for engineers to develop
standard microcontroller
functions and for experi-
menters to create the
“perfect” electronic
home. It incorporates the
features of a learning tool,
hardware developer, and
programmer’s kit.

The TC2000 kit
includes an ISA-compat-
ible PC card that has
standard I/O features,
such as lo-bit  ADC, 16-

bit pulse with modulators,
edge detector inputs,
asynchronous serial I/O, a
32-bit timer/counter with l-

ps resolution, and general-
purpose I/O. The kit also
includes a Windows 3.013.1
click-on driver for easy
hardware debugging and a
generic ANSI standard C
library source code for
controlling over 33 func-
tions.

The Windows driver
software simplifies program
development. Instead of
remembering bits in a
register to control serial I/O
or high-speed capture
inputs, configure I/O by
clicking a mouse button.
Also, use the driver to debug
hardware without software

errors getting in the way.
Create control programs
using standard PC C
development tools.

Uses for the TC2000
include digitizing sound
using the ADC, sound
playback through the
Pulse Width Modulator,
data transmission from
the PC to other serial
devices with rates up to 1
Mbps, as well as simple
turn on and off control
functions.

The TC2000 kit
includes the TC2000 ISA-
compatible PC card, 4 feet
of ribbon cable, documen-
tation, the click-on driver
software that runs under
Windows, and the ANSI
standard C source library

routines. The kit sells for
$249.99.

MJS Designs
1438 W. Broadway, Ste. 8185
Tempe, AZ 85282
(602) 966-8618
Fax: (602) 966-8528
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ROMDISM~_ _ _

SOLID STATE
Disk and Drive

Emulators
l Proven Performance! For OEM/Military,

Embedded Systems, Diskless/High
Performance PC’s, CAD/CAM, Industrial
Control, Medical, POS, LAN’s, etc.

l High Capacity Models (PCF/PCM)
l Low Cost Models (FERO,E/2-SW

Special OEM)
l Dual Mode Emulation Models (PCF,

PCM/2,  PCE/2)
l Autoboot  Capabilities, all models
l MS DOS/DR DOS/E-Venix OS Support
l NEW! PCMCIA models (PCM,

PCIw2) and accessories

. . . ‘CURTIS, INCm
Industry Leader in Disk and Drive

Emulation Products
418 W. County Rd. D l St. Paul, MN 55112

612/631-9512
FAX 6121631-9506

NDUSTRIAL  STRENGTH

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
H A S  O P T I M U M  F E A T U R E S  F O R  D A T A  AQUISITION  A N D  C O N T R O L.
PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED AND BUILT FOR TOUGH APPLICATIONS WITHA  2
m WARRANTEE AND A 30 DAY MEY BACK GUANEE.  PRoGRAMMING
s A SNAP IN EITHER MULTI-TASKING BASIC,  bRTH  OR ANSI C. FEATURES

NCLUDE: *
8 OPTICALLY COUPLED DIGITAL INPUTS

* 8 HIGH DRIVE BUFFERED DIGITAL OUPUTS
* 16 PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL I/o  LINES
* 16, THIRTEEN BIT ANALOG INPUTS
* 2 OPTIONAL TWELVE BIT ANALOG OUTPUTS
* 4 SERIAL RS232/485 SERIAL PORTS
* 6 TIMER/COUNTERS
* UP TO 512K MEMORY PLUS E E P R O M
* E-PAC 3000 G2 COST $389.00 Q T Y. 1

618-529-452s Fax 618-457-0110

P.O. BOX 2042, CARBONDALE, IL 62902
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FEATURES
The SMART HOUSE
System

H. Brooke Stauffer

Switched on CEBus:
A CAL Interpreter

Temperature Monitoring

Putting the Wraps
on CEBus

The SMART
System
A Technical
Overview

HOUSE

b, MART HOUSE
is a complete

resources needed for home automation
in a multiproduct, multivendor
environment-a system controller, a
housewide wiring network, communi-
cations protocols, standard interfaces
[outlet designs] for connecting other
products, and basic user controls.
These controls include programmable
wall switches, a control panel, and a
DTMF telephone. Providing complete
home automation functionality
depends on the addition of other
products, such as more complex user
controls, home appliances, and
application-specific controllers.

These SMART HOUSE-compat-
ible appliances and controllers are
equipped with a proprietary communi-
cations circuit, the branch slave chip,
which permits them to communicate
with the system controller and with
each other.

A basic building block of the
design is a system of three multicon-
ductor cables installed during original
construction in place of conventional
house wiring. This cabling system
combines power, control, telephone,
and coaxial conductors and provides a
dedicated six-wire bus throughout the
house. This home automation en-
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Figure l--The control/communications subsystem consists of three main components--the system controller, the dual branch slave chip, and the appliance chip-and three
communications channels-the branch channel, the appliance channel, and the serial channel.

abling system is intended primarily for
new home construction, though a
retrofit design is under development.

I’d like to give you a concise
technical description of the SMART
HOUSE system, concentrating on
control/communications aspects such
as system architecture, protocols,
messaging, and logic structure.

SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

The SMART HOUSE control/
communications subsystem is respon-
sible for the coordination, operation,
and management of house functions.
Its two primary functions are control-
ling energy delivery to outlets and
appliances, and providing pathways for
appliances and system components to
exchange messages and functional
requests. It exchanges data and
messages between appliances and the
system controller or between two or
more appliances, using the Core
Language and the object-oriented
SMART HOUSE Applications Lan-
guage (SHAL).

The control/communications supports up to 30 appliance channels,
subsystem consists of three primary
components and three communication
channels (see Figure 1). The three
components are

*the system controller
*the branch slave chip
*the appliance chip

The communications channels are
athe branch channel
*the appliance channel
*the serial channel

COMPONENTS
System Controller

The system controller manages
the SMART HOUSE control/commu-
nications system. It consists of a
number of I/O ports, two microproces-
sors, a real-time clock, and volatile and
nonvolatile memory. The system
controller is implemented as a single
electronics and interface connector
board. Included are the hardware and
software necessary for managing
communications and control functions
on two serial channels and up to 30
branch channels. Each branch channel

so the system controller can manage as
many as 900 uniquely addressable
nodes. Each node represents an outlet
or appliance attached to the control/
communications subsystem.

The system controller maintains
and permits access to internally stored
database information, including

l Node addressing information
l System clock (date and time)
l Appliance identifications
l Switch/sensor and appliance

statuses
l Controller status
l Appliance report mappings
l Programmable control logic
l Allocated coax transmit channels
l Telephone gateway configurations
l Remote access privileges for

remote service providers (energy
and communications utilities)

Branch Slave Chip
The branch slave chip constitutes

two addressable nodes, each of which
supports an appliance channel (for
more information, see the “Communi
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cations Channels” section). The
branch slave chip provides the neces-
sary protocol conversion between the
appliance and branch channels. It also
sends messages and commands to and
from the system controller. Branch
slave chips are installed in system
outlets and in system devices like the
remote control circuit breaker unit.
The branch slave chip also contains
circuitry to control latching relays.

Appliance Chip
SMART HOUSE-compatible

attached products include equipment
normally hard-wired (hot water heater,
central air conditioning) and appli-
ances normally plugged into wall
outlets [consumer electronics, washer
or dryer). These appliances may or may
not contain a SMART HOUSE appli-
ance chip. The appliance chip en-
hances the communications abilities
of “normal” and “complex” attached
products; “conventional” and
“simple” attached products do not use
the chip.

Figure 2-The SMART Convenience Center rep/aces
the traditional wall  outlet  and includes connections for
power [conventional and SMART), coax, and telephone.

The appliance chip implements
the appliance channel’s physical and
link layer protocols. In normal mode,
the appliance chip allows an attached
product to send and receive g-bit
appliance reports to and from the
system controller. In complex mode,
the appliance chip provides a standard
microprocessor or microcontroller
interface for sending and receiving
Core Language messages to and from
the system controller.

system controller and an appliance
channel representing an addressable
node (outlet or appliance). The system
controller can support up to 30 branch
channels. Each branch channel is
capable of supporting up to 30 nodes
for a total of 900 addressable nodes.
Each branch slave chip supports two
independent nodes, so a single branch
channel can have up to 15 branch slave
chips attached to it. A polling protocol
invokes link layer data exchanges
between the system controller and the
branch slave chips. To ensure system
integrity, only devices containing
branch slave chips may attach to the
branch channel.

Physically, six dedicated conduc-
tors in two different multiconductor
cables distribute the branch channel
throughout the house. These cables
run from the system controller to
outlets for plug-in appliances and
directly to hard-wired appliances.

Appliance Channel
COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS
Serial Channels

The system controller supports
two dedicated EIA-232-D asynchro-
nous channels, each operating at 9600
bps, full duplex. One channel commu-
nicates with the telephone gateway,
making control of the system by
touchtone phones possible. The second
serial channel communicates with the
SMART HOUSE technician device-a
laptop computer equipped with
proprietary software that configures
and troubleshoots the system.

The appliance channel communi-
cates between attached products and
branch slave chips located at outlets.
Appliances, sensors, switches, and
application-specific controllers (such
as security or energy management)
send and receive control information,
status information, and Core Language
messages over the appliance channel
to the branch slave chip. The branch
slave chip provides the necessary
protocol conversion between the
appliance and branch channels and
sends messages and commands to and
from the system controller.

Branch Channels The appliance channel isolates
The branch channel is a synchro- attached product failures, so a failure

nous serial interface between the at one node will not affect other nodes

on the SMART HOUSE control/
communications subsystem. Physi-
cally, six conductors in appliance cord
sets equipped with a special SMART
HOUSE attachment plug that con-
nects to system outlets distributes the
appliance channel (see Figure 2).

COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL
The control/communications

subsystem distinguishes between
control and communications informa-
tion. Control information includes
appliance status, diagnostic, power
control, and other discrete (1 byte or
less) information. Communications
information is defined as the passing of
Core Language messages and associ-
ated data.

A transport layer protocol ensures
the accurate delivery of message
packets. A proprietary application
layer protocol handler implements the
Core Language and executes com-
mands from attached products and
remote service providers [energy and
communications utilities). Other
handlers execute programmable
control logic resident on the system
controller. The Core Language in-
cludes functions for transporting
SHAL from appliance to appliance and
between appliances and the system
controller.

Addressing
All components containing branch

slave chips are manufactured with a
nonvolatile 1 s-bit long address; typical
long addresses would be 38353 or
17028. During the system addressing
process using the technician device,
each branch slave chip issues this 15

bit long address to the system control-
ler with an appended 16th bit (0 for the
first node of the branch slave chip and
1 for the second node). The system
controller stores these two 16-bit
addresses and assigns a unique S-bit
short address to each of the two nodes.

The system controller can
uniquely identify any node in the
house by prefixing a s-bit number
representing the branch channel
[physical six-wire bus) associated with
that node to the s-bit node short
address. This lo-bit  representation is
referred to as the physical address or
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branch/node number. Each of the up
to 900 appliance channels in the
system has a unique physical address
or branch/node number; a typical
physical addresses would be 02/13.

Programmable Control
The system controller periodically

scans programmed “event” conditions
and ascertains if and when to execute
the corresponding programmed
“action” logic. Programmable control
logic can take one of two forms. It may
be structured as a dynamic event/
action sequence or as high-priority
event/action logic that controls only
power and control bit states.

Dynamic Event/Action Control
Dynamic event/action logic

consists of one or more specified
events followed by one or more
specified actions. The system control-
ler makes a number of comparisons
and detections during its normal
operation. Each of these constitutes a
possible event entry that can be
configured into the dynamic event/

action table and scanned periodically
by the system controller. Core Lan-
guage messages, including transmis-
sion of applications language mes-
sages, constitute actions for the
dynamic event/action structure. Some
message types are not allowed to be
action types for reasons of system
integrity.

High-Priority Event/Action Control
The high-priority event/action

table is used for programming events
that control power delivery or control
bit state at a specified node. High-
priority event/action logic is created
by technicians or homeowners using
the technician device or user interfaces
like control panels. This table cannot
be used to execute Core messages.

AllACHED  PRODUCT
OPERATIONAL MODES

The SMART HOUSE system
accommodates a wide range of at-
tached product complexity. In order to
provide for differing levels of opera-
tional complexity and reduce require-

ments for electronics within these
products, the control/communications
system supports four product opera-
tional modes+onventional,  simple,
normal, and complex.

Simple, normal, and complex
attached products are collectively
referred to as SMART appliances.
Their capability to communicate with
the system controller distinguishes
them from conventional appliances.

Conventional Mode
Conventional mode or nonsmart

appliances require only 120 VAC or
gas energy. This type of appliance
connects to a system outlet with a
standard AC power plug or gas appli-
ance connector.

Conventional mode appliances
cannot communicate with the system
controller. However, the controller can
detect when an electrical appliance is
attached to a 120 VAC outlet and use
status changes to trigger the execution
of event/action logic. For example, if a
conventional electrical appliance
suffers a fault or becomes disconnected

ISIS ILLUSTRATOR combines  the hiih r~ndi~na~ity
OfthelslS  product line withthe graphii capabilities of
Windows 3 to give you unpamlled  contml  of the appearance
of your drawings. When the drawing is complete. you can
output to any printer supported by Windows, or the drawing
canbereadintomostWindowsDTPandWPprogmrns.

R4 SYSTEMS Inc.
P.O.Box  451
West Hill, Ontario
Canada Ml E 4Y9
(416) 898-0665

BBS at 416 898-0508
(2400/8/N/l )
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from its AC outlet, the system
controller can detect this problem and
display a message on a control panel.

Simple Mode
Simple mode appliances do com-

municate with the system controller,
but don’t require an appliance chip.
They can convey up to seven states
(on, off, neutral, etc.) to the controller
and receive binary control commands.
The system controller reserves the
eighth state for internal use.

Simple mode appliances commu-
nicate status and control information
to the branch slave chip in the system
outlet to which the appliance is
attached. Such communication is done
using three status lines and one
control line in the appliance channel
(appliance cord set). The attached
product communicates “upstream” to
the system controller over the three
status lines with a signal called the
appliance status. The system control-
ler communicates “downstream” to
the product over the control line,
which is referred to as the control bit.

upstream appliance status, and directs
downstream power control commands
to controlled nodes (AC outlets, light
fixtures, hard-wired appliances, or gas
outlets). The smart wall switch can
use the control bit to light an LED

An example of a simple mode
appliance is a programmable SMART
wall switch. The system controller
monitors changes to the switch’s

representing the ON or OFF power
state of a controlled node.

A temperature sensor is another
simple mode implementation (Figure
3). The sensor uses the appliance
status lines to indicate one of three
conditions to the system-over
setpoint, nominal, or under setpoint.
Using dynamic event/action logic, the
system controller monitors changes in
the sensor’s status and issues com-
mands to a gas or electric furnace.

Normal Mode
A normal mode appliance uses a

SMART HOUSE appliance chip to
send and receive 8 bits of data to and
from the system controller in addition
to the status and control data de-
scribed above for simple appliances.
These data, called an appliance report,
may also be sent to another normal
mode appliance and may be queried or
modified by complex mode appliances
issuing Core Language messages. This
function, called appliance report
mapping, is useful to product designers
because it provides enhanced inter-
appliance communication at low cost.

takes the upstream appliance report
issued by one normal mode appliance
and periodically transfers it to other
appliances. The system controller
executes these transfers whenever it
receives a change in a designated

Appliance report mapping is
effectively a version of programmable
control in which the system controller

_ Upstream Communications
4
T (Appliance Status Issued)

Downstream Communications

(Control Bit Received)

Figure 3-A simple mode example is a temperature sensor. The sensor can use the appliance sfatus  lines to
indicate one of three conditions: over setpoint, nominal, and under setpoint.
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Upstream Communications

d (Appliance Report Issued)

Switch/Sensor Outlet

determine the encodings for
System Controller

$

f-- Fbya

g-bit appliance reports; for Switch/Sensor Block
Temperature Sensor

example, eight ON/OFF wi Branch Slave Chip

control inputs to other
appliances, two hex digits, a
binary number from 0 to
255, or an ASCII character.
The system controller does
not interpret the contents

I I

of an appliance report. It
Switch/Sensor Outlet

simply routes the data to
another normal mode Downstream Communications

appliance, which is respon- (Appliance Report Received)

sible for interpreting the
data or performing some

Figure 4-A example of normal mode operation involves an exterior temperature sensor that drives an internal digifal  display

action based on the data.

upstream appliance report.
One upstream appliance
report can be mapped to
multiple downstream
locations.

Product manufacturers

An example of a normal mode
appliance is a programmable eight-
button switch panel that controls
selections of house modes, which are
preset system configurations for
lighting control, HVAC setback, and

so forth. The switch panel uses an upstream appliance report. The system
upstream appliance report to identify controller interprets a status change in
which of the eight possible, mutually a bit as a request to change the house
exclusive house modes has been into a different predefined mode.
selected by the homeowner. Each A second example of normal mode
switch on the panel signals a binary operation involves an exterior tem-
status (open or closed) to one bit of the perature sensor that drives an internal
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of new and expanded hands-on projects and tutorials.
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Program It In C
Our new Little PLCTM  measures only 4.33 x 2.85 inches and
can mount on standard DIN rail. This miniature controller
costs only $195, including 8 optically isolated inputs and 8
relay driver outputs. Low cost expansion cards allow you to
add more inputs and outputs: digital and analog. It has dual
RS-485 serial I/O, battery backed memory and time/date
clock, programmable timers and a watchdog. Our easy to
use and affordable Dynamic CTM integrated development
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digital display; both are made by the
same manufacturer (see Figure 4). The
system controller takes the upstream
appliance report issued by the sensor
and transfers it to the display, which
decodes the data to show temperature.

Complex Mode
A complex mode appliance uses

the SMART HOUSE appliance chip in
conjunction with a microprocessor to
exchange Core Language messages
with the system controller or other
complex appliances. The microproces-
sor used is the one that would be in
the product anyway, with an added
interface for the appliance chip.

One example of a complex mode
appliance is a clothes washer that
sends a message for display on a TV set
indicating a completed wash cycle.
Another is an environmental monitor
that displays messages on a touch-
screen control panel (see Figure 5). The
microprocessor in the environmental
monitor uses inputs from three sensors

to compile a Core Language message,
which the appliance chip sends to the
system controller. The controller
routes this Core Language message to
the touchscreen, where it is inter-
preted to display three separate
outputs to the homeowner.

TRANSPORT LAYER PROTOCOL
The transport layer protocol

exchanges control and data packets
between an appliance and the system
controller. It acknowledges and
retransmits messages, provides stop-
and-wait flow control, and piggybacks
acknowledgments to conserve packets.
Data packets exchanged by the
transport layer contain between 2 and
62 bytes of application layer data.

CORE LANGUAGE
The SMART HOUSE Core

Language is an application layer
protocol that exchanges commands,
responses, and notifications between
an appliance and the system control-

ler. The language includes over 100
message types, each performing a
specific function. Using the Core
Language, complex mode appliances
can request system services such as
the following:

l Obtaining the time and date
l Controlling power delivery at

outlets
l Communicating with other

appliances
l Assigning switches to outlets or

hard-wired appliances
l Creating programmable control

logic
l Placing and receiving calls via the

telephone gateway; for example,
a security controller might place
an alarm call to a central
monitoring station

OBJECT-ORIENTED SMART
HOUSE APPLICATIONS
LANGUAGE (SHAL)

Using the Core Language, complex
mode appliances can communicate

Environment Monitor

Humidity Display

Upstream Communications
$@

4
(Complex Message Issued)

Wind Speed Sensor

Switch/Sensor Outlet h
Temperature Sensor

System Controller
4 Temperature Sensor +r

1lz

Switch/Sensor Block Appliance Micro-
Chip

ADC

w/ Branch Slave Chip
processor

Micro-
processor Touchscreen

Switch/Sensor Block

w/ Branch Slave Chip

4

Switch/Sensor Outlet

Downstream Communications

(Complex Message Received)
b

Figure 5-An example of a complex mode appliance is an envirormental  monifor  that displays messages on a louchscreen  control panel.
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information among themselves or to
the system controller. SHAL standard-
izes the format for this information
exchange.

When an appliance sends a
message to the system controller or
another appliance, it first constructs
an applications subpacket. This
subpacket has a header byte that
defines what type of message it is and
whether a response or an acknowledg-
ment is required. If a response is
required, a response ID is also sent in
this header byte; the response message

then transmits this ID back to the
sender for identification. The second
byte in the packet is always an object
class-name code, followed by the
object identifier code in the third.

For example, if the message is to
be sent to a VCR, then the second and
third bytes in the message are the
object class-name code for “unit”
followed by the object identifier code
for “VCR.” This information is
followed by the actual message to the
VCR, which may be up to 58 bytes
long (bytes 4 through 62). SMART
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HOUSE L.P. assigns object class-name
and object identifier codes. The
manufacturer specifies the messages a
particular appliance [such as a VCR)
can receive and respond to. These
messages can be listed in a data sheet
for other product manufacturers’
information.

SMART HOUSE USAGE
SMART HOUSE is currently

aimed at the new construction market
with professional builders and install-
ers the intended buyers. Equipment for
retrofits is still being developed at this
time. For more information on
SMART HOUSE, contact SMART
HOUSE L.P., 400 Prince Georges Blvd.,
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772, (301) 249.
6000. q

Brooke Stauffer is Technical Director,
Regulatory Affairs for the Association
of Home Appliance Manufacturers
(AHAM). He was previously Manager
of Codes and Standards Development
for the SMART HOUSE Limited
Partnership.

Stauffer, H. Brooke and Mullin,
Ray C., SMART HOUSE Wiring,
Delmar Publishers, 1992. Avail-
able for $21.95 (plus shipping)
from Delmar  Publishers at (800)
998-7498.

Just published in November, this
new book is the comprehensive
guide to designing and installing
the SMART HOUSE system for
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the electrical and electronic
services together in one neat
package. The SMART HOUSE
system is installed during
original house construction in
the place of conventional wiring.
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Switched-On
CEBus:
A CAL
Interpreter

Jeff Fisher

guage? Don’t worry. This
one is unique enough to be interesting,
simple enough to learn in an after-
noon, and powerful enough to be
useful in a variety of situations. It’s
called the Common Application
Language [CAL), and it’s part of the top
layer of the EIA CEBus home automa-
tion standard. Ken Davidson’s CEBus
article in this issue has an extensive
list of references should you need
some background on CEBus. I’d like to
introduce you to this nifty little
language and describe a modest
implementation of a CAL interpreter.

CEBus follows the seven-layer IS0
network model. While layers one
through six define how to move data
around, layer seven, the application
layer, defines how an application uses
the data. Parts of the CEBus applica-
tion layer involve connectivity and
resource allocation, but the nucleus is
a true language.

What’s a language doing in a home
automation standard? Adding flexibil-
ity. By adding remote programmability
to a device, you can teach it to do
things that its designers never envi-
sioned. An admirable goal, but what
kind of language do I want my light
switch to use? Obviously, it must be
very simple to parse and execute, it
must be terse, and it must be flexible.
CAL is all these and more.

CAL EXPLAINED

The EIA calls opcodes methods.
The CAL specification provides a list
of generalized methods that acts like a
master instruction set. The manufac-
turer implements only those methods
that make sense for each object. For
instance, a volume control might have
plus and minus methods to raise and
lower the volume setting, while true
and false methods might turn a bass
boost object on and off.

First, I have to warn you that I The EIA defines some common
haven’t been able to get on the EIA’s contexts, their objects, what methods
magic mailing list for CEBus updates, they should implement, and what they
and I got tired of regularly paying $60 should do. However, this list is not

just to find out if anything changed.
Therefore, my version of the CAL
specification is probably out of date.
Also, the CAL specification is vague in
a few areas much to my frustration.
Fortunately, the language is fairly
elegant. With this benefit, and calling
on some experience with LISP inter-
preters, I made some educated guesses
to fill in the blanks. Finally, I only aim
to introduce you to CAL. Read the EIA
specification for complete details.

The EIA designed CAL for com-
puter-to-computer communication, so
isn’t very human readable. A program
could easily convert CAL to printable
text, but the EIA didn’t define a format
for this “source” version. The language
is very terse, with complete programs
as short as 2 bytes. CAL is this concise
because it is simply a sequence of l- to

z-byte  tokens, defins defaults for most
everything, and is object oriented.

Now, OOZs [Object-Oriented
Zealots) shouldn’t get too excited, and
OOLs (Object-Oriented Loathers)
shouldn’t dismiss CAL; the EIA uses
the term “object oriented” loosely.
There are no classes, class hierarchies,
or inheritance. Put simply, the current
state of the interpreter affects what a
given opcode does. More accurately,
you can put CAL tokens in just about
any order, but the meaning of a given
token can be drastically affected by the
token placed before it. There are two
levels of state: context and object.
Contexts represent different sections
in a device, such as the tuning and
amplifier sections in a stereo. Objects
represent different parts of a context,
such as the volume and balance
controls in the amplifier context.
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INTERPRETING CAL
To execute a CAL program, the

interpreter repeatedly calls the parser,
acting on each returned type. It makes
note of any context or object changes.
For method types, it uses the current
context, current object, and method ID
to decide which method to call. The
method calls the parser to get any
arguments it needs. When the method
returns, the interpreter skips any
method arguments by parsing until it
encounters a nonargument type (see
the top half of Table 1 J. The interpreter
repeats this process until it runs out of
code to parse.

Each context has a default object,
and each object has a default method.
The interpreter calls the default
method when it encounters a value7/8
type. The value becomes the first
argument to the default method. The
ETA calls it, confusingly, an alias
message.

Don’t give up now, you’re almost
there. A few examples will help you.
The code 01 80 calls method:80 in the
default object of context 01. As an

example of an alias message, the code
01 DO 20 calls the default method for
object:DO  in context:Ol.  value7:20 is
the method’s first argument. The
interpreter calls the default method
because it encounters a value7 type.

A final description completes the
CAL syntax discussion. CAL has
provisions for variables. The EIA calls
a variable name a reference string.
(The word “string” is a complete
misnomer-ignore it.) A reference
string is simply a value7/8-type
argument. The argument’s value
(typically an ASCII letter like A) refers
to a variable associated with the
current context and object, which is an
instance variable in object-oriented
parlance. The specification says almost
nothing about instance variables, and
CAL uses them heavily, so I was pretty
much on my own with them. Unfortu-
nately, reference strings do not have a
unique type; methods must be hard
coded to assume some arguments are
reference strings and some are imme-
diate data values. This situation gets a
little confusing because CAL requires

multiple versions of each method to
handle the combinations.

Let me give a real-world example.
Table 2 shows a 16-byte CAL program
that uses real contexts, objects, and
methods as described in the specifica-
tion to control a hypothetical televi-
sion set. Follow along in the table as I
describe the program. The first byte
indicates the initial context: audio
context. When the context changes,
the interpreter sets the current object
to the default object of the new
context. The second byte indicates a
new object: volume control object. The
third byte is the method ID for the add
immediate method. The add immedi-
ate method adds argument 1, a data
value, to the reference string indicated
by argument 2. Byte 4 is the first
argument to the add immediate
method. Because the CAL code does
not specify argument 2, the interpreter
uses the default, which is the current
volume level. Thus, the third and
fourth bytes increase the current
volume level by two “notches.”

Byte 5 calls the swap method,
which exchanges the contents of the
two reference string arguments. Byte 6
is the first argument: a reference string
that indicates the mute level variable.
The code does not have a second
argument, so the interpreter again uses
the default: current volume level.
Thus, bytes 5 and 6 swap the mute
level with the current volume level.

Byte 7 indicates a new object: the
feature switch object. Byte 8 calls the
true method. The true method sets the
variable referenced in argument 1. Byte
9 is the argument, and an S represents
the surround sound variable. Setting
this true enables surround sound.

Byte 10 indicates an upcoming
change in context. Byte 11 is the new
context. Byte 12 selects the sharpness
control object. Byte 13 calls the loud
method. The load method has two
arguments, both reference strings. It
copies the contents of the first variable
to the second variable. Byte 14 is
argument 1 for the load method, and a
P represents the preference variable.
Because the CAL code does not specify
argument 2, the interpreter uses the
default: the current sharpness level.
Thus, bytes 13 and 14 load the prefer-
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ence sharpness level into the
current sharpness level.

Byte 15 is the escape token.
It indicates the end of an
argument list, so an alias
message that follows will not be
taken as part of the current
method’s argument list. Byte 16
is an alias message. In this
context and object, an alias
message sets the current
sharpness level variable to the
first argument value. Therefore,
byte 16 sets the current sharp-
ness value to hex 20.

In a mere 16 bytes, you
raised the volume level, muted
the sound, turned on surround
sound, reset the sharpness to the
preferred level, then set the
sharpness to a specified level.

IMPLEMENTING CAL
Space prohibits my listing

or describing all the contexts,

Byte Return Type Return Value

8O..CF method ID
DO..EF object ID
FC escape
F7 UDASE

F6 context

Current byte
Current byte

Parse again. Must be
type value7/8.  Use as
length of UDASE that
follows.

Parse again. Must be
type value7/8. Return
this value.

until it hits an end. A flag to
the parser tells it to treat
begins as block starts or
separate tokens, which gives
me a new type from the parser
called beginend.

OO..7F value7
F5 value8
F4 data

FO null
Fi minimum
F2 maximum
F3 default
F8 bitstring
FA delimiter
FB endoffile
FD begin
FE end

Current byte
Next byte
Parse again. Must be

type value7/8. Use as
length of data that
follows.

A single data structure,
ca lPtrs ,holdsanytypeof
token (refer to Listing 1). The
calTokenType,anenum,is
held in type. For simple
tokens with no value, that’s it.
val (Gdefi nedtol en) holds
the value for value tokens,
such as object, method,
context, value7, and value8.
ms g holds a pointer to the start
of the data, and 1 en holds the
length of the data for the
variable-length tokens
UDASE, data, and beginend.

There are four cal Ptrs
structures. c a 1 Pt. r is the main
one, pointing to the remaining
CAL code. ca 1 Ret. holds
return values. cal Context
L i s t points to the context list

(always a beginend). c a 1 V a r L i s t
points to the variable list (always a
beginend). The variables cal Context
and c a 10 b j ec t hold the current
context and object ID.

The key to handling object-
oriented (context and object depen-
dent) method references, default

objects, and methods defined in Table l--The  key to efficiently convetiing the BIVF CAL format to  something

the specification, but I will tell
the parser can easily handle is fo put the  information in table  form.

value. Also, a call stack allows call,
return, and exit. I haven’t come up
with a use for null, minimum, maxi-
mum, default, endoffile, or bitstring
types yet.

Using beg i n and end to create
code blocks was easy. When the parser
hits a beg i n, it calls itself recursively

you that methods exist for testing,
branching, calling, returning, if, and so
forth. The EIA appears to have added
some of the more interesting methods,
such as call, return, and if, as an
afterthought; the standard just gives
their name and method ID. The
specification also doesn’t bother to
mention what the tokens null,
minimum, maximum, default, bit-
string, endoffile, begin, and end mean.
Also, it doesn’t mention anything
about call stacks, if methods return
tokens that can be arguments to
another method, or how a CAL pro-
gram returns anything to the caller.
The specification also implies that you
can call a CAL program stored in a
variable. I guess, ” . .implementation  is
left as an exercise for the reader.” (As
I’ve said, I’m not working off the latest
version of the spec, so they may have
added more information by now.)

So I exercised. I made up argu-
ment lists for the methods without
them. I used begin and end to bracket
a “block” of CAL code, allowing a
block of anything to become one
argument. (So the method if can call
code that is in its arguments.) I have
all methods leave a token in the return

Byte CAL Current Current
No. Code Description Context Object

1 30 Start off with the audio context 30 default
2 DB Select volume control object 30 DB
3 87 Call the add immediate method 30 DB
4 02 Argument one is “2” 30 DB

5
6

8E
50

Call the swap method
Argument one is P (mute level)

30 DB
30 DB

7 D5 Change to feature switch object 30 D5
8 81 Call the true method 30 D5
9 53 Argument one is S (surround sound) 30 D5
=================================================================
10 F6 Change context...
11 38 . ..to video monitor context 38 default
12 DF Select the sharpness control object 38 DF
13 8A Call the load method 38 DF
14 50 Argument one is P (preference) 38 DF

15
16

FC
20

Escape the current method
Call the default method (an alias message)

38 DF
3 8 DF

Table 2-/n a mere 16 bytes, you can raise the volume, mute  the sound, turn on fhe surround sound, resef the
sharpness fo a preferred level, and set the sharpness to a specified level on a hypothetical television sef.
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method arguments, and variables is in
the structure of the context and
variable lists. Because I already have a
CAL parser, I thought, why not store
all this data in CAL format? That way
I can search with the parser.

So CalContextList pointstoa
hard-coded CAL string. (See Listing 2
for example context and variable lists.)
The string contains context tokens,
object tokens, method tokens, and
argument tokens. It looks like regular
CAL code trying to call every method
in every object in every context. The
first object in each context is the
default object for that context. The
first method in each object is the
default method for that object. The
tokens following a method are the
default arguments for that method.
The only new feature is the first token
after a method is a valuei’-type
number that represents an index into
the method table. The interpreter uses
this number to call the method.

When the interpreter is ready to
call a method, it parses cal Context -
Li s t looking for the proper context,
then again looking for the proper
object, then again looking for the
proper method. One more parse and it
has the index to call the method
through the method table. It leaves a
pointer, a r g P t r, there for later parsing
of the default arguments. If the
interpreter hits a context while
looking for the object or it hits an
object or context while looking for the
method, the method is invalid.

The variable list contains context-
, object-, and argument-type tokens. A
value7/8-type token indicates the
variable name, and the following token
gives the variable’s type and value. All
variables must be created at compile
time and given an initial value. The
type or length can’t change at runtime.

To dereference a variable, a
routine parses c a 1 V a r L i s t looking for
the proper context, then again looking
for the proper object, then again
looking for the proper name. When it
finds it, the routine leaves the pointer
pointing to the next token (the
variable). If it hits a context while
looking for the object or it hits an
object or context while looking for the
variable, the variable is invalid.

Listing l--The first step in writing a CAL application is to set up the necessary types, structures, variables,
and function prototypes.

,*******x******  TOKEN TYPES  ********************,

typedef enum  i
object, method, nul, minimum, maximum, def,
data, value8, context, udase, bitstring,
delimiter, endoffile, escape, begin, end,
value7, error, beginend,

i calTokenType;

/**********  STRUCTURE DECLARATIONS *************/
typedef struct i

calTokenType type:
/* pointer to current pos in CAL message */
char *msg:
/* length of message in message buffer */
unsigned int len;
/* len is value in return type struct */

#define  val len
1 calPtrs;

/******** GLOBAL VARIABLE DECLARATIONS *********/
calPtrs calPtr;  /* main set of pointers */
calPtrs calRet:  /* returned value */
calPtrs calContextList: /* the context list */
calPtrs calvariist; /* the variables list */
unsigned calcontext: /* current context */
unsigned calobject: /* current object */

/* method table */
void i*(*calMethodTable)[l)(void):

/* method table len */
unsigned CalMethodTableLen:

/******** GLOBAL FUNCTION DECLARATIONS *********/
calTokenType calParse(int, int);
calTokenType calEval(void1;
calTokenType calGetArg(int):
calTokenType calDeref(unsigned  short);

CORE INTERPRETER
The core interpreter, c a 1 . c,

contains only 18 1 lines of code. This
file contains four externally callable
routines: c a 1 Pa r s e parses a token,
c a 1 Ev a 1 executes CAL code,
cal GetArg gets an argument for a
method, and c a 1 De r ef looks up a
variable.

The parser, c a 1 Pa r s e, is a small
routine that switches based on the
next code byte. The parser uses
calPtr .msgasapointer tothenext
code byte. As it reads bytes, it incre-
ments ca 1 P t r . ms g and decrements
ca 1 P t r . 1 en. It puts the parsed token
in ca 1 Ret. The parser calls some
internal routines and calls itself
recursively.

The parser has two arguments,
both flags. If the first argument,
a r g 0 n 1 y, is true, nonargument-type

tokens will cause the parser to return
an error. This aspect is useful when
parsing arguments; an error token
indicates the end of the list. If the
second argument, do b e g i n, is true and
the parser encounters a begin token, it
will locate the matching end token,
set cal Ret. type to beginend, set
c a 1 Ret . m s g to the byte following the
begin ,andsetcalRet . lentothe
length of the block. The input pointer,
ca lPtr .msg, is lef tpoint ingtothe
byte after the matching end token. If
d o b e g i n is false, the parser returns
begin and end as individual tokens.

The interpreter, c a 1 Eva 1, first
looks at the type of token in ca 1 Ret.
Anything other than a beginend  type
evaluates to itself, &I the interpreter
returns with ca 1 Ret untouched. A
beginend  type needs to be interpreted,
so it pushes the old environment
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Listing 2-A program fhat  uses the CAL interprefer  must have a method fable array, a context list, and a
variable list.

/* method table */
static void (*methodtable[l)(void)  = I
mfalse, mTrue, miest, mcompare,  mAdd,
mAddImm, mSub, mSubImm,mLoad, mLoadImmNum,
mLoadImmStr,mSwap, mAnd,mOr,  mXor,
mNot, mBranch,mBranchCond,mCall, mReturn,
mExit, mNop, mIf,

;; context list with default arguments */
static unsigned char contextlist[l = {
CAL-CONTEXT, 1 ,

O-PRIMARY,
M-FALSE, 0, 'A',
M-TRUE, 1, 'A',
M-TEST, 2, 'A',
M-COMPARE, 3, 'A', 'B',
M-ADD, 4, 'B', 'A',
M_.ADDpIMM, 5, 1, 'A',
M-SUB, 6, 'B', 'A',
M_SUB_IMM, 7, 1, 'A',
M-LOAD, 8, 'B', 'A',
M_LOAD_IMMmNUM, 9, 0, 'A',
M_LOAD_IMM_STR, 10,

CAL-DATA, 1, 0, ‘S’,
M-STORE, 8, 'A', 'B',
M-SWAP, ll,'A',  'B',
M-AND, 12,'B'.  'A',
MKOR. 13,'B',  'A',
M_XOR, 14,'B',  'A',
M-NOT, 15,'A',
M-BRANCH, 16,'P',
M_BRANCH_COND, lI,'=','A','B','P',
M-JUMP, 16,'P',
M-CALL, 18,'P',
M-RETURN, 19,
M-EXIT, 20,
MKNOP, 21,
MpIF_THENpELSE, 22, 1, 1, 0,

/* the variable list with initial values */
static unsigned char varlist[l  = I
CAL-CONTEXT, 1 ,

O-PRIMARY,
'A',CAL_LITERAL,  0 ,
'B',CAL_LITERAL,  0 ,
'C',CAL_LITERAL,  0 ,
'D',CAL_LITERAL,  0 ,
'E',CAL_LITERAL,  0 ,
'S',CAL_DATA,CAL_LITERAL,20,

o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o.o,o,o,o,o,o,o,
1 :

j c a 1 P t r ) onto the stack, replaces it
with cal Ret, andcalls  cal Execute,
an internal routine.

calExecuteusescalParseto
parse the CAL code, and the internal
routine c a 1 Ma t c h to look up methods
in calContextList.It  keeps cal-
Context and calobject  current,and
it calls methods when needed. It also

end of the CAL program, or an inten-
tional break ends execution.

The routine that fetches argu-
ments for a method, cal GetArg,  has
one argument, the number of the
argument to get. It first looks for the
argument in the CAL code that called
the method. If the argument isn’t
there, it parses through the default

Exciting New Products!
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l 3 Timers and 16 DIO Lines
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l AT Bus Version Available!
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knows how to skip arguments after argumentsinthe calContextiist
calling a method. A parse error, the string. It sets c a 1 Ret to the argument m
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token or delimiter if it didn’t find a
regular or default argument.

The routine that looks up a
variable, c a 1 De r e f, has the reference
string value as its argument. It calls
c a 1 Ma t c h to find the proper context
andobjectinthecalVarList.Thenit
examines every other token, looking
for a match. It puts the variable token
in ca 1 Ret. Because the method that
requested this variable may want to
change it, ca 1 De ref makes sure that
ca 1 Ret . ms g contains a pointer to the
data portion of the variable.

METHODS
The file met hod. c contains the

CAL methods. Macros at the beginning
and two functions at the end provide
routines for getting, checking, and
comparing various kinds of arguments.
I implemented most of the methods.
However, I had to guess what the EIA
intended for many of them because of
the sparse documentation. The
methods turned out to be pretty
simple, but there are a lot of them. A
manufacturer would include only the
methods needed.

Remember that the “connection”
between a method ID and a method
occurs through the cal ContextLi  st
and ca 1 Met hodTa bl e. Having mul-
tiple versions of the same method for
use in different contexts and objects is
possible.

USING THE INTERPRETER
A program that uses the inter-

preter must have a method table array,
a context list, and a variable list (see
Listing 2).

To set up the interpreter, load
cal MethodTab e with the address of
the method table, load c a 1 Met hod
T a b 1 e Len with the number of entries
in the method table, load cal Context
with the address of the context list,
and load c a 1 V a r L i s t. with the address
of the variable list. To interpret CAL
code, plug c a 1 Ret with the address of
theCALcodeandcallcalEva1.

The test program, test . C, has 14
separate CAL programs. It executes
each one and verifies proper operation
by looking at the appropriate instance
variables. The test program also
contains a little routine that can print

CAL code in a human-readable format.
The same routine can, of course, print
the context and variable lists.

CONCLUSION
The tiny size of this interpreter

amazes me. It has less than 5K of
80x86 object code, including all the
methods. A lot of “implosion”
occurred during development. I later
rewrote the whole parser, complete
with a half-dozen methods, in only
four pages of 805 1 assembly language!
In the assembly language version, I
was able to put the method address in
the context list, eliminating the need
for the method table array.

Over the years, I have embedded
tiny languages in many projects,
resulting in more versatile and easier
to customize code. I’ve used David
Betz’s XLISP and a tinier LISP I wrote.
While both are small, as languages go,
they still involve thousands of lines of
code and add a measurable overhead.

The CAL language, while not as
expressive as LISP, is much smaller,
faster, and flexible enough to handle
most tasks. It’s perfect for any kind of
computer-to-computer communica-
tion. While I implemented it specifi-
cally for a home automation product
I’m working on, I’m sure I’ll be using
it in many other projects.

Not one to leave well enough
alone, I’m working on an assembler,
disassembler, and structure editor for
CAL. Wish me luck. q
Jeff Fisher is Chief Technical Officer
at M&age  Automation Inc., a home
automation manufacturer and retailer
in San lose, Calif.  He can be reached
on CompuServe as 71431.3343.

Software for this article is avail-
able from the Circuit Cellar BBS
and on Software On Disk for this
issue. Please see the end of
“ConnecTime”  in this issue for
downloading and ordering infor-
mation.

404 Very Useful
405 Moderately Useful
406 Not Useful
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Temperature
Monitoring

Add Some
Temperature
Sensors to the
HCS II

Steve Ciarcia

kinds of cute titles

introduce this article,
such as “Where There’s Smoke,
There’s Fire! ” or “Wood Burning: A
Technical Dissertation.” Authors
often choose titles tongue in cheek,
referring to their work with a sense of
humor. Perhaps if I were writing for a
literary journal rather than a computer
reference magazine, I could still get
away with it. Way back in the early
days of BYTE I had a tendency to pick
obscure titles. Would you believe that
an article I titled, “Come Upstairs and
Be Respectable” was a construction
project for a serial communication
link? Well, no one looking for serial
project references can either. I apolo-
gize for those past indiscretions.

So rather than obscure the obvious
by presenting a trite yet wonderfully
eloquent title that means absolutely
nothing, let me just say “Temperature
Monitoring,” as dull as that sounds.

A few years ago, many of you will
remember, I added a glass-enclosed
solarium to my house. At that time I
described how I had specifically
designed and insulated it for solar
heating, but that I anticipated having
to install an elaborate temperature
monitoring and heat distribution
system to fully utilize the benefits. As
it turned out, passive solar heating in
combination with a simple wood stove
worked so well that it required no
high-tech monitoring or control. A
plain thermostatically controlled,
through-the-wall vent fan managed
temperature regulation completely.

If I stopped now, I would be
leaving you with the impression that

life in the solarium was a constant
72°F. Well yes, and no. As long as
there was sun or the wood stove was
on, it was a cheerful 72” during the
winter. The difficult times were the
spring and fall when the solar heating
wasn’t quite enough and full use of
supplemental heating wasn’t always
required. Also, anyone who owns a
wood stove knows that using it inter-
mittently is both an aggravation and
the primary cause of chimney fires.

This situation, and the realization
that a frontiersman’s life of chopping,
lugging, and piling five chords of wood
for the winter, loses its appeal quickly
after the first “back to nature” year,
suggested the immediate formulation
of new plans. As soon as the winter
was over, I had a 5-ton air conditioner
and gas hot-air furnace installed.
Because there was little alternative,
they had to install it in the wood
locker at the rear of the solarium.
Ordinarily, using this location
wouldn’t matter to me, but the wood
locker is unheated and is at ambient
temperature. When it’s 90°F outside,
so is the air conditioner’s evaporator.
When it’s -10°F out, so is the furnace.

Being a nosy engineer, I asked
about the influence of ambient
temperature. After all, don’t people
usually install this stuff in an inside
closet or down in the basement (an
impossible situation in my case)?

Without actually saying, “Go
away boy, you’re bothering me!” the
HVAC guys said they were insulating
all the ductwork outside and that I
shouldn’t worry. While most home
installations were done a particular
way, it was mostly for esthetics and
cost. Commercial installations like
mine “were built to take it.”

All the time I was hoping that
“take it” didn’t mean to the cleaners, I

couldn’t help being bothered by the
simple explanations these guys were
handing out. Heating the metal parts
of the furnace up from 0°F instead of
60°F (if located in a closet) had to cost
some BTUs.  Probably more important,
lowering the temperature of the entire
air conditioning system from 100°F to
70°F sounded grossly inefficient. Their
“commercial installation” response
was that a 5-ton (60,000-BTU)  air
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CHANO Solarium inside air temp
CHANl Outside air temp
CHAN2 HVAC air inlet temp
CHANB HVAC air outlet temp
CHAN4 Wood stove stack temp
CHAN5 Wood stove surface temp
CHANG Ambient light level
CHAN7 Half range voltage reference

Analog Input

0 to 100°F
-20 to 105°F

0 to 100°F
0 to 300°F
0 to 500°C
0 to 500°C

+0.5 V moderate light
+2.500 V

Table l--The eight
analog channels of the
AD/O board allow
plenty of points to be
measured to gef a good
feel for temperatures in
and around the
solarium.

network-connected hardware and a
few program instructions to provide all
the monitoring and logging required.

We have covered the architecture
and hardware of the HCS previously
and in considerable detail, so I will not
do that here. I will only reiterate that
the HCS has the capability to read
analog as well as digital inputs.

Unfortunately, the nature of
analog signals is that they cannot be
transmitted over long distances as
digital signals can. Without special
shielding or conditioning schemes, the
typical analog signal compatible with
the HCS shouldn’t use wires longer
than a dozen feet or so.

The solarium heating system is
about 75 feet from the HCS Supervi-
sory Controller (SC) as the crow flies
(as the mouse scurries?), but the wiring
distance is more appropriately about
125-150  feet because it can’t be run as
a straight-line course. Therefore, I
rejected direct analog wiring of
temperature sensors to the SC.

Fortunately, we recognized that
not all signals were going to be
immediately local to the SC when we
designed the HCS. To accommodate
remote digital and analog I/O, the HCS
uses an RS-485 serial network to talk
to remotely located I/O-Links. These
Links have specific functions such as

LCD display, infrared remote control,
badge IDS, analog I/O, digital I/O, and
so forth. Up to 3 1 of these links can be
connected to the SC.

The ADIO-Link is particularly
suited to this data-logging task. It has
eight g-bit analog inputs (O-5 volts),
four g-bit analog outputs (optional, O-5
volts), and 24 digital I/O bits divided
as 16 inputs and 8 outputs.

THERE ARE NO EASY
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

Before I elaborate on the AD10
connection to the HCS, I need to
discuss getting temperatures converted
into levels suitable for 0-5-volt
computer systems. A great many
people imagine that you simply take a
two-wire probe and screw it on the
ADC input or at the most you use an
LM34 direct-voltage-output integrated
sensor and everything is solved. As a
matter of practicality I’d say possibly,
but my experience suggests that only
the other guy gets to do it simply!

As I start describing the process of
measuring a few inconsequential
temperatures, take a look at Photo 1,

which shows the equipment board that
I had to mount next to the HVAC unit
in the solarium. Granted, this whole
mess connects to the SC via a simple
twisted-pair RS-485, but life rarely
operates in a range of O-5 volts. The
purpose of all that junk is to make it
look as though it does.

The complication is the measure-
ment technique. When you convert
analog signals into digital representa-
tions you quantize them into an
approximation. The nearness of this
approximation to the actual value
depends on the number of digital bits
used. For example, with an g-bit
converter representing a range of O-
1000 volts, a 69-volt  input cannot be
exactly recorded. With 256 incremen-
tal steps, each bit changes by 4 volts.
Therefore, the ADC would read the 69-
volt input as either 68 volts or 72 volts
only. Increasing to 9 bits makes the
approximation closer, but only a lo-bit
ADC allows the reading of 69 out of
1000 volts directly.

While increasing the number bits
may seem the only way to make
accurate analog measurements, doing
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so is half the story. You can increase
the number of bits, or you can reduce
the range as an alternative. In the last
example, an S-bit  ADC was 4 steps per
increment when the range was O-1000
volts. The same ADC will provide 1
step per increment, directly indicating
an input of 69, if the range is reduced
to O-250 volts instead.

offset, or otherwise modify these raw

The most important consideration
in analog signal measurement is
balancing range and resolution. While
12-bit resolution on all measurements
would be wonderful (and considerably
more expensive), that is not the case.
An g-bit ADC is significantly more
accurate if you scale the analog signals
so the measured signal band most
appropriately fits the 0-5-volts ADC
span. The hardware used to multiply,

analog levels into 0- to 5-volt  “com-
puter-compatible” levels are called
analog signal conditioners. They
account for six out of the nine boxes
on the equipment board. More later.

A VARIETY OF REQUIREMENTS
Rather than beat this theory into

the ground, let me go back to the
system I’m connecting to the AD10
board and analyze what signal condi-
tioning is required. Table 1 shows the
eight analog inputs I have designated
and the temperature/voltage ranges I’d
like to measure.

listed, there are quite a few options.

The next obvious question is how
do I measure these temperatures. Do I
use thermocouples, RTDs,  ther-
mistors, or what? My answer is yes.

In reality, given the ranges I’ve

You might even choose to use a
different technique entirely. While I’ll
substantiate my choice, let me list the
five most common measurement
methods and discuss them:

1. Thermocouples
*There are six common thermo-

couple types. The two wires making
up the thermocouple are each made of
different metal alloys that, when
twisted or bonded together, generate a
voltage proportional to the applied
temperature.

*Their operating range is -270°C
to + 1800°C. Sensitivity at 25°C is
typically less than 50 uV/‘C,  and
accuracy is generally +0.5’C with a
good reference.

*Linearity is poor over wide ranges
but reasonable if piecewise linearized

Thermocouple Cold-junction

HVAC Air Outlet Compensation and Amplifier

0-300°F Signal Conditioner Signal Conditioner

m S t a c k

+5v . Temp.
xl or x2

LM34 Vout
Channel 3 Channel 4 xl gain Amp

gain OV offset 4 B

GND OV off set Channel 2 Channel 5

Channel 1 Channel 6 * Type K
o-500°C

HVAC Air inlet Channel 0 Channel 7 ----___
O-l 00°F Signal Conditioner Signal Conditioner

Outside Air
-20°F to +15O”F  Signal Conditioner

COMM -

Signal Conditioner

Inside Air
O-l 00°F Signal Conditioner

FE-485  network
to HCS

Signal Conditioner

Battery

4-l2.5OOV
Vref

I
* Secondary signal

conditioner optional

Prgure  I-s~gngna/  condrfoners  are used on a// efgm channels to allow fndwdual  gam  and offsef values  for each channel. Each sensor is adapted to make maximum use of the
ADC’s  input scale.
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Material Sensitivity
Q.IV/~C  at 25°C)

Copper-Constantan 40.6
Iron-Constantan 51.7
Chromel-Alumel 40.6
Chromel-Constantan 60.9
Platinum 10%-Rd/Pt 6.0
Platinum 13%-Rd/Pt 6.0

Range
(“C)

-270 to + 600
-270 to +lOOO
-270 to +1300
-270 to +lOOO

0 to +1550
Oto+1600

Swing Over-
Range (mV)

25.0
60.0
55.0
75.0
16.0
19.0

Letter
Designation

T
J
K
E
s
R

I I
Table 2-There  are six thermocouple types, each with ifs own character&x  Most designers avoid thermocouples
because using them has usual/y involved considerable circuitry.

in 100” sections. Cost is $1 to $50
depending upon type and packaging.

*Using thermocouples requires an
actual or mathematically derived
correction referenced to 0°C. Also,
they require extremely stable signal-
conditioning components because of
the low signal levels involved.

2. Thermistors
*Thermistors come in a variety of

forms and materials. Basically they are
temperature-sensitive resistors. As
temperature rises, the resistance falls.

*Thermistors have an operating
range of about -100°C to +450°C.
Sensitivity at 25°C is generally 5%/C

for “regular units” while linearized
composite units generally are 0.5%/C.
Accuracy is +O. 1 “C from -40°C to
+lOOC  but can be as good as +O.Ol”C
at 0-60°C.

*Linearity is typically *0.2”C  for
linearized composite units. Single
thermistors are quite nonlinear. Cost
is $2 to $10 for standard units.

*Thermistors have the highest
temperature sensitivity of any com-
mon sensor, but special considerations
are required for long-term use above
100°C. Thermistors require moder-
ately precise signal conditioning and
are susceptible to self-heating errors in
the measurement process.
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3. Platinum Resistance Wire
l Frequently called Platinum RTD

(Resistance Temperature Detector), it
functions like a thermistor except that
when the temperature increases, the
resistance of the RTD increases.

aPlatinum  RTDs have an operat-
ing range of -250°C to +900°C. Their
sensitivity is approximately +0.5%/C
at 25”C, and accuracy is typically
+O.l’C.  Special laboratory-grade
sensors can achieve *O.Ol’C  accuracy.

*Platinum RTDs are nearly linear
over wide temperature ranges, but they
are very expensive compared to other
sensors. Cost is typically $25 to $1000
depending on specs. Most industrial
units are about $100.

*While Platinum RTDs have
higher cost and lower sensitivity, they
have wider ranges and better long-term
stability than thermistors. They
require moderately precise signal
conditioning and are susceptible to
self-heating errors.

4. Diodes and Transistors
*Since the first transistors and

diodes were invented, users have faced
an annoying tendency for the voltage
drop across junctions to vary with
temperature. Properly conditioned,
this aberration makes an accurate
temperature indicator.

*Junction sensors have a typical
operating range of -270°C to +175”C.
Their sensitivity is about 2.2 mV/“C
(about 0.33 %/“C)  while their accuracy
is limited. In a range of -55°C to
+I25”~, the accuracy is r2”~ to +5’~.

*Junction sensors are fairly linear.
The average is 2°C over the operating
range. The best feature about these
sensors is their low cost, typically less
than 50~ each.

*While they are inexpensive,
junction sensors must be individually
calibrated and driven from a precision
current source for best performance.

5. Integrated Circuit Sensors
l IC Sensors are the next circuit

extension to transistor and diode
sensors. With the signal-conditioning
circuitry built in and the calibration
done during wafer-level manufactur-
ing, the result is a precise, completely
packaged temperature indicator.
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a) +
Measurement

Voutput =

Thermocouple
Vmeasurement -

- Vcold  junction

Ambient

Thermocouple Cold
I Junction I

(e.g., Iron-Constantan, etc.) Wires

tlgure  Z--(a) An ice  bath used to be used to bring the thermocouple junction points fo a known temperature to
compensate for the voltage generated by the dissimilar metals in that junction. (b)  Now, co/d junction compensation
circuitry does the same without the mess.

aThe additional circuitry makes
an IC sensor physically like other ICs,
so its operating range is similarly
restricted. IC sensors operate from

about -85°C to +125’C. Within this
range their sensitivity is typically 0.2-
0.4%/C and accuracy is less than half
a degree. Cost is typically $1 to $10.

l IC sensors are quite linear
because they contain the necessary
circuitry and are precalibrated.  Across
the entire range linearity is usually
within l”C, but within a range of O-
70°C linearity can approach 0.2”C.

l IC sensors are moving into many
applications usually reserved for
thermistors because of their low cost
and freedom from precision signal
conditioning. Unfortunately, they do
have a limited temperature range.

One final note about signal-
conditioning circuitry. As a general
term, signal conditioning usually
means the entire circuitry from the
sensor to the final ADC input-
compatible level. In more specific
terms, the signal-conditioning process
includes separate stages that may or
may not be required for all applica-
tions. For example, when using an
RTD or thermistor, one conditioning
stage converts resistance into voltage.
Another stage level shifts and ampli-
fies this signal to the desired levels.

Some sensors, such as the LM34
IC, which incorporates full signal-
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I
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conditioning circuitry already, may
only require minimal external level
shifting or amplification to obtain a
desired output. The process of signal
modification, however minimal, is
still called signal conditioning.

CHOOSING SENSORS
If you compare the list of six

temperature ranges that I want to
monitor in the solarium with the five
types of sensors, you’ll note a consider-
able overlap. Except where a specific
accuracy or range limitation is the
ultimate designator, choice of a
particular temperature sensor is often
just that: personal choice.

The list of six temperatures has
two categories: high temperature and
low temperature. The four low
temperatures to be sensed have a
cumulative range of -20°F to 300°F.
The two high-temperature sensors
have to cover 0-500°C (32-932°F).

From my list of sensor types it
appears that IC sensors like the LM34
are the cost-effective, low tempera-
ture-sensing choice while thermo-
couples are best for high-temperature
sensing.

Of course, connecting these probes
to the AD10  involves much more than
simply connecting them to the screw
terminals-even the preconditioned IC

sensors can require additional signal
conditioning. Figure 1 is an overall
view of the signal connections to the
ADIO, and also diagrams the configu-
ration and conditioning steps involved.
Let me start by discussing the thermo-
couples.

THERMOCOUPLES
Table 2 shows the six thermo-

couple types. Most designers avoid
thermocouples because using them has
usually involved considerable cir-
cuitry. The physical characteristics
that produce temperature-sensitive
outputs from thermocouples must also
be compensated for elsewhere within
the signal-conditioning circuitry.

When two dissimilar metals are
joined, a voltage differential propor-
tional to the temperature is produced
at that junction. If you know the types
of metals, such as copper or Chromel,
then you know the voltage generated
and therefore the temperature at that
junction. Unfortunately, thermo-
couples have more than one measur-
able junction and all junctions are
equal.

The junction of a Chromel-
Alumel thermocouple securely affixed
to the wood stove’s stack will indeed
generate a voltage proportional to the
exhaust gas temperature. Unfortu-

510kL.

1. lk “‘* I,
I\

S t a c k
Temp

Chromel -
Alumel

0. IuF
to  Secondary
SiWlal
Condltioniw

510k

Surf ace
Temp

Chromel -
Alurns

0-500’C
0-5U

Figure 3--The  LT1025 cold-junction compensator adds a correction signal based on ambient temperature and
known characteristics of the thermocouple. The LTl0.52 scales the reading to a useful range.

nately, the Chromel-copper and
Alumel-copper junctions will also
produce voltages where they enter the
signal amplifier. The net result is a
probe with one junction where the
measurement is taken and two
junctions floating around at ambient
temperature, creating a subtractive
error.

Traditionally, the subtractive error
was eliminated by physical means as
shown in Figure 2. By holding the
thermocouple connection points at a
fixed temperature, in this case O”C,
then any generated voltage was
attributable only to the measurement
junction. Because this connection
point was generally kept lower in
temperature than the measurement
thermocouple with crushed ice, it was
called the cold junction. The process
that corrected the connection point
temperature to 0°C was called cold
junction compensation.

This last line is significant. While
for many years cold junction compen-
sation truly involved the use of ice,
modern day sensors have eliminated
that practice. Just as you know the
exact voltages produced by a Chromel-
Alumel junction, you know how much
error Chromel-copper and Alumel-
copper junctions at a particular
temperature produce. Simply measure
the cold junction temperature, and
correct it either mathematically with
the same computer collecting the data
or as an analog feedback signal in the
signal conditioner.

Figure 3 is the schematic of a
signal-conditioning circuit that both
amplifies the thermocouple output as
well as provides cold junction com-
pensation. Using a type-K Chromel-
Alumel thermocouple, the circuit is
designed to produce an output of O-5
volts corresponding to 0~500°C.

The operation of the circuit is
fairly straightforward, but it uses some
sophisticated devices. The LT1025 is a
monolithic cold junction compensator
IC. The device measures ambient
temperature and puts out a correction
signal scaled for the particular thermo-
couple. While I have chosen to use a
type-K device, you could easily change
to a type-J by switching to the J pin on
the LT1025.
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The amplifier is not
your plain vanilla op-amp.
Considering that at 500°F
your thermocouple is only
generating 10.57 mV, you’ll
understand that thermo-
couple amplifiers need very
low offset voltage, low
drift, and low bias currents.

LPI34 LM7805

+S TO

GND

12u

AUo”t - 10 mu/OF

0-3U - 0-300OF

The LT1052 is a special
chopper-stabilized ampli-

Figure 4-Given  a simple 5-Vpower  supp/y,  the LM34  puts  out a volfage  that is direct/y
proportional to its ambient temperature.

included in the signal
conditioner because the
final conditioned signal
was used to drive a direct
indicator, such as a meter
or recorder. For example, a
O-l-volt meter could not
deal with a 0.5-volt offset.
The traditional approach
was to correct physically

fier, which has a 5-pV offset, 0.05-uv/
“C drift, and 30-pA bias current.

although they should be minimal
considering the components used.
Rather than further complicate the
signal conditioning, I decided to take a
dual approach. In the next section on
using the IC sensors, I will describe a
signal-conditioning circuit used to
offset or amplify signals. One option of
the circuit is to have a gain of 1 and an
offset of 0, which functionally does
nothing to signals passing through it.

or otherwise modify the
analog signal directly.

The amplifier gain primarily
determines the range of the thermo-
couple. At 500°C a Chromel-Alumel
thermocouple has an output of 20.65
mV. If the signal-conditioner output is
to be 5 volts at 500°C then the ampli-
fier must have a gain of approximately
242. Similarly, you can instantly
change your thermocouples to be O-
500°F by raising the gain to 473 (10.57
mV at 500°F). I’ll decide which range
makes better sense after I’ve used the
system for a while.

This circuit does not directly
correct offset or linearity errors,

The thermocouple signal condi-
tioner I’ve described may need some
external tweaking of offset or gain to
make it more precise. Traditionally, all
this linearization, offset adjustment,
and tweaking circuitry has been

Today many sensors are connected
to computers via ADC inputs. Once
inside the computer, you can modify
and manipulate these readings just as
if they were in hardware. Rather than
have an LT1025 cold junction chip, I
could have used another ADC channel
to measure ambient temperature
(which we are, by the way) and
mathematically correct the thermo-
couple reading at a rate of 40.6 uV/“C
from the ambient temp to 0°C.
Similarly, I could physically calibrate a
probe by taking periodic readings at
known temperatures and generate a
correction table.
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Figure 5-The same signal conditioning circuit can be used for all the channels with  some minor tweaking. The gain (first stage) and offset (second stage) are set by the values
of two resistors and some frim  pots.

How much you want to do is
open. I designed the thermocouple
signal conditioner to provide basic
information. In my system, its O-5
volt output goes to a second condi-
tioner (gain = 1 and offset = 0) and then
to the HCS. Connected this way, I can
choose to either tweak the signals
with correction tables or adjust the
potentiometer. Ordinarily, I’d prefer to
keep it in the computer (easier than

getting on a ladder in a snow storm to
adjust the signal conditioner out in the
wood locker), but I don’t know the
effect that long correction tables will
have on the HCS’s execution speed.
This way I have both options available.

USING THE LM34 IS A MATTER
OF SCALING

I can monitor the other four
temperatures in a variety of ways,
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including using thermistors and RTDs.
For the same personal preferences that
cause some people to avoid thermo-
couples, I choose to avoid these in
favor of using the LM34 IC.

The LM34A has a usable range of
-50°F to +300°F (a companion device
designated LM35 has a range of -55°C
to +15O”C).  Illustrated in Figure 4, the
primary benefit of the LM34 is that its
output reading is a direct indication of
temperature. At 105”F,  the LM35 will
indicate 1.05 volts. At 242°F it will
show 2.42 volts. Similarly, at -18°F its
reading will be -0.18 volts.

The only concern about using the
LM34 or similar devices with a
computer is resolution. It hardly
makes sense to select a device for its
0.2”F  accuracy and then take readings
with a resolution of *2”F. Of course if
you only need *2’ accuracy, then you
should acknowledge that up front, too.

The major mitigating factor in
resolution is the ADC. The HCS uses
an S-bit converter with a resolution of
~0.39%. As I mentioned earlier, that is
only half the story.

One of the temperatures I want to
monitor is the heated air out of the gas
furnace. My guess is that it will be
about 150-180”F,  but I’ve designated a
probe with 300°F capability. With the
0-5-volt input 8-bit ADC on the HCS,
any reading from this sensor will have
a resolution of k1.9”.  Considering the
application, I don’t consider this
measurement too imprecise.

You can improve it by further
signal conditioning, however. Figure 5
is the basic amplification and offset-
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adjusting circuit that I use for most
sensor applications. The first stage is a
high-impedance buffer; the second, an
offset adjustment with xl gain; and
third, a variable-gain stage. The starred
components change depending upon
the desired gain and offset required. In
the case of the thermocouples men-
tioned earlier, I set this circuit for xl

gain and O-volt offset.
If you understand that the output

from the signal conditioner is not
going to a meter or gauge but to a
computer instead, then directly
comprehendible readings are not
required. While a 0-500°C sensor with
0-5-volt  output sounds wonderful
because you can easily check readings,
a 0-250°C sensor with 0-5-volt  output
will provide twice the resolution for
readings within its range. By using the
circuit shown in Figure 5 to multiply
the output of the LM34 by 2 (x2 gain
with O-volt offset), you change the O-
300”F/O-5-volt  sensor into a O-250”F/
0-5-volt sensor. With the same S-bit
ADC, you can now get *lo resolution.

The inside air and HVAC inlet air
sensors are similarly amplified; this
time by a factor of five. At 100°F the
LM34 will read 1 .OO volt. At the
output of the signal conditioner, the
amplified signal will be 5.00 volts.
Taking an S-bit reading of the O-100°F
sensor will then in effect make it
better than IO-bit resolution. The
resolution of your O-100°F sensor will
be approximately *0.4’F. As far as the
computer is concerned, the actual
temperature is just the ADC count
times 0.4” per count.

The outside air sensor has a wider
range but is similarity scaled. Because
Connecticut doesn’t really have
vicious climate extremes, I felt that a
sensor that covered from -20°F to
+105”F  would suffice. A range of -20 to
+105 on the LM34 (-0.20 volts to +1.05
volts) is a full span of 1.25 volts. Using
the basic signal-conditioner circuit
again, multiply 1.25 volts by 4 to
produce a higher resolution 5-volt
output. However, to allow the ADC to
read negative voltages, offset this
reading by 0.8 volts. The resolution of
your modified sensor becomes +0.5”.

As far as the computer is con-
cerned, it’s just numbers. It treats

anything below 0.8 volts as a negative
temperature with a reading of minus
[(ADC count - 41) x 0.51” and anything
above 0.8 volts as positive tempera-
tures multiplied by the same scaling
factor.

The final light-level sensor is a
variation on a theme. Instead of a
temperature sensor, it used a solar
battery. Such devices generally
produce about 0.5 volts in moderate
sunlight. To improve the resolution of
this sensor significantly and allow
better light-to-dark gradation level
sensing, I used a x10 amplifier.

IN CONCLUSION
You might have thought that

wiring the signal-conditioner board
would be the most demanding task,
but I found doing so merely time
consuming. Attaching the sensors and
mounting the board in the wood locker
in the middle of a Connecticut
December confirmed my addiction to
home control.

It will be a while before all the
data is in, and no doubt Ken and I will

have to have some discussions about
having certain HCS math functions do
some of the things I want to do.
However, don’t doubt for a minute
that I won’t stuff in some black box to
provide the solution if I can’t wait.

While creating true closed-loop
home control can seem a horrendous
task to some, doing it a bit at a time
not only chips away at the ultimate
goal, but it provides sustained, albeit
incremental, positive feedback.

Personally, I wouldn’t have it any
other way. I like the enlightened living
brought by electronics and home
control. The only thing better than
planning and designing it is actually
using it. q

Steve Ciarcia is an electronics engi-
neer and computer consultant with
experience in process control, digital
design, and product development.
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Putting
the Wraps
on CEBus Ken Davidson

EBus,  CEBus,
CEBus. You’ve

me writing about
it and its development

for years now. “So where is it?” you
might ask. I’m happy to report that
we’re finally reaching that seemingly
unattainable conclusion to the series
of committee meetings required to
hammer out every last detail of the
specification. We’re finally seeing the
dawning of actual product develop-
ment. If you don’t know what I’m
talking about, let me give you some
background.

A BIT OF HISTORY
CEBus is a home automation

communications standard sponsored
by the Consumer Electronics Group of
the Electronic Industries Association
(EIA/CEG)  and written by a committee
made up of representatives from most

of the major and even more of the not-
so-major companies involved with
consumer electronics, telephones,
computers, and alarm systems. Some
names of those involved (both directly
and indirectly) that spring immedi-
ately to mind include Panasonic, Sony,
Leviton, Universal Electronics,
Johnson Controls, AT&T, Apple, and
Ademco.

CEBus, which originally stood for
the Consumer Electronics Bus, started
around eight years ago in an effort to
combat the ever multiplying pile of
hand-held IR remotes on the living
room coffee table. The committee
sought to develop a single communica-
tions standard that could control all
manner of consumer electronics
devices. However, as the committee
started work on the standard, they
quickly incorporated the entire house
and several more communications
media. While the name CEBus has
stuck, it has grown to encompass a lot
more than consumer electronics
equipment.

The standard defines communica-
tions specifications for power line,
twisted pair, coax, infrared, and RF,
with fiber-optics to be added in the
future. Based on the ISO/OSI seven-
layer network model, the upper
network layers are identical for all the
media, while the lowest (physical)
layer is unique to each medium. By
using routers to cross-connect different

Photo l--The Mellon  CEBus  power line modem uses a special Motorola chip to handle the physical details.
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111000111000111000110001110001110001110001100011100011100111
000111000110001110011100011000111001110001100011100111001110
001100011000110001100011000110001100011000110001100111001110
011000110001100111001100011001110011000110011100110011100110
011100110011100110011000110011001110011001100111001100110011
001110011001100110011001100111001100110011001100110011001100

Figure l--The primary substate  consists of a carrier spreading sequence that is made up of 360 “chips. ” The
sequence  is reiersedio  create a second substate.

media in the house, having any CEBus-
compatible device in the house
communicate with any other CEBus
device transparently regardless of the
media connecting them is theoreti-
cally possible.

large or heavily used rooms). For coax,
two cables should be run from the
same central location to every room in
the house or wherever you expect to
have a TV or camera. Be sure to use
double-shielded RG-6 cable and not
wimpy RG-59. All the media use off-
the-shelf connectors, so you’re not
locked into using some expensive
proprietary connection system.

CEBus is finally here-at least the
final specification is, anyway. About
two years ago, the committee released
the upper network layers and started
releasing the physical layers as they
were finalized. The last of the physical
layers (RF) has been finished, and you
can now purchase the complete
specification. CEBus is now in such a
form that companies can start design-
ing it into their products without fear
that someone is going to come along
and make major changes. Dubbed IS-
60, it is available from Global Engi-
neering (see the “Sources” section).

CEBus does not attempt to define
how to achieve control in the house. It
simply defines the medium by which
devices communicate. Having a
common link connecting all devices in
the house makes the overall control
job much easier. If you’ve been
following the HCS II articles we’ve
been presenting over the past year,
then you’ll realize that CEBus won’t
replace the HCS II; it will simply
supplement and enhance it. By
defining a “CEBus-Link,”  the HCS II
Supervisory Controller will be able to
communicate with and control any
other CEBus-compatible  device in the
house.

CEBus is intended primarily for
control, so it defines a control channel
that operates at a rate of 10,000 one-
bits per second for each medium. The
length of a zero bit is twice that of a
one bit, so the effective data through-
put is actually somewhat lower than
the above figure, but it is still more
than adequate for typical home control
purposes.

In addition to the control channel,
the coax and twisted pair definitions
include data channels, so you can send
several independent channels of voice,
music, and video over the same cables.
Data channels for the other media are
left as future enhancements.

A question I’m often asked is,
“What cable should I run to be CEBus
compatible?” You obviously don’t
need extra cable for power line, IR, or
RF. For twisted pair, you should run
standard four-pair (eight wires, 24
AWG) twisted-pair cable from a
central point in your house to every
room in the house (multiple runs to

For more details about the CEBus
network layers and how the physical
media work, consult the “CEBus
Bibliography” for a list of my past
articles. Also be sure to check out the
CAL Interpreter article elsewhere in
this issue for a look at the CEBus
application layer.

THE BEEF
Where am I leading with this? For

a long time now I’ve been saying
CEBus is right around the corner. Well,

RF FINALE
I’ve described in detail each of the

other physical layers at one time or
another in the past, so it’s only fair I
round out the media by going over the
newly released RF specification.
Similar to the power line standard, RF
is based on spread spectrum technol-
ogy from Intellon Corporation. While
the power line used a chirp, or a
modified frequency sweep, to encode
data, the RF specification defines a
somewhat complex scheme for
spreading around the transmitted
energy. For me to start at the highest
level (within the physical layer) and

A Unit Symbol Time (7 substates) A

SUPERIOR91

SUPERIOR02

F o r w a r d  substate
: (Fss) spreading
s e q u e n c e

: sequence

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

Figure 2-The  superior01  state is made up of seven substates  and lasts one unit symbol time. The superior02 state
is identicalbut  has the order ofthe substates reversed.
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work my way down to the actual
modulation scheme might be the
easiest.

Rather than represent bits of data
as distinct states (e.g., a 1 bit is five
volts and a 0 bit is 0 volts), CEBus
alternates between various states, with
individual bits represented by the
duration of
those states
(pulse width
encoding). All
packets are
made up of
four symbols:
one, zero, end
of frame

made up of three Rss, one Fss, one Rss, points too quickly for some. Be sure to
and two Fss (see Figure 2). get a copy of the real specification to

Finally, a third function, known as get all the details.
the Phase Modulation Function (PMF),
modifies the substate  spreading TRAINING
sequence to modulate the phase of the One of the first requirements
substate  sequence randomly. The PMF when introducing anything new is
is made up of the Is-bit sequence: basic user training. The standard won’t

go anywhere
without both
manufacturer
and consumer
awareness.
EIA and the
CEBus
committee
have had a
“publicity”
subcommit-

‘7 ” “ ” j1 “0" “ II1 :
~+1oo~s~1oo~s--)1 200 vs ~1OO~S4

’ SUPERIORBl  : SUPERIOR82 i SUPERlORe  : SUPERIOR01  ; SUPERIORCj2

(ELF), and
end of packet Figure 3-/he  data portion of a typml  data packet IS transmitted by alternating between two different stafes.  Symbols are

(EOP). A one
encoded by the duration of each state.

symbol (1 bit) lasts for a single Unit
Symbol Time (UST), which is 100 ps.
A zero symbol (0 bit) lasts two USTs;
an EOF lasts three USTs; and an EOP
lasts four USTs.

Each CEBus packet starts with a
preamble as part of the CSMA (Carrier
Sense, Multiple Access) protocol.
During the preamble, which is simply
a random number, the transmitter
listens to the medium while it’s
transmitting to determine whether
others are also transmitting. If so, it
backs off and tries again a random
amount of time later. Symbols sent
during the preamble are encoded by
alternating between a superior state
and an inferior state (which is actually
silence so the transmitter can listen
for others). After the preamble, the
transmitter knows it has control of the
channel, so it alternates between two
different superior states, known as
superiorql and superiorO2.

The superior states are made up of
seven substates, each consisting of a
specific carrier spreading sequence of
360 “chips” (not to be confused with
the silicon kind). Figure 1 shows the
sequence of chips that makes up a
single substate  (known as Fss, or
forward substate). A second substate  is
also defined that is made up of the
same sequence reversed (known as
Rss, or reverse substate). A single unit
symbol time of superiorql is made up

of three Fss,  one Rss, one Fss, and two
Rss. Superior02 is the complement,

101011001000111. One bit of the PMF
is XORed with each chip in a substate
spreading sequence to cause all the
bits in the sequence to be either
inverted or unchanged. The next bit in
the PMF modulates the next substate
sequence. When the last bit of the
PMF is reached, the sequence is
repeated.

At the core is the 915MHz  carrier
frequency, which is phase key shifted
to generate two sidebands centered on
the carrier frequency 105MHz  apart
(center to center) with a nominal
bandwidth of 2.1 MHz in each side-
band.

Figure 3 shows how the data
portion of an RF packet is transmitted.
The modulation always alternates
between the superiorql and superior02
states, with the length of each state
representing the symbol (as I men-
tioned above). When the symbol is
more than one UST long, the same
state is repeated multiple times.

The preamble is a little different.
In order to differentiate it from the
data portion, two modifications are
made. First, only superior01 is used

(alternated with the inferior state) and
has 2-ps gaps inserted between
substates. As a result, one UST ends
up lasting 114 ps instead of 100 ps.
Second, the preamble EOP lasts 800
ps, as opposed to 400 ps during the
data portion.

I’ve only scratched the surface
here, and may have glossed over a few

tee for years
and have taken strides to increase that
awareness. They had a CEBus booth at
the Consumer Electronics Show for
several years, where thousands of
manufacturers and dealers got a first-
hand look at the upcoming technology.

CEBus technology has also been to
the NAHB Builders Show to give those
who will be installing it in new
construction a feel.

The Bright Home in Indianapolis
gave consumers their first exposure to
the system and wood builders and
power company officials alike.

Grayson Evans, a longtime CEBus
committee member and owner of The
Training Department, has started
running seminars and classes to give
primarily manufacturers a gooa
introduction to the specification and
to show them how it can benefit their
products. He reports that response to
the seminars has been phenomenal,
and if that response is reflected in new
pr0duct  designs, we should start seeing
some exciting new CEBus-compatible
products in the not-too-distant future.
Seminars are run on a regular basis in
major cities around the country and
can be set up as needed for in-house
training, so if your company is inter-
ested in learning more, give Grayson a
call.

Tricia Parks of Parks Associates
has also been busy putting together
publicity events and events to pull
together key players of the blossoming
home automation industry. For the
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last few years, Parks has sponsored
“Forum” gatherings that feature
speakers, panel discussions, and
debates revolving around home
automation trends and issues. The
most recent was Forum ‘92 that took
place In September 1992 in Dallas.
Forum ‘93 is coming up early this fall.

Another upcoming event spon-
sored by Parks is Habitech ‘93.
Habitech is being billed as the first
home automation industry annual
trade show and is aimed at both
professionals and consumers alike.
“Habitech Professional” will be a two-
day conference for those involved in
producing and installing home auto-
mation equipment. “Habitech Week-
end” will be a “media-sponsored
consumer show with a rich program of
seminars, demonstrations, and
workshops for highly qualified end-
user prospects.” Habitech 93 takes
place March 18-21, 1993, in the San
Jose Convention Center. If you’re in
the area, be sure to check it out.

Other activities related to spread-
ing the word about home automation
in general include a new syndicated
newspaper column written by (an-
other) long-time CEBus committee
member Dave Butler of Residential
Micro Systems. Entitled “How to
Automate Your Home,” it is currently
running weekly in numerous newspa-
pers around the country, with the list
of participating papers growing all the
time.

The Home Automation Associa-
tion (HAA)  and the Canadian Auto-
mated Buildings Association (CABA)
have for several years provided
common meeting grounds for develop-
ers and manufacturers of home and
building automation technology. If you
are currently or are planning to
become active commercially in
building automation, or just want to
find out more about getting into the
field, contact one or both of these
organizations.

BUT WHERE CAN I BUY...?
As any engineer knows (especially

one who works for a large company),
bringing a new product from the early
stages of design to final release and
shipping can take years. Because we’re

only now seeing the final CEBus
specification, you’re not going to see
CEBus devices appear overnight. Such
product development is also usually
very secretive until just before final
release, so trying to get details on
CEBus products in the works can be
next to impossible. I did manage to
track down enough to make me
excited about what we’re likely to see
in the future.

For close to a year now, Intellon
Corporation has been shipping CEBus
power line development modules
based on the actual CEBus power line
specification. While much of what I
saw last year in the Bright Home was
either based on preliminary specs or
kludged up to work as CEBus will
eventually work, these modules are
the real thing. Intellon has developed a
chip (manufactured by Motorola) that
handles all the low-level power line
details. Their power line modems
include that chip plus an 80196
processor to demonstrate the technol-
ogy and to allow a developer to use the
interface chip in his or her own
designs (see Photo 1).

environment. Our building is much
larger than a typical home and has far
more computers and electronics

I was able to borrow three of the
power line modems and set them up
around the editorial offices. While
intended primarily for home use,
where you have single-phase power
and relatively short runs, I wanted to
see how they’d perform in a rougher

plugged into the power lines than even
Steve’s house.

The evaluation software has three
modes: Network, Transparent, and
CAL. In network mode (the one I
used], you can send packets of almost
any length from any modem to any
other modem and can specify what
kind of network loading you want.
Once configured, each node runs
independently and keeps track of its
own success or failure statistics. At
the end of the test, the PC polls the
nodes and presents a performance
summary.

In one test that I ran overnight,
over 100,000 packets were sent among
the three nodes with transmission
success rates close to 100%. And this
was at the standard CEBus data rate of
10,000 one-bits per second. (Try that
with X-10.) The scenario I set up
loaded the line much more than would
be the case in a typical house and sent
more packets in a 16-hour period than
most houses would see in a year.

In transparent mode, you use the
power line modems as actual dumb
modems. You connect a PC to each
modem and can send information
interactively between the PCs,
including transferring files.

digital outputs, and one analog input,
so they can function very similarly to
one of our DIO-Link HCS II modules.

In the final mode, CAL, you can
actually send real CEBus CAL packets
to be acted upon by the receiving node.
Each node has four digital inputs, four
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The main difference is the CEBus unit
doesn’t need any extra wires even
though it communicates at virtually
the same data rate as the DIO-Link.
(Don’t bother comparing prices,
though. The CEBus evaluation units
are intended to be used for develop-
ment, so they cost many times more
than a DIO-Link.) If you’re planning to
do any CEBus power line development
(or even development for other CEBus
media), then this package would be a
great way to get your hands dirty with
some actual working equipment.

One of the first industries ex-
pected to pick up CEBus technology
has very little to do with home
automation: it’s the power utilities.
Demand for electricity is expected to
continue to rise in the next decade and
beyond, outstripping the utilities’
capacity to generate it. In an effort to
reduce the load, especially during such
peak times as weekdays during the
summer, power companies are looking
at ways to load shed during peak times
and offer consumers discounts on
power after hours.

An application of CEBus power
line communication actually being
marketed by General Electric puts a
CEBus power line transceiver inside an
electric meter (dubbed the Phase3
Electronic Polyphase meter) installed
on the side of a house. RF transceivers
(not related to CEBus RF) mounted on
light poles in strategic locations
around the neighborhood communi-
cate with the central office. The RF
transceivers communicate through the
power lines with the CEBus power line
transceivers in the meters at the
homes.

Using the network, the power
company can then monitor electricity
usage as often as necessary to vary the
rate charged. Alternatively, the power
company can send current rate
information to the meter, which can
relay it to smart devices in the house
to allow the devices to decide when to
run [or shut down) based on the
current rate or to allow the home-
owner to decide when to turn things
on or off.

One application might include a
dishwasher and an electric hot water
heater cooperating with the meter to

decide that the best time to heat the
water and wash the dishes is in the
middle of the night when rates are
lowest. Another would be an air
conditioner that resets its own
thermostat to a slightly warmer
setting during times of peak demand to
lighten the load on the utility and
lighten the homeowner’s electric bill.

The complete system is called
UCNet and includes voice as well as
data communications to let the
utilities keep in touch with their
maintenance crews in addition to
communicating with customers’
meters. Be sure to refer to GE’s
product names rather than “CEBus”
when requesting information.

THE TURTLE’S PROGRESS
The home automation industry

certainly can’t be faulted for rushing
into things or moving ahead too
quickly. As I’ve said before, a lot
depends on consumer awareness and
acceptance, which is going to take a
long time. Until companies see
consumer demand, they aren’t going to
commit a lot of resources. And until
companies start pushing products, the
consumer awareness isn’t going to go
up very quickly. Classic chicken and
egg.

While progress has been slow, it
has certainly been steady. We continue
to see the development of new prod-
ucts, and the alert home automation
enthusiast can still find plenty to keep
the family and neighbors “ooing” and
“ahing.” With the final release of
CEBus IS-60 and manufacturer
awareness and consumer demand
increasing, I think we’re going to start
to see a steady (but slow and, initially,
expensive) stream of CEBus-compat-
ible devices showing up in the coming
months. If anyone comes across a new
CEBus toy, be sure to let us know
about it and I’ll pass the information
along to everyone else. q

Ken Davidson is the Editor-in-Chief of
the Computer Applications Journal
and is a member of the magazine’s
engineering staff. He holds a B.S. in
Computer Engineering and an M.S. in
Computer Science from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute.
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DEPARTMENTS
Firmware Furnace

From the Bench

Silicon Update

Embedded Techniques

Patent Talk

ConnecTime

Ed Nisley

Blindsided by Technology:
The ‘386SX Embedded
Firmware Project

CPU, lots of DRAM,
comprehensive interrupt and DMA
support, a real-time clock, nonvolatile
configuration RAM, serial and parallel
ports, and a megabyte-per-second I/O
bus. Quick! How long will the
hardware design take, and how much
does the first unit cost?

Give up? How about five minutes
and a hundred bucks!

Once again, the rules are chang-
ing.

COMMODITY COMPUTERS
The 8031 was designed (about 15

years ago!) as a microcontroller for
projects that handled a few variables,
communicated slowly, and didn’t need
much code. That it’s still in use today
is a testament to how well the design-
ers did their jobs.

For small projects you just can’t
beat an 805 1. It is cheap, available on
standard boards, and you can persuade
it to do useful work quite easily. The
catch is that you can design yourself
into a corner where the next incre-
ment of performance costs much,
much more than it should.
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Recently, however, I’ve seen folks
forcing 803 1s into tasks they just can’t
handle. A colleague produced an 803 1
hardware kludge with 2 MB (!) of code;
the contract specified his CPU and
EPROM choices. It worked, but, as the
lady says, “Now, that just don’t make
no kind of sense!”

Consider that a standard ‘386SX
system board now costs under $150 in
single retail units. Money talks and it
speaks clearly:
you cannot afford
to design a board
with similar
features for
anywhere near
that price. Are you
listening?

It’s too
expensive. I don’t
need ‘386 perfor-
mance; I’m using
a ‘186. It’s too big.
I can’t afford a
‘386 ICE. The II0
boards stick up. It
uses too much
power. There’s no
hardware docu-

Photo l--The new Firmware Furnace developmenf  plafform  is based on a very inexpensive ‘386SX  system.

concern embedded firmware and will
not be just another PC-programming
column. There will be no arm waving
here; I’m actually going to do firm-
ware.

I’m also going to do it without
going broke on development tools. In
this column, I’ll show you how to get
started with nothing more exotic than
a floppy drive; later on I’ll get into
EPROM boards, custom displays, and

nation I/O board (with a parallel port,
two serial ports, a game port, a mouse
port, a floppy drive controller, and an
IDE hard drive controller), a minitower
case, and a power supply. If you ask for
it by name, the package price is $259.
(And, no, I don’t get a cut!)

This package does not include a
keyboard, display adapter, display,
printer, disk drives, DOS, Windows, or
other software debris, so it is not a

mentation. I don’t need a real-time
clock. I can’t justify embedding DOS.
The BIOSes are incompatible. The
vendors are unreliable. What a stupid
idea!

I say again, the rules are changing.
Circuit Cellar INK’s prime tenet

has always been, “Inside the Box Still
Counts,” and “Firmware Furnace” has
taken you into the guts of firmware
design with real examples from
production products. That’s not going
to change, but now is the time for a
bigger box!

Current ‘386SX boards are fasci-
nating because you buy several orders
of magnitude more performance than
an 805 1 board for about the same
price. From what I’ve heard on the BBS
and over the phone, people are crying
out for higher-performance systems;
the 8051 has gone about as far as it can
go. With cost not a barrier, there is
little justification for stretching a
teeny CPU beyond its limits.

As a result, I will use a ‘386SX
system for some interesting “Firmware
Furnace” projects. This series will still

all that jazz. The code comes from the
8086 assembler you already have, but
I’ll slip into C in the next column.

Even if you don’t need ‘386
performance, you’ll get firmware ideas
to build your own projects, hardware
design tips to wire your system into
the real world, and development
techniques to get everything working.
Best of all, you’ll have some fun !

Finally, if you can’t stand I/O
boards sticking up in the air, I know a
guy who’d love to build three-slot
right-angle adapters just as those in
small-footprint PCs.

ESSENTIAL HARDWARE
A ‘386SX  system board is a

commodity that you can buy nearly
anywhere, but having a good source is
nice. I talked to the folks at Dream-
Tech, and they agreed to offer a special
deal to “Firmware Furnace” readers
who are working on these projects.

DreamTech’s  Firmware Furnace
‘386SX Package consists of a 33-MHz
‘386SX system board with 2 MB of 70.
ns DRAM and an AM1 BIOS, a combi-

complete PC
system. Although
as you will see,
adding a 3.5”
floppy drive is
probably a good
idea because doing
so makes embed-
ded firmware
almost trivial.

Although the
code from this
column will run
on any ‘386 PC, it
is an Exceedingly
Bad Idea to use
your “real” PC as
a guinea pig. A

. _ . .
single slip of the

scope probe or a minor programming
error can put you out of business. The
cost of the extra board is small
compared to the aggravation of
recovering your hard drive!

Besides, many of the firmware
development techniques you will use
require a PC to monitor the embedded
system. Making things harder than
necessary has no economical benefit; if
you plan to build an embedded system,
start working with the real hardware
right away.

Photo 1 shows the development
system I put together with the
DreamTech  hardware. I’ve added a
JDR Microdevices 16-bit  bus extender,
built a card holder to support a
prototype card, and chopped a hole in
the case so it fits over the bus ex-
tender. On a LaserJet, the Bus La be 1 .
L J file produced the yellow tag listing
theI/Obuspins;  BusLabel  .ASCisthe
raw ASCII text so you can format it for
your printer.

Incidentally, the two 3.5” drives
next to the power switch are really
blank drive bay covers. Tacky, no?
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You must change the CMOS
configuration parameters because all
‘386SX system boards are set up to be
DOS PCs. Attach the display and
keyboard from your main PC, run the
BIOS setup routine, tell it to live
without a display or keyboard, enable
diskette booting, and tweak the date
and time into your time zone. This
process is a minor nuisance, but it’s
better than having to write the whole
BIOS yourself!

BOOTING FIRMWARE
In my very first “Firmware

Furnace” column, I described firmware
as a kind of epoxy: mix the right
combination of hardware and software
and wait for it to set up like a rock.
Although 805 1 firmware is usually
associated with EPROMs, there’s an
easier way to inject firmware into our
‘386 system board-a floppy drive.
Think of it as squishy firmware.

You may feel as though you’re
cheating, but the all-in-one I/O board I
mentioned previously is under $40
(much less, in some cases), and a 3.5”
floppy drive gives you 1.44 MB of
storage for under $60. Price out the
equivalent EPROM board and report
back; perhaps your project can use a
floppy after all?

I say again, the rules are changing.
No, a floppy drive isn’t appropriate

for applications that need rugged, all-
weather, no-moving-parts hardware.
But many (most?) embedded systems
run in shirtsleeve environments where
a floppy that spins only during system
resets makes a lot of sense. Even
better, data collection applications can
now have PC-compatible data storage
with essentially no overhead.

Also, contrary to what you might
think, loading a program doesn’t
require DOS, either. Loading a COM file
involves nothing more than copying
the data from disk into memory,
setting up a few registers, and jumping
to the first ,instruction.  E X E files are a
tad more complex, but you’ll flatten
that problem in due time.

Our ‘386SX system board BIOS
gets control after a hardware reset;
tests and initializes the hardware;
reads 5 12 bytes from Drive A, Track 0,
Head 0, and Sector 1 into RAM at

PRINTER PORT

.7X2  HERDER

Figure l-This circuitry converts the printerpori  into one input and one output byte. The inputs are pulled up by
resistors on the I/O card, while fhe outputs have (barely) enough drive for the LEDs. Note that the LEDs  are ON
when the outputs are HIGH, which is backwards from many LED drivers seen in these pages. The header provides
convenient scope access, and will  come in handy next month when I tackle performance issues.

address 0000:7COO;  and jumps to the
first instruction. If that sounds as
though you’re loading a program,
you’re right; it’s the standard bootstrap

The BIOS neither knows nor cares
what the program in that first sector

loader that starts DOS every time you

does. In your case, you want to load an
embedded program rather than DOS or

turn on your PC.

OS/2, so you need a custom bootstrap
loader that can find your program on
the diskette and read it into RAM.

Now, here’s the trick that makes
this work all worthwhile. If your
bootstrap loader knows how to
interpret the DOS FAT file system,
you can produce the embedded ‘386
program on a PC, use the DOS C 0 P Y
command to put it on the floppy, stick
the floppy in the embedded system,
and hit reset. What could be easier?

THE BOOT’S STRAP
The first sector on each floppy

disk contains both the bootstrap loader

and a table called the Diskette Boot
Record. Each type of diskette has a
unique DBR, so it requires a custom

Listing 1 shows how this works.

bootstrap program to read its data.

The D I S KS I Z E macro selects one set
of constants and plugs them into the

Fortunately, a little assembler magic

DBR variables. The values shown are
used for a 720K 3.5” diskette. Al-

can paper over the differences.

though you could create a bizarre
diskette format, I bet anything other
than the standards will get you in big
trouble with DOS.

Listing 2 shows how the bootstrap
loader calculates the directory’s
location from the DBR values and
reads the first sector into RAM. Each
directory entry holds one file’s starting
cluster and size, so the loader uses the
first entry to find the first file, reads it
into RAM at address 0000:8100, and
passes control to it.

There are a few restrictions; the
embedded ‘386 program file must be
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the first one in the directory (although
the loader will ignore a volume label),
it must be contiguous (because the
loader completely ignores the File
Allocation Table), and it must be less
than 64 KB long (as all COM files must
be). In exchange, the loader sets up the
registers so any COM program will work
just fine. Fair enough?

Oddly enough, the standard DOS
bootstrap loader has similar restric-
tions. The two DOS startup files
(IO.SYSandMSDOS.SYS)mustbethe
first two files in the ‘directory and they
must be contiguous. You can only jam
so much intelligence into a 5 12-byte
block!

The downloadable files for this
column include four bootstrap loaders:
BOOT720.SECandBOOT1440.SEC
handle the 3.5” formats, while
BOOT360.SECandBOOTl2OO.SEC
cover the 5.25" field. You can use these

directly or modify BOOTSECT. ASM to
produce a customized version for your
own system.

Listing 3 shows how to create a
boot diskette for your ‘386SX system.
The only tricky part is that DEBUG's L
and W commands have changed
slightly over the years; some versions
use a sector range, while others use a
sector start and count. Check your
documentation to see which one you
have.

THE FIRST PROGRAM
The canonical first program on

any system displays a trivial message
like C’s “Hello, world” routine, but
your ‘386SX doesn’t have a display.
Think small-your first 803 1 program
probably blinked an LED, and that’s
the level you’re at with this project.
Unfortunately, a ‘386SX system board
doesn’t even have an LED!

Listing l--The Diskette Boot Record holds the informafion needed to  read the rest of the diskette. Assembler
macros define fhe  consfanfs  sfarfing  with  “N_”  to create a boot record for each type  of diskette. The bootstrap
loader uses these values to read the DOS file directory and load the embedded system program.

IF DISKSIZE EQ 720
DISPLAY "Creating 720K diskette boot sector"

N-TRACKS EQU 80
NPTRACKSIZE EQU 9
N-HEADS EQU 2
li_CLUSTERSIZE  EQU 2
N_ROOTFILES EQU 112
NPMEDIAID EQU OF9h
NPFATSIZE EQU 3

ELSEIF
<<< other diskette data omitted here >>>

ENDIF

N-SECTORS = NpTRACKS*N_HEADS*N_TRACKSIZE

DB 'Firmware' ; 03 OEM name and ver (8 chars)
SectorSize DW 512 ; Ob bytes per sector
ClusterSize D B N_CLUSTERSIZE  ; Od sectors per cluster
NumReserved DW 1 ; Oe reserved sectors
NumFATs DB 2 ; 10 number of FAT copies
MaxRootFiles D W NPROOTFILES ; 11 maximum root dir entries
NumSectors DW N-SECTORS : 13 total sectors on diskette
MediaID DB N_MEDIAID : 15 useless media descriptor
FATSize DW N_FATSIZE : 16 sectors in each FAT
TrackSize DW N_TRACKSIZE : 18 sectors / track ( / head)
NumHeads DW N-HEADS : la number of heads
HiddenSectors DD 0 ; lc number of hidden sectors

DD 0 : 20 number of sectors if > 32 MB
DB 0 : 24 internal DOS drive ID
DB 0 ; 25 reserved
DB 29h ; 26 Boot signature
DD OOOFFOOEDh ; 27 volume ID number
DB 'Firmware386' ; 2b volume label (11 chars)
DB 'FAT12 ’ ; 33 file-system type (8 chars)

200 MSa/S sampling rate
PC-BASED INSTRUMENT
2 Analog channels
8 Digital channels (8ch. logic analyzer
125MHz Single shot Bandwidth
4K samples/channel (analog & digital:
1599 _Dso_28100 Price is Complete

1999 -DSO-28200

- up to 128 channels
- up to 400 MHz
- 16K samples/channel
8 Variable threshold
- 8 External clocks
16 level triggering

$799 - LA12100 (100 MHz,24 Ch) Prfce  is Complete
$1299 - IA32200 (200 MHz,32 Ch) Pods and Software

‘AL
3AL
iPROM
:EPROM
‘LASH
vllCR0

5ns PALS
4 MEG EPROM (8 & 16 bit)
22V 10 & 26CV 12 GALS
Free software uDdates on BBS

$215(4Socket)
$299(8  Socket)

Up to 1 MEG EPROMS

/
Call (201) 808-8990

aa Link Computer Graphics, Inc.
369 Passaic  Ave. We 100. Fairlleld.  NJ 07004 lax 808-8786
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In Circuit Emulators
The DrylCE Plus is a modular emulator

designed so you can get maximum
flexibility from your emulator purchase.
The base unit contains all the hardware
necessary to support pods containing

many of the most popular members of the
8051 family of embedded control

microprocessors. Buy one base unit, and
select one or all of the pods you need to
do the job at a much reduced cost. You
get the same great functionality found in
our popular DrylCE 8031 emulator plus

real-time Execute-to-Breakpoint,
Line-by-Line Assembler, and much more.

And the price is (almost) unbelievable!
(Yes, it works with the Mac, too!)

Base Unit(w/RS-232 IQ--$299
Available Pods:$149 each

8031/32,80C31/32,80C154,80C451,
80C535,80C552/562,80C652,8OC5lFA,

8751/52,87C51/52.
Call about 876751/752  support

16K Trace Buffer option: Avail. 2nd Qtr ‘92
Standard 8031 DrylCE -- Still only $199

Enhanced 8031 DrylCE -- $269

The 8051SIM  software package speeds
the development of 8051 family

programs by allowing execution and
debug without a target system. The

8051 SlMulator  is a screen oriented,
menu command driven program

doubling as a great learning tool. $99.

8031SBC  - A fast and inexpensive way to
implement an embedded controller.

8031/32  processor, 8+ parallel l/O, up to
2 RS232 serial ports, +5 volt operation.
The development board option allows
simple debugging of 8031/51  family

programs. $ggea
8OC552SBC  - 10 bit 8 ch. A/D, 2 PWM,

1 RS232 & 2 RS232/422/485 serial ports,
sockets for 64k ROM, 64k RAM, +5 volt
operation; optional RT Clock wl battery,

2k EEPROM. Development board version
available. Call  for pricing!

(619)566-1892

Listing Z--This  excerpf  from the bootstrap loader reads the DOS directory, locates the first file, and reads it
into RAM.  That file may be any *. COM  program written for the embedded ‘386% system board.

~~~ locate and fetch first directory sector
this goes to 0000:7EOO

XOR AX,AX ; start with zeros
MOV AL,[NumFatsl ; account for sectors in both
MUL [FATSize] ; . . . copies of the FATS
ADD AX,[WORD LOW HiddenSectors] ; these are surely
ADC DX,[WORD HIGH HiddenSectors] ; . . . unused
ADD AX,[NumReservedl ; boot sector and other
ADC DX,O ; . . . hidden sectors
MOV [AbsSectorl,AX ; save start of dir
CALL CvtSectors ; set up parameters
MOV BX,7EOOh ; set up target
CALL ReadSector ; and get one sector

find sector address of data area just after directory
we use directory size in bytes rounded to next whole sector

MOV AX,SIZE DirEntry : entry size in bytes
MUL [MaxRootFilesl : times entries
MOV CX,[SectorSizel ; round upward
ADD AX,CX : by sector size 1
DEC AX
DIV CX : get sectors
ADD [AbsSectorl,AX ; add to dir start

find file's starting sector from cluster number

MOV AX,[ES:BX+DirEntry.FileStartl ; first cluster
SUB AX.2 ; . . . start5 at 2
MOV CL,[ClusterSizel
XOR CH,CH
MUL CX ; AX = sectors
ADD [AbsSectorl.AX ; save for later

convert file length from bytes to sectors
we know the length must be < 64K bytes, so ignore high word

MOV AX,[WORD LOW ES:BX+DirEntry.FileLengthl
XOR DX,DX ; this is always 0
DIV [SectorSize]
CMP DX,O : any remainder?
JZ HaveLen
INC AX

HaveLen:
MOV [SectorCountj,AX : set up for reading

;--- now pull in the file to 08OO:OlOO
starting offset at 0100 allows nearly 64K worth of file w/o
segment wrap

MOV BX,0800h : set up target address
MOV ES.BX
MOV BX,OlOOh

NextSector:
MOV AX,[AbsSectorl ; set up starting sector
CALL CvtSectors

CALL ReadSector ; and get one sector

INC [AbsSectorl ; step to next secor
ADD BX,LSectorSizel ; . . . and next target

MOV CX,CSectorCountl ; continue until done
DEC [SectorCount]
LOOP NextSector
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Listing 3-DOS DEBUG is the easiest way to create a bootable diskette for the  embedded ‘386SXprojecf.
The diskette should have no hidden or sysfem  files,  because the bootstrap loader simp/y pops the first file
info RAM and runs if. Check your DOS manual to find out how DEBUG’s  L and W commands work on your
system; the last  digif may be either fhe final secfor number or fhe number of sectors to  transfer.

>format  a: /f:720 create a DOS data diskette
<<< formatting stuff here >>> (you may use any diskette)
>debug fire up DEBUG
-1 100 0 0 1 read first few sectors from Drive 0
-nboot720.sec specify our boot sector
-1 load it in
-w 100 0 0 1 write one or two sectors to Drive 0
-4 back to DOS

Figure 1 shows how to get started.
Attach eight LEDs  and eight switches
to the I/O board’s printer port. A
‘386SX is about one megaton of
overkill for an LED blinker, but at
least you can see if the program works

Listing 4 shows how COUNTSLO.
A SM displays a counting sequence on
LPTl slowly enough to be visible to
the naked eye. I used the BIOS WA I T
routine to delay between counts;
there’s a wealth of handy routines in
the BIOS code and letting them go to
waste would be a shame!

I used Borland’s TAS M and T L I N K
toconvert COUNTSLO.ASM into

COUNTSLO.COM.TheMAKEFILE
renamesittoCOUNTSLO.BINbecauseI
don’t want to start the program by
accident on my PC. The bootstrap
loader doesn’t care what the file’s
name is, so you can call it anything
you’d like.

The MAKEFI LE also puts the new
file on the floppy in Drive A. Because
the loader picks the first file, MAKE
FILEexecutesaDEL  A:*.BINtowipe
out any other embedded system
programs, then copies the new B I N file
to the floppy. While this process
reduces the amount of typing needed
to rebuild a program, be sure you have

Listing 4-The first embedded  program displays a counting sequence on the parallel port so you can see
something happening. The B/OS  identifies the installed hardware so the port’s  address is in the usual low-
RAM location and provides a wealth  of handy utility  routines as the calibrafed delay used here.

MOV
MOV

MOV
MOV

XOR

eShow:
INC
OUT

PUSH
PUSH

MOV
MOV
MOV
INT

POP
POP

JMP

DX,0040h
ES,DX

BX,Z*(LPTPORT-1) +0008h : aim at port entry
DX,[ES:BXI : get LPT port base address

AL,AL

AL
DX,AL

DX
AX

CX,COUNTRATE
DX,O
AH,86h
15h

AX
DX

Reshow

; aim at BIOS data segment

; start from zero...

: tick it
; send it out

; save address
; and count

; delay for a while

: recover count
; and address

; continue forever

the right floppy in the drive before you
start.

So here’s the process briefly. Set
up your ‘386SX board, build that little
LED and switch board, copy the
appropriate boot record and
COUNTSLO.BINtoafloppy,popitinto
the ‘386SX’s drive, hit reset, and watch
the lights.

That’s all there is to it. Welcome
to the wonderful world of embedded
‘386SX programming, minus all the
aggravation and hocus-pocus you
expected. It’s all downhill from here!

The BBS files include several other
simple programs to check out the
switches and LEDs.  They’re simple
enough that they should work on any
PC, but some PC hardware isn’t quite
compatible with the IBM spec. For
example, my Zeos ‘386SX laptop does
not have pull-up resistors on the four
control outputs. If the sample pro-
grams don’t work on your PC, do a
little volt meter probing before you
claim a software problem.

HOMEWORK
If you’re like me, your PC knowl-

edge slipped while you were working
with diddly little CPUs. There’s
nothing wrong with that, but you can’t
specialize in one thing forever! Buckle
down and do some research while you
await your hardware.

The good news is that the PC is no
longer uncharted territory, so much of
what you need to know is ready for the
reading. I’ve collected a list of my
favorite books in the “Homework”
sidebar,  but surely I’ve missed some of
the good ones.

The bad news is that these
weighty technical tomes are in the
$30-$60  range; you can deal a mortal
blow to your budget with very little
effort. Your local library may carry
these books, but if you need them
when they’re loaned out to somebody
else, well.. . .

If your local bookstore can’t
supply your needs, give SBM Comput-
ers and Communications a call and
tell Chris Waters I sent you. They
carry or can get most technical books,
some with a substantial discount. I’ve
included other sources for some books
that I know are hard to find.
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Homework Bibliography

AT Bus Design
Edward Solari,  Annabooks, o-929392-08-6

Each entry includes a brief functional description, input
and output register contents, warnings on conflicts with

All the gory details of the PC/XT and AT I/O other interrupts, and occasionally some functional
Expansion buses, documented with timing diagrams, details. The text is available on-line from several
signal descriptions, and cautionary notes. Information sources, but I suspect the book is cheaper than the
that you just cannot find anywhere else, written by download charges.
somebody who knows whereof he speaks. This one is
available from several mail-order electronics suppliers, as The Programmer’s PC Sourcebook
well as directory from the publisher: Annabooks, 15010 Thorn Hogan, Microsoft Press, 1-55615-321-X
Avenue of Science #lOl, San Diego, CA 92128, (800) 462- A category killer book with (almost) everything you
1042 could possibly want to know about your PC, albeit in

System BIOS for IBM PCIXTIAT  Computers and Compatibles
desiccated tabular format. There is nary a paragraph of
narrative text so you’ll have to depend on other sources

Phoenix Technologies Ltd., Addison-Wesley Publishing, for the “why” behind each function. This book is the
O-201 -51806-6 one I reach for first when trying to decipher a connector,

The straight dope on one vendor’s BIOS implementa- socket, interrupt, DOS/BIOS function, or chip pinout.
tion: good descriptions of what all the functions and data Other books have the explanations, but this one covers
areas actually do. Although it may not precisely match the territory. I’ve found a few errors, but that’s why you
up with the BIOS in your machine it’ll give you a need more than one book.
running start on the standard functions. It is consider-
ably more verbose than the corresponding Official IBM The Zen of Assembly Language, Volume 1: Knowledge
BIOS documentation, which is not a bad thing. Michael Abrash, Scott, Foresman Professional Books,

The companion volumes may be of interest if you O-673-38602-3
have the appropriate hardware: CBIOS for IBM PS/2 Abrash is the high priest of PC code optimization,
Computers and Compatibles and ABIOS for IBM PS/2 and this book summarizes his magic. It’s written for the
Computers and Compatibles. If you plan on protected- venerable 8088, but includes hints and tips for CPUs
mode programming on PS/2s, the latter volume is the through the ‘386. Believe me, if you follow his precepts
only source other than the Official IBM ABIOS documen- you don’t have to apologize to anybody for anything.
tation. This book may be extremely hard to find because

The Processor and Coprocessor
ScottForesman  imploded shortly after producing it
(there was no cause-and-effect relationship). Give

Robert Hummel,  Ziff-Davis  Press, l-56276-016-5
As it says on the back cover, “Finally-a single,

concise technical reference on Intel’s entire family of
80x86 processors and 80x87 coprocessors.”  Exhaustive
detail on how the machinery at the heart of your PC
munches instructions and data, with lots of information
on protected mode operation and memory management.
It includes a chip bug summary by CPU mask step, with
workarounds.

Bookstream a call at (602) 483-0192 to see if they have
any copies left.

Microprocessors: A Programmer’s View
Robert Dewar and Matthew Smosna, McGraw Hill,
o-07-01 6639-O

A savage romp through CPU taxonomy. You get a
detailed explanation of CPU functions and addressing
modes, lengthy descriptions of the 80386 and 68030, the
‘387 coprocessor, as well as a chapter apiece devoted to

PC Interrupts the SPARC, Intel 860, IBM RISC, and Transputer RISCs.
Ralf Brown and Jim Kyle, Addison-Wesley Publishing, After reading about the 80386 protection mechanisms,
O-201 -51806-6 you find a section titled, “Is All This Worthwhile!”

A huge tabulation of every hardware and software starting with the memorable sentence, “The previous
interrupt used by every PC program inside Mars orbit. section is virtually incomprehensible.” Don’t miss it!

UPCOMING EVENTS After that I’ll get into the first real Projects will include an interface
In the next column (next month!), hardware project-a firmware develop- to those big LCD graphics panels, a_ _

I’ll describe how to persuade Dave
Dunfield’s 8086 version of the Micro-C
compiler to produce programs for the
floppy drive loader, then I’ll take a
look at low-level hardware perfor-
mance. After all, you need to know
just how fast this beast will run before
you decide how much you can do with
it.

ment card with some EPROM, battery-
backed/write-protected static RAM, a
watchdog timer/power monitor, more
serial and parallel ports, character LCD
and keypad interfaces, and a few other
handy widgets.. .along  with the firm-
ware to drive them. Covering this card
in depth will take several issues, but it
will simplify the rest of the projects.

multichannel DMM to collect precise
voltage data, voice I/O (it’s easy with
lots of memory!], stepper motor
controls, and high-speed analog I/O. In
fact, if the performance measurements
in the next issue work out, cheap
digital video is a distinct possibility.

On the software side, I’ll use
Dunfield’s Micro-C for a while because
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it is the best cost-performer going.
However, I’ll eventually segue into
Borland’s C++ (with Paradigm’s
LOCATE utility to handle the EXE-to-
H E X conversions) because Paradigm’s
TDREM utility lets me use Turbo
Debugger over a serial link to dig into
the innards of the firmware at the
source and object levels. This method
is even better than debugging on your
own PC because the embedded
program can’t crash your system!

I finally have a peppy CPU with
real instructions, lots of RAM, plenty
of disk storage, and familiar compilers
and debuggers. Now I’m gunning for
interesting problems! q

Software for this article is avail-
able from the Circuit Cellar BBS
and on Software On Disk for this
issue. Please see the end of
“ConnecTime”  in this issue for
downloading and ordering infor-
mation.

puter Applications /ownal’s engineer-
ing staff. He specializes in finding
innovative solutions to demanding
technical problems.

413 Very Useful
414 Moderately Useful
415 Not Useful

Firmware Furnace ‘386SX Package
DreamTech  Computers
5 175 Moorpark  Ave.
San Jose, CA 95129
(800) 237-3263
(408) 996-2373
Fax: (408) 996-2383

80x86 Micro-C Developer’s Special
Dunfield  Development Systems
P.O. Box 31044
Nepean, Ontario K2B  8S8
CANADA
(613) 256-5820
Fax: (613) 256-5821

LOCATE and TDREM utilities
Paradigm Systems
3301 Country Club Rd., Ste. 2214

Endwell,  NY 13760
(800) 537-5043
(607) 748-5966
Fax: (607) 748-5968

Technical books by mail
SBM Computers & Communications
Corp.
2906 William Penn Hwy.
Easton, PA 18042
(215) 559-9999

16-bit bus extenders & protocards
JDR Microdevices
2233 Samaritan Dr.
San Jose, CA 95124
(800) 538-5000
(408) 559-1200
Fax: (800) 538-5005

MOVE OVER INTEL
MICROMINT SOURCES
8002 CMOS BASIC CHIP

Micromint has a more efficient software-compatible
successor to the power-hungry Intel 8052AH-BASIC
chip. The 80C52-BASIC  chip was designed for indus-
trial use and operates beyond the limits of standard
commercial-grade chips. Micromint’s 80C52-BASIC
chip is guaranteed to operate flawlessly at DC to
12 MHz over the entire industrial temperature range
(-40°C to t85”C).  Available in 40-pin DIP or PLCC

80C52-BASIC  chip $25.00
OEM IOO-Qty. Price $14.50
BASIC-52 Prog. manual $15.00

MICROMINT, INC.
4 PARK ST., VERNON, CT 06066
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Simple
Steps
for Easy
Positioning
Controlling
Stepper Motors

Jeff Bachiochi

0 adies and
gentlemen step

right up. That’s right,
just a little closer. You

don’t want to miss this amazing offer.
You say you have positioning prob-
lems! (Get away from me kid, ya
bother me.) Have I got the cure for
you. It’s not an ointment. Not a
cream. Not even the ever-popular
Elixir of Life. No friends, it’s the all
powerful stepper motor/translator
driver. Yes, I can see the “pshaw”
starting to form on all those lips, even
as I speak. Well, let me assure you,
you won’t believe how easy move-
ment will be from this day forward.
No more aches, no pains, no complica-
tions. So come on in, step right this
way.

CONTROLLING MOTION,
DIGITALLY

Digital signals provide a simple
interface for motion control using
stepper motors. Steppers, being
incremental by nature, offer a good
compromise between accurate posi-
tioning and simplicity. You’ll find
them in many computer peripherals
used today, such as printers, faxes,
disk drives, and plotters. In fact, the
stepper motors used in industrial
robotics are responsible for the
precision placement, machining, and
assembly of these very same products.

Magnetic attraction between a
motor’s stator and rotor causes a
rotation of the rotor until opposite
poles align. When the coil sequence is
advanced automatically, either by the
line frequency or brushes and commu-
tators segments, the continually
advancing magnetic field draws the
rotor through complete rotations. The
stepper motor does not employ this
automatic action. Instead, the user is
responsible for each and every move-
ment. The user can calculate how
many steps it takes to move a desired
distance or rotation because each
movement is a precise step of known
distance or angular arc.

The design’s simplicity keeps the
cost of implementing a stepper motor

The variefy  of stepper  motoros  available is almost endless. Motors come in a//  shapes, sizes, sfep angles, and
available torque.
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into a project low. Steppers generally
run open loop without the costs
associated with shaft encoders.

THE LINGO
The angular movement of a

stepper motor is measured in degrees.
The number of degrees the shaft
rotates for each winding’s phase
change, or step, is its step angle. The
most common step angles are between
1.8” and 18”. The step accuracy is the
difference between the theoretical and
the actual step angle, which is gener-
ally ~5% of the step angle and is
nonaccumulative.

A stepper that remains stationary
while energized is exhibiting a resis-
tance to change called holding torque.
This torque is the maximum amount
that you can apply to a shaft without
causing it to rotate. Holding torque is
measured while the coils are energized
at rated current, while detent torque is
measured with no coil current applied.

You can express torque in English
or metric units. I’ll be using the gram-
centimeter (g-cm). Here are some
equivalents:

1 oz.-in. = 72.0077 g-cm
1 lb.-ft. = 13,825.48  g-cm
1 N-m = 10,197.16  g-cm

Dynamic torque is the force a stepper
motor produces while in motion. The
smallest steppers have dynamic
torques of less than 100 g-cm, while
large frames can produce over 100 kg-
cm. You may be more familiar with
the term foot-pound (ft.-lb.) as used by
the automotive torque wrench.

The user fully controls the step
rate for stepper motors, usually given
in steps per second (sps). Maximum
step rates have a range of about 500-
10,000’ sps. Achieving high step rates
while avoiding resonance bands often
requires special ramping, or the
gradual change between two different
step rates. Resonance ranges occur
where the rotor begins to oscillate at
the natural frequency of the spring-
mass system. Within this range, the
available torque falls to a very low
value, and the loss of synchronization
may develop if the speed remains the
same.

0' I
100 200 300 4 0 0 500 600 700 800

Speed (sps)

Figure l-For each ot me  three common step technfques,  torque fs mverselyproportiona/  to the step rate. Each
also has a maximum pull-in rate and pull-in torque and a companion maximum pull-auf  rate and pull-auf  torque.

As stepping rates increase, the
available torque normally decreases.
The pull-in rate refers to the maxi-
mum steps per second at which the
stepper motor can start, stop, or
change direction with a specific load
without losing a step. The pull-in
torque is the maximum load that can
be started or stopped without losing a
step. There is a maximum pull-in rate
for each torque value and a maximum
pull-in torque for each step rate. I’ve
shown this relationship graphically in
the torque-speed curve (see Figure 1).

Once a stepper motor has started,
the pull-out rate refers to the maxi-
mum steps per second that the motor
will drive a specific load and not lose a
step. The pull-out torque is the
maximum load a motor can handle at
a specific step rate and not miss a step.
I’ve also illustrated this relationship in
the torque-speed curve.

BASIC STEPPER MOTOR
CONSTRUCTION

There are three main types of
stepper motor construction: variable
reluctance, permanent magnet, and
hybrid. The variable reluctance motor
has a soft iron multitooth rotor. The
rotor’s closest tooth is attracted to the
motor’s wire-wound stator poles when
a coil is energized. Because the rotor
has no magnetic qualities, there is no
attraction (detent torque) holding the
rotor still while no power is applied,
although it’s capable of high step rates.

The permanent magnet stepper
motor has a toothless rotor made into

a permanent magnet. The rotor’s poles
are attracted to the motor’s wire-
wound stator poles when a coil is
energized. The permanently magne-
tized rotor remains attracted to the
closest stator  pole even when no
power is applied, giving this style of
motor detent torque, but lower
stepping rates.

The third and most popular style
of stepper motor construction is the
hybrid. The hybrid combines the
qualities of the variable reluctance and
permanent magnet rotors. This
construction produces a stepper with
high detent, holding, and dynamic
torque while retaining the high
stepping rates.

BIPOLAR VERSUS UNIPOLAR
Bipolar stepper motors are wound

once on each stator pole. The magnetic
polarity of the stator  pole is switched
by reversing the current in the coil.
This reversing requires the use of a
bipolar power supply or an H-bridge. It
has higher torque (the complete coil is
energized), but must use a more
complicated power supply.

Unipolar stepper motors have
double windings on each stator  pole,
one in each direction. Switching the
magnetic polarity of the stator  pole is
accomplished by simply switching the
current from one coil segment to the
other. This step does not require a
bipolar power supply, but offers less
torque (the double-wound poles have
only half of the turns energized at
once).
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THE UCN5804B UNIPOLAR
STEPPER MOTOR
TRANSLATOR/DRIVER

Four transistors and a bit of
software are all that’s necessary to
drive a stepper motor’s coils in the
proper sequence, but it requires the
processor’s full attention. If your
system has other things to attend to
and you would like to keep everything
simple, then use the single-chip
approach. The UCN5804B from
Allegro Microsystems has built-in
sequencing logic for three types of step
formats as well as direction control.
Transistors are included to drive a
unipolar motor up to 1.5 amperes from
a 50-volt  source. This 16-pin batwing
DIP has internal clamping diodes and
internal thermal shutdown (try that in
software!).

I interfaced the 5804 to the PC’s
parallel port for easy experimentation
(see Figure 2). Five digital output bits
control the 5804’s functions-two bits
set the step format, one bit enables
stepping, one bit sets the direction,
and the final bit is a step signal. The

signal because it will produce a
complete pulse (500 us in length) for
each write to the parallel port, which
gives BASIC easy control of the driver
by simply L P R I NTing.  Notice that if
the step format is hardwired, only two
bits (direction and enable) are needed,
allowing the user to interface up to
four stepper motors to the same
parallel port. No feedback comes from
the 5804 (it runs open loop) so you
don’t need any input bits.

What’s all the extra circuitry for?
A safety interface that you may wish
to construct. In applications where the
actual physical limits to the move-
ment will cause harm if exceeded, you
can employ limit switches to disable
further stepping in the unwanted
direction. This circuit can use either
normally open or normally closed
switches to protect limit positions. If
either limit switch is pressed, a signal
is generated that will prevent addi-
tional steps from passing through to
the 5804. When the direction line is
changed, the step disabling signal is
reset. You can eliminate this circuitry

as inputs and your software uses them
to prevent stepping past the limits.

Another useful input is a home or
center position indicator, which tells
you when the stepper’s load is in a
known position. The schematic shows
all the possibilities for completeness,
though you may want to simplify it.

STEP FORMATS
The 5804 stepper motor translator

driver chip supports three step for-
mats: wave, two-phase, and half-step
sequences.

The wave drive sequence ener-
gizes only one coil at a time. The
sequence is either A-B-C-D-A or A-D-
C-B-A, depending on the direction
control bit. The wave drive power
supply must provide current to only
one winding at a time, making it less
expensive. The rotor moves from one
energized stator  pole to the next. The
torque produced is also small because
it is proportional to the number of
windings energized.

The two-phase drive sequence is
much the same as the wave drive. The

port’s strobe line is used as the step if you have the limit switches fed back difference being that two poles are

Figure 2-A typical PC parallel port makes an easy interface for experimenting with  stepper mofors.  The UCN5804B  is the key to confrofing the motors, while extra discrete
latches accept input from limif  switches to  protect the device being controlled.
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energized at one time. The sequence is
either AB-BC-CD-DA-AB or AD-DC-
CB-BA-AD, depending on the direction
control bit. The two-phase power
supply needs to supply current to two
windings at a time, making it more
expensive. The rotor moves from
“between two energized poles” (the
attraction to both energized stator
windings) to “between the next two
energized stator  poles.” The tug of two
energized windings increases torque.

Notice that the wave sequence
and the two-phase sequence both
move a whole step, while each starts
at different points. The wave drive
from pole to pole and the two-phase
drive from half-way between poles to
half-way between poles. Combining
these two drive sequences creates the
half-step drive sequence.

The half-step drive alternates
between a single-coil wave drive and a
two-coil two-phase drive. The half-step
drive sequence is either A-AB-B-BC-C-
CD-D-DA-A or A-AD-D-DC-C-CB-B-
BA-A, depending on the direction
control bit. The power supply must
provide current to two windings even
though every other step requires
energizing only one, so it is more
expensive like the two-phase drive.
The torque increases because the steps
are smaller and alternating ones have
the tug of two windings. The smaller
steps require two steps per whole step,
increasing positional accuracy but
cutting the step rate in half.

ROTARY TO LINEAR MOTION
The rotary motion of stepper

motors is often translated into linear
motion for positioning systems and
can be accomplished in several
different ways. Line printers can use a
rack and pinion to move a print head
across the paper. Some floppy drives
use a cylinder and band to move the
read/write head from track to track.
Plotters might use a pulley and cord to
position the plotting pen. NC drilling
machines use gears and lead screws for
linear positioning. Even line printers
and fax machines use stepper motors
and reduction gears to move paper
through their mechanisms, which is a
good example of how gearing can be
implemented to increase the useful-

Listing l-Using a dedicated motor control chip results in a control  program that consists mostly of user
interface. The code that actually deals with the motor is very short.

10 Y=50
20 ENABLE=l:  DISABLE=0
30 FORWARD=Z:  BACKWARD=0
40 WAVE=128:  TWOPHASE=O: HALFSTEP=
50 LPRINT CHR$(O):
60 GOT0 290
70 PRINT "SELECT AN ITEM"
80 PRINT: PRINT "1 ENABLE"
90 PRINT "2 DISABLE"
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
395
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490

PRINT "3 FORWARD"
PRINT "4 BACKWARD"
PRINT "5 WAVE DRIVE SEQUENCE"
2RINT "6 TWO-PHASE DRIVE SEQUENCE"
'RINT "7 HALF-STEP DRIVE SEQUENCE"
PRINT "8 STEP MOTOR"
PRINT "9 END"
I$=INKEY$
IF I$="" THEN 170
IF I$="l"  THEN STATE=ENABLE: GOT0 290
IF 1$="2"  THEN STATE=BACKWARD: GOT0 290
IF 1$="3"  THEN DIRECTION=FORWARD:  GOT0 290
IF 1$="4"  THEN DIRECTION=BACKWARD: GOT0 290
IF 1$="5"  THEN TYPE=WAVE: GOT0 290
IF 1$="6"  THEN TYPE=TWOPHASE: GOT0 290
IF 1$="7"  THEN TYPE=HALFSTEP: GOT0 290
IF 1$="8"  THEN GOT0 380
IF 1$="9"  THEN STOP
GOT0 170
PRINT: PRINT "The motor is I';
IF STATE=0 THEN PRINT "Disabled, "; ELSE PRINT "Enabled, ":
IF DIRECTION=0 THEN PRINT "Backward, ": ELSE PRINT "Forward. ";
PRINT "set for ";
IF TYPE=0  THEN PRINT "2-Phase  drive": GOT0 350
IF TYPE=64 THEN PRINT "Half-step drive" ELSE PRINT "Wave drive"
VALUE=STATE+DIRECTION+TYPE
PRINT "The hex value is ";HEXB(VALUE)
GOT0 70
PRINT:1  NPUT "How many steps":S
PRINT "S to stop, + or to change step speed"
PRINT "step speed = ";Y,
FOR X=1 TO S
LPRINT CHR$(VALUE);
I$=INKEY$
IF I$="+" THEN IF Y>9 THEN Y=Y-10: PRINT Y,
IF I$="-" THEN IF Y<991  THEN Y=Y+lO:  PRINT Y,
IF I$="S"  THEN X=S
FOR Z=O TO Y: NEXT Z
NEXT X
PRINT
GOT0 290

ness of a low-torque stepper. The gear
ratio magnifies the torque (neglecting
the efficiency of the transmission).

This process is an important
tradeoff when designing with a stepper
motor. As a poet once wrote, in this
world, “. . nothing is had for noth-
ing[ I].” The trade is speed for torque or
torque for speed. Any stepper has a
maximum step speed and torque. You
must determine the characteristics
necessary of a stepper motor before
you can choose one to do the job.

INERTIA
A body at rest tends to stay at rest,

and one in motion tends to stay in
motion. This law is extremely impor-
tant when moving loads with a large
mass. How fast does your automobile
go from 0 to 60 MPH? Not instantly?
No matter how hard you tromp on the
gas, your vehicle takes,time to acceler-
ate to cruising speed. The constant
force of those horses under the hood
pulling or pushing you continuously
add together to move the large vehicu-
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lar mass. Coming to a stop is not
instantaneous either, unless you’re a
crash dummy. Decelerating the
hulking mass back down to 0 MPH
requires continual force.

When using a stepper to move any
large mass, the mass must be acceler-
ated to obtain a desired speed and
decelerated when bringing it to a stop
under synchronous control. The mass
must be accelerated or decelerated at a
predetermined rate to ensure steps are
not lost (under acceleration or decel-
eration). To compute this rate, use the
motor’s torque, the stepping angle, and
inertial loading.

The object’s mass is defined as its
weight divided by the gravitational
constant. Let me use an object with
1000 grams as its weight.

Mass = weight/gc
M = 1000 g/(980 cm/s’)
M = 1.02 g-s’/cm

The inertial loading or resistance
to change in speed or velocity of this
mass is based on the distance or
distribution of the mass about point of
rotation. The formula can be complex
if the load has a complex cross-section.
Using a solid cylinder with a radius of
1 cm for this example, the formula is

Moment of Inertia = (Mass) (Radius)’
I = (1.02  g-?/cm)  (1 cm)’
I = 1.02 g-cm-s2

The torque necessary to move this
inertial load is dependent on the angle
of movement per unit time. If the step
angle is 3.75” and the acceleration is
96 steps/s’, then

Torque = (Moment of Inertia)
(Acceleration) (Step Angle)
(n/180)

T = (1.02 g-cm-s2)  (96 steps/s’)
(3.75”) (0.01745)

T = 6.4 g-cm

By ramping a stepper motor
capable of producing only about 10 g-
cm of torque at a rate of 96 (3.75”)
steps/s’,  you could move a 1000-g
platter up to a speed limited to that
defined by the torque/speed curve of
the stepper. The most common uses

for steppers utilize design parameters
that match the stepper to the load
without the use of ramping.

MEASURING THE EFFECT OF
STEP FORMAT ON TORQUE

To make good use of the 5804’s
versatility, I wanted to experiment
with the different wave formats to
determine the torque differences
between wave, two-phase, and half-
step drives. I chose a Seiko STP4296L-
50 stepper motor (available from Digi-
Key as part number STPl12) for my
tests.

The test setup includes a platform
that holds the stepper’s motor shaft
parallel with the floor at the edge of
the bench. Since I was dealing with
torques in the range of gram-centime-
ters, I attached a pulley with a radius
of 1 cm to the stepper’s shaft so the
torque wouldn’t require any interpola-
tion. I also attached a piece of card-
board behind the pulley, marked it
with full-step increments (3.75”),  and
stuck a pointer to the pulley to aid in
identifying full-step movement. I

connected a thin, steel wire to the
pulley at a point on the circumference
and tied the opposite end to a clear
plastic bag that will hold weights. The
setup is similar to raising a bucket
from a water well.

The pull-in and pull-out rates of
the stepper motor are measured for
each increasing increment of weight
hung from the pulley. The test is
repeated for each of the three step
formats, with the results plotted. A
pulse generator is applied to the step
input of the 5804, giving me manual
control of the step rate. The pull-out
rate is recorded when the speed is
increased until the weight can no
longer be moved without losing
synchronization (a step). The pull-in
rate is recorded when the speed is
decreased and the motor again acquires
synchronization. This test is a bit less
than perfect regarding accuracy, but
my real interest here is in the relative
torques between the different stepping
formats. My test results are plotted in
Figure 1.

For small motors, power supply
costs are not a big factor. In some
larger applications they might be a

significant part of the project. In this
case, a savings could be made by
choosing a step format based on power
supply simplicity. I neglected power
supply considerations on purpose. A
stepper motor supply can vary from
simple L/R resistive limited supply to
a much more complex chopper style.
Let me save these, which by the way
include microstepping, for another
time. For now, grab hold of that
broken piece of equipment, strip out
the stepper motor, and give your PC
the power to position. q

/eff Bachiochi (pronounced “BAH-key-
AH-key”) is an electrical engineer on
the Computer Applications Journal’s
engineering staff, His background
includes product design and
maufacturing.

[l] Arthur Hugh Clough, The Bothie of
Tober-na-Vuolich, pt. VIII, 1848.

Allegro Microsystems, Inc.
115 Northeast Cutoff, Box #I5036
Worcester, MA 01615
(508) 853-5000

American Precision Industries
4401 Genessee  St.
Buffalo, NY 14225
(716) 631-9800

NMB Technologies, Inc.
Motor Division
9730 Independence Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 913 11
(818) 341-3355

Seiko Epson Corp. (from Digi-Key)
(800) 344-4539

Sigma Instruments, Inc.
170 Pearl St.
Braintree, MA 02184
(617) 843-5000

Stock Drive Products
2101 Jericho Tpke.
New Hyde Park, NY 11040
(516) 328-0200

416 Very Useful
417 Moderately Useful
418 Not Useful
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Smart
LEDs

Tom Cantre l l

The Hard Way,
the Soft Way,
and the
Right Way

s silicon intelli-

making the tradeoff
between hardware and software face
more choices than ever. Traditionally
organized design teams, in which
hardware and software groups work
separately, are subject to a disadvan-
tage best described by that old saying,
“If the only tool you have is a ham-
mer, everything looks like a nail.”
Each side may lobby that their way is
the right way, both ignoring possibly
more optimal “firm” (combined
hardware and software) solutions.

Besides depending on basic
functional requirements, your choice
must also consider make versus buy
and time-to-market realities. Another
important consideration is software’s
consumption of developmental cost
and time in contrast to hardware’s
predominate effect on unit cost.

All these considerations mean the
same functional requirements may
lead to completely different designs,
depending on business issues. Even for
a seemingly simple function like an
LED display, designers face an ever-
growing spectrum of hard, soft, and
firm alternatives.

THEPAUSETHATREFRESHES
Often, an application requires only

the simplest of displays like a two-
digit “O-99” counter. The ubiquitous
seven-segment LED (which is actually
eight-segments if you need a decimal
point) can handily represent the digits
0 through 9 and other characters as
well (within the limitations of its
sparse matrix).

The brutally straightforward

approach is simply to allocate seven
lines per display, driving each LED
display segment as you would a
discrete LED. In this case, the driver
software is little more than a lookup
table (specifying the segments associ-
ated with each digit) and an OUT
statement to set the corresponding
output bits. However, the unit hard-
ware cost explodes for more than a
display or two, what with the need to
replicate output lines, high-current
drivers, and current-limiting resistors
for each.

Enter the widely used time-
multiplexing scheme. It relies on the
simple capability of an LED at YxX
brightness, which is lit only l /Y

percent of the time, to impersonate an
LED at constant X brightness. Figure 1

is a good example of this technique,
showing how little more than 8 bits of
output/driver/current-limiting resistor
can handle three seven-segment
displays (plus, in this example, four
discrete LEDs).  However, saving
hardware (“pay later”) does require
software (“pay now”) in the form of an
interrupt handler as shown in the
flowchart in Figure 2.

At each interrupt, the handler
outputs data (i.e., one of the three
seven-segments or the discrete LEDs
as a group) and enables the display in a
round-robin fashion. Though each
display is on (or refreshed] just one-
quarter of the time, a simple matter of
boosting the current effectively
compensates for this limitation.

Actually, the software itself isn’t
very intimidating, and the amount of
bandwidth consumed for refresh isn’t
excessive (even at 1 kHz,  the handler
should only consume a few percent of
processing time). The real problem is
that the refresh frequency needs to be
fairly high in order to avoid flicker.
Personal taste determines the point at
which flicker becomes annoying, but
you should probably shoot for no less
than 100 Hz per display (i.e., the
interrupt frequency is equal to the
number of displays x 100 Hz).

The only potential problem with
this scheme is when you’re dealing
with a lot of other real-time interrupts.
In that case, you have to decide which
interrupts have priority and how much
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Photo l--LED  modules made up of 64 LEDs  are popular in scrohg  displays and other applicafions  where large
letters are important

latency each can tolerate. If you give and money can afford to study the
the LEDs  high priority, you boost the situation thoroughly in the interest of
latency of lower priority interrupts by
the LED refresh handler execution
time. On the other hand, if you give
LEDs  low priority, watch out for
unexpected flicker should the refresh
interrupt get locked out by higher
priority tasks.

I’m not saying it won’t work out-
indeed, the widespread use of this
technique proves it often does. A large,
stable company with lots of engineers

minimizing unit costs.
On the other hand, pretend you’re

the VP of engineering at hot start-up
GO-PUBLIC Corp. Now, you may be
VP of engineering, but, as usual for
cash-starved garage shops, you’re also
the only engineer. You really don’t
have the time, money, or staff to fool
around with messy details; you need
something working yesterday. Worse,
the specs (scrawled on a napkin, of

course) are sure to change before
GO_PUBLIC finally gets funding. A
carefully crafted LED refresh scheme
with detailed timing analysis may get
trashed by a simple last minute
request: “Gee, adding four more digits
wouldn’t be that hard-would it?”

IC THE LIGHT
What you need is a chip that

combines the high-current drivers,
refresh logic, and an ASCII lookup
table. Lucky for you, Maxim has just
announced the MAX7219.

Conceptually, the chip works the
same as the CPU-based driver/tran-
sistor setup. Eight-segment drivers
connect to all the LEDs  in parallel,
with eight-digit drivers enabling
individual displays. The ‘7219 has a
built-in oscillator for refresh timing. It
eliminates your worries about flicker
because the oscillator runs at about 10
kHz,  refreshing an individual display
at least 1,000 times per second (i.e., 10
kHz/eight digits = 1,250 Hz). More
important, the ‘7219’s capability to
handle refresh means you can kiss
those CPU interrupts goodbye.

Designing with the ‘7219 could
hardly be easier, as shown in Figure 3.
Notably, the device uses a TTL-
compatible three-wire [CLK, LOAD
and DATA-IN (DI)] shift-registerlike
interface. This feature saves CPU I/O
lines and, in the case of remote

Figure l--Brute-force driving of traditional seven-segment LED
displays requires a complefe  d-bit parallelporf  plus  another control
line per digit and plenty of driver software.
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$79 DATA ACQUISITION
XT, AT, 386,486

X- 24 tines of Programmable
Digital I/O

* 8 Channel, 8 Bit A/D Converter
* 12 Bit counter
> Includes Software and Manual

18 BIT 5.5 DIGIT

* Addressable-Connect up to 32
on Single Multi-Drop Serial
Cable

> Switch Selectable Baud Rates
* Up to 60 Conv/s  (4.5 digit)
% Add $40 for Virtual Instrument

Software and PC Cable

$149 TRUE RMS DMM
WITH RS232

% Includes RS232 to PC Cable
and Data togging Software

* Measures AC-DC V, A, Ohms,
Freq.

* 20 Amp Current Range
% Auto-Ranging
* Opto-isolated Serial Interface

Sendcheck, MO, VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN
EXPRESSorP.0. Please include $8 forS&H

Figure J-The  MAX7219 needs just three connections to the host computer. Multiple  chips may be daisy chained to
hand/e an unlimited number of displays.

Turn off display CR14

Figure P-The interrupt handler necessary to refresh the seven-segmenf LED displays in Figure 1 doesn’f  add a lot
of overhead, but can be a nuisance during development.

DATA IN

LOAD  DATA

CLOCK
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mounting, cuts cable hassles. The
shift-register approach also facilitates
daisy chaining ‘7219s to handle more
than eight displays.

Otherwise, all that’s required is a
resistor on the ISET pin to limit the
segment drive current to match
particular LED specs. Naturally, you
can connect a potentiometer to ISET,
providing manual brightness control.
However, you may not need one
because the ‘7219 includes on-chip 16.
level brightness control using a driver
current-controlling PWM.

The device also integrates a
CODE B lookup table, eliminating the
need for it in the driver software.
CODE B is a d-bit binary code, so it
supports 16 different characters: “O-9,”
blank, minus sign, H, E, L, and P (I’m
not kidding). However, it also supports
a nondecode mode, which bypasses
the table to allow direct control of
individual segment drivers. A design
combining the ‘72 19 with discrete
LEDs  (like the Kingtech 8 x 8 matrix
shown in Photo 1) and nondecode
mode could serve well as the basis for

Photo 2--The  Hewlett-Packard HASP-21  Ix is a complete  eight-character, stackable, 5 x 7 dot matrix,  sriart  LED
display.

a variety of marquee-type displays.

YOUR NUMBER’S UP
The ‘7219 design is flexible when

it comes to the number of displays
supported, but you’re still vulnerable
to one final jerk around. Now, the big

shots at GO_PUBLIC have decided
they would like to have an alphanu
merit  display rather than just a
numeric one.

Giving alpha applications a shot
with seven segments is possible. For
instance, hex digits are feasible if you

FL58122  l i

Micromint’s BRUTE-52 is the ultimate compact controller.
One look at the list of features will tell you that this full-
featured controller has the power to crush your most de-
manding applications:

. CMOS 8OC5218OC32 . 12.bit  parallel XL I/O
l Three lbbit counter timers l &bits  buffered high-voltage, high-current outputs
l 11 0592 MHz System Clock l B-bits  optoisolated non-polarized DC inputs
l Hardware Watchdog Timer l 12.bit  plus sign analog-to-digital converter
. Hardware Clock-calendar 8 channels! 60 Samples/second! 1.2 mV resolution!
l Opt&&ted Serial Communications l 12.bit  digital-to-analog converter

RS-232 or RS-485!  30&9600  bps! 2 channels! 1.2 mV resolution! Selectable ranges!
l Opt&&ted  Serial Printer Port, . Only 3.5 x 5.3 Inches!

RS-232 150-9600 bps . operates at &7O”C
l 5V-only Operation . Consumes only lO&200  mA (depending on configuration)
. Up to 56 Kbytes RAM and/or EPROM l Use networked or stand-alone
. 1 Kbit EEPROM . DEMO/Diagnostic ROM

BRUTE-52 offers you all these features at only .$459!  ($379/ 100
quantity OEM) We also have a starter system for $289. When
you add in Micromint’s renowned quality, sevices,  and
support, you won ‘t find a better value in compact control.

To order BRUTE-52, or for more information, contact:

Micromint, Inc.
4 Park Street l Vernon, CT 06066

Phone (203)  87 l-6 7 70 l FAX (203) 872-2204

n Canada: (514) 336-9426 l in Australia: (02) 888-6401 l Distributor inquiries Invited!
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uses a parallel interface instead of a serial interface.

can accept a rather tacky looking mix ‘7220, which is a ‘7219 with a parallel feature will save you if the bosses find
of upper and lower case (i.e., AbCdEF). CPU interface.) an overseas (non-ASCII-speaking)
However, many characters just aren’t Of course the real claim to fame investor.
possible, notably those including for the HDSP-21 lx is its capability to When using UDCs,  heed HP’s
diagonal strokes like K, M, N, R, V, W, cram in 280 LEDs  (eight characters x warning: “Illuminating all 35 dots at
X, Y, and Z. Furthermore, many of the 35 LEDs each), and the whole gizmo is full brightness is not recommended.”
other characters come out looking like packaged with a standard 28-pin 0.6” Indeed, they only guarantee full
numbers; for example, S = 5, G = 6, and DIP footprint. The ‘21 lx is available in voltage and temperature range opera-
of course 0 = 0. Looks like it’s time to all the usual LED colors including tion for 20 dots per character, which
head back to the lab. orange (‘2110), yellow (‘2111), red corresponds to the most dot-consum-

HP comes to the rescue with the (‘2112), and green (‘2113). ing ASCII character, ‘I#.”  Depending
HDSP-21 lx (see Photo 2), a complete Beyond the basics, the ‘21 lx also on voltage and temperature, a full-
eight-character, stackable, 5 x 7 dot includes a couple of other key features. brightness display composed of eight
matrix, smart LED display. The block The Flash RAM shown in the block #s can consume from 1.5 to 2 watts.
diagram (see Figure 4) shows that the diagram consists of 8 bits, each of Turning on all 280 LEDs at full
HDSP-21 lx includes much the same which enables and disables the brightness would push power into the
logic as the MAX72 19, including blinking of an individual character. 34 watt range, more than likely
refresh, decoder (5 x 7 ASCII versus the Meanwhile, the UDC  (User-Defined leading to a terminal case of IC
‘7219’s seven-segment CODE B), Character) RAM, as its name implies, heatstroke.
programmable brightness, and so forth. is a 16 x 5 x 7 bitmap memory that
One difference is that the HP display allows definition of up to 16 user- LEDS WRAP IT UP’
uses a parallel g-bit interface versus defined characters. Now, because You can finally relax because you
the ‘7219’s clocked-serial scheme. you’re attuned to the concept of have a design that’s impervious to the
(Note that Maxim plans to offer the defensive design, you realize that this number of characters, color, and font
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whims of your superiors. Or is it?
Sure enough, the boss comes

rushing in and says they finally found
a rich retiree with a big trust fund to
invest in GO_PUBLIC. There’s only
one small problem-the guy’s eyesight
is about as good as Mr. Magoo’s and
he’s griping that nobody will buy the
“durn thing” if they can’t read the
display.

At this point, you might be ready
to end it all, with a soldering gun no
less. Never fear, simply plug in an
HDSP250x for characters 7 mm high
(versus 5 mm for the ‘21 lx), which are
readable in most conditions from a full
10 feet away. Other than the character
size, everything else including the
pinout,  timing, and so forth is exactly
the same.

The moral of the story is that
sometimes the easiest way is the hard
(as in hardware) way. q

Tom Cantrell holds a B.S. and M.B.A.
from UCLA and has been in Silicon
Valley for more than ten years
working on chip, board ,and systems
design and marketing. He can be
reached at (510) 657-0264  or by fax at
(510) 657-5441.

Maxim Integrated Products
120 San Gabriel Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737-7600

Kingbright USA
225 Brea Canyon Rd.
City of Industry, CA 91789
(714) 468-0500

Hewlett-Packard Company
Inquiries
5301 Stevens Creek Blvd.
P.O. Box #58059
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8059
(800) 752-0900
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419 Very Useful
420 Moderately Useful
421 Not Useful

1 GNU C++ Cross Development Tools1
Are you looking for a 68xxx,  Spare or 386/486  C++ and ANSI C
cross compiler for DOS OR UNIX? Is complete source code to
your compiler important to you? How about a complete ANSI C
library implementation, including floating point emulation?

Hundred Acre Consulting is now Package includes:
offering GNU C++ and ANSI C
support in a number of native and
cross compiler configurations. Hosts
supported include MS/DOS on a 386
or 486, Sun 3 and Sun 4 with SunOS
4. I .l, RY6000 with AIX 3.2, and
most System V based 386/486  UNIX
systems. Call today for details!

GNU C-F+ and ANSI C compilers.
Remote source-level debugger.
Object file support utilities.
Complete ANSI C library.
Library of useful C++ classes.
Binaries and complete sources.
No royalties for redistribution.
One year of support included.

( Basic Support Package: $495 1

Hundred Acre Consulthg
1280 Terminal Way Suite 26, Reno NV 89502
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Embedded
Timepieces

John Dybowski

capability to keep time.
Often the capacity to do so is a
requirement. As usual, you can keep
time primarily through either a
software-based approach or with
hardware (implanting an electronic
timepiece into the system in question).
Through the use of a software-based
clock, you can keep system overhead
to an absolute minimum, an important
consideration.

At the other end of the extreme,
parts exist that contain all of the
constituents required to implement
full-function nonvolatile real-time
clocks, including such functions as
built-in crystals, backup power
sources, and power-fail protection
circuitry. In some cases, devices
include useful functions such as
nonvolatile memory controllers,
nonvolatile memory blocks, or system
watchdog capabilities.

A multitude of timekeeping
devices are available today because a
large number of manufacturers have
jumped into the real-time business.
These guys are good, and differentiat-
ing among the many options turns out
to be one of the most difficult parts of
the selection process. It’s an engineer’s
market in which you can probably find
exactly what you’re looking for, but
first you have to define your require-
ments.

CHEAP TIME
With all the real-time clock chips

on the market, you may still find the
need to play it cheap. Cheap usually
means using a software-based approach

because apparently the word’s out that
software doesn’t cost anything.

Therefore, given the proper
timebase, you can set up the required
software timers to divide down the
master clock successively into the
elements that comprise real time as
we count it. Of course, what you have
may not be what you need, so you may
have to do a little front-end work to
provide a timebase  frequency that
divides down accurately to the values
you’re seeking. By using a standard
32.76%kHz watch crystal, a couple of
CMOS inverters, a divide-by 32
counter, and several resistors and
capacitors, you can build a 1024.Hz
oscillator.

The resulting output of this
circuit, pictured in Figure 1, yields a
square wave with a period of 976 us.
Although this value may seem a bit
strange at first, it turns out to be one
of those righteous binary numbers that
produces the desired outcome. Divide
the period by 256 and the result is a
solid 250.ms timebase, which you can
further divide down using software to
generate the ensuing larger counts
needed. The 976-1-1s  repetition rate of
the clock is close enough to 1 ms to be
suitable as a timebase  for the system’s
interrupt-driven master timer, so it
may be the only one the system
requires.

Another approach that results in a
highly accurate timebase  suitable as a
reference for counting real time is to
use the 60-cycle component that rides
upon the AC power often used to
power the embedded device.

Here you can use an inexpensive
optocoupler to isolate the incoming
AC and translate it to a ground-
referenced TTL signal. Clean up the
coupler’s output by putting it through
a Schmitt trigger before routing it to
an interrupt or input port pin. Al-
though the frequency of the 60-Hz
signal will have variations over the
short term, the power company makes
adjustments on the fly and the result-
ing accuracy ends up being very good
over time. The resulting period of the
60-Hz signal is 16.66 ms. If you have
an interrupt that runs faster than this
rate, sampling the 60 Hz is easier than
tying up a separate interrupt to count
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these pulses. As before, simply source, the output voltage
dividing this master signal in remains above 3 volts
software results in a software throughout the lifetime of the
real-time clock. Figure 2 cell. However, load curves
depicts the circuitry needed to involving such light currents
implement the 60.cycle  front
end.

u 976”s
are seldom plotted due to the
long times involved in taking

The big disadvantage these capacity measurements.
when using these software- Because lithium consumption
based clocks is losing time if is not really a consideration,
power is lost or the processor b

Figure l- One of the simplest methods for providing a system clock is to use a
the limiting factor turns out

resets. This loss is usually a to be the time before the cell
problem, but for some applica-

standard watch crystal and divide the frequency with  a counter to obtain a
square wave with a 976.ps  period. obviously physically disinte-

tions, especially those running
on-line to a host computer, a fresh
time download may be only a power-
on message away. Using the crystal
oscillator is a perfectly suitable low-
cost solution for applications using
uninterruptable power to power the
system.

SERIAL TIME
Dallas Semiconductor has a small

serial clock that is inexpensive and
stingy on the I/O pins. Packaged in an
eight-pin DIP, the DS1202 provides a
real-time clock/calendar and contains
24 bytes of static RAM. Three pins
carry communications to the chip: a
reset input, a clock input, and a
bidirectional data line. You provide a
32.768kHz crystal, and if you want
nonvolatile operation, a couple of low-
dropout diodes and a backup power
source. Access is fast for a serial
device, because the minimum clock’s
high and low times are 250 ns, which
results in a maximum clock rate of 4
MHz.

It supports reading and writing the
individual clock and RAM locations,
along with a burst mode of access for
both read and write operations to itself
and RAM, in which the entire con-
tents of the selected data region are
transferable in a single-
operation sequence. A write-
protection capability is
provided for added security as
well. That the chip contains
built-in power-fail detection
circuitry, and access to the
part relies on clocking the
right bits at the right time
along with the proper opera-

protection feature, means that you
don’t need to add any additional
circuitry to inhibit chip access when
powering the system up and down.

However, the most impressive
news is the clock uses only 300 nA at
2 volts, and this figure is a maximum,
not typical! This feature is truly a
marvel of CMOS design when you
consider that not only is the device
running a 32-kHz oscillator, but that a
group of internal counters is continu-
ally operating as well. Operational
current at 5 volts is only 1.2 mA.  You
might as well get rid of your fancy
backup power schemes and just lash a
lithium cell to it with this kind of
power consumption.

Actually, I find that the amount of
power consumed by this device alters
the way I normally view the backup
power source’s function. Look at it
this way. The chip essentially con-
sumes no current; it just needs to see
some voltage to be happy! If you
consider the use of a common BR1225
lithium cell for backup power, you
come to the realization that the
DS1202’s current drain does not
appreciably affect the life of the cell.

Under the very light load that the
DS1202 imposes on the lithium power

UCC

0

You can easily code support
routines for the DS1202, especially
when using processors with good bit-
manipulation capabilities like the
805 1. First you need a couple of low-
level routines to do byte transfers
between the processor and the DS1202
(see Listing 1). The routines in Listing
2 give you access to individual regis-
ters within the DS1202. Finally, the
chip supports a burst mode that allows
you to quickly transfer the entire
contents of the DS1202’s register area.

One feature I like to see on a real-
time clock is a timebase  output, even
on such a simple device as the
DS1202, because for me it satisfies a
system requirement. Unfortunately,
the DS 1202 does not possess this
function. The eight-pin DIP’s designa-
tion of one pin as a no-connect makes
this omission unforgivable.

If you’re looking for a serial
timepiece and want something with a
somewhat more standard interface,
consider hanging a Signetics PCF8573
off an I’C bus where you can chain a
number of worthwhile peripheral
chips, all on a two-wire bus. Along

with the usual clock/calendar
registers, this 16-pin IC
contains some other valuable
functions as well. Included
on the chip is a power-fail
detect circuit, a once-per-
second and once-per-minute
pulse output, and a set of
loadable alarm registers that
can trigger an output pin
when the clock/calendar
registers match. You can

16.66ms

tion of the reset line, not to
mention the additional write-

Figure 2-The AC power line is often  an excellent timebase in embedded
applications because the optoisolated  interface is so simple.

grates. With this part, you’re
set for the long haul. Figure 3 shows
the simple interface requirements of
the DS1202.
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further specify whether to
consider the date registers
or not in the comparison
by either setting or
clearing an internal bit.

The PCF8583 pro-
vides most of the func-
tions of the PCF8573,
contains 256 bytes of
RAM, and comes in an
eight-pin DIP. Flexible
alarm functions allow the
selection of a number of
output frequencies
ranging from hundredths

FIGURE 3
UCC

t

768kHz

Figure 3-Three  I/O  lines are a// that's necessary to connect the DS1202  to an embedded
circuit. A lithium battev  anda handful ofpark complete the design. Nofe  that the diodes
shouldbegermanium.

of a second to days on an open drain
interrupt pin.

Where the DS 1202 is clearly
designed to operate with a lithium
backup power source, Signetics took a
different approach with their 12C
clocks. With a typical backup current
requirement of 3 pA and the capability
to run down to 1 volt, a single NiCd
cell provides backup power.

DELUXE TIMEKEEPERS
Although cheap is at times good,

and a simple approach is preferable to
a complex one, considering a more
sophisticated tactic when evaluating
peripheral functions for use in embed-
ded designs is beneficial. This consid-
eration is particularly advantageous
when you can place multiple functions
onto a single chip or, as in the case of
real-time clocks, you can include
typical support components in a single
module with the timekeeper all set up
and ready to roll.

For example, I usually favor a
clock chip that includes an oscillator
crystal deposited directly into the IC
package. More than just a conve-
nience, clocks that incorporate a built-
in crystal possess the guaranteed
oscillator accuracy in the AC opera-
tional specifications. Also, depending
on your operation, the savings gained
from ordering, inventorying, and
stocking the required discrete compo-
nents could be a significant factor.
Select the required oscillator accuracy
for your design and you can eliminate
the need for manually tweaking
trimcaps. Bench time can be expensive
and a finger fumble could result in
irate calls from the field and problems.

Finding completely self-contained
real-time clock modules that have
their backup power source encapsu-
lated along with the crystal and other
support components into DIP packages
is now common. The advantages
extend beyond convenience and the
savings of board space. With the small
load currents drawn from the lithium
power sources by modern clock chips,
the cell life in these applications is
essentially the shelf life. Under these
conditions, encapsulating the lithium
cell in epoxy extends the cell’s life
expectancy.

All sorts of useful
functions are now finding
their way into real-time
clock modules. Some of
these include nonvolatile
controllers for external
RAMS, processor watchdog
functions, meaningful
amounts of resident
nonvolatile memory, as
well as power management
functions. Although some
of these parts do get rather
pricey, considerations like
limited printed circuit

board real estate do come into play.
General rule of thumb: if you can’t get
it in the box, you can’t sell it.

If you’re shopping for a real-time
clock with RAM, a number of options
exist. The Dallas DS1287, based on the
MC146818 clock from Motorola,
contains 50 bytes of nonvolatile RAM.
This familiar timepiece has spawned a
number of replicas from, among
others, Benchmarq, SGS, and now even
Motorola. The Benchmarq version, the
BQ3287, contains 114 bytes of RAM
instead of the usual 50, while retaining
compatibility in all of the other areas.

Listing l--Support routines for fhe D.9202  can be very short, especially when using a processor with good
bit-manipulation support like the 8051.

;TRANSFER  THE SELECTED BYTE FROM THE DS1202
;OUTPUT:  ACC CONTAINS THE RECEIVED BYTE

;EAD_BYTE PROC
SETB DATA-BIT ;SET DATA BIT TO INPUT
MOV R0,#8 :8 BITS TO READ

RBl:
CLR CLOCK-BIT :ASSERT  CLOCK
MOV C,DATApBIT ;GET DATA BIT
RRC A ; AND POSITION
SETB CLOCK-BIT ;RELEASE  CLOCK
DJNZ RO,RBl :JUMP UNTIL DONE
RET
ENDPROC

;TRANSFER  THE SELECTED BYTE TO THE DS1202
;INPUT: ACC CONTAINS BYTE TO TRANSMIT

~RITE_BYTE PROC
MOV RO,iia ;8 BITS TO WRITE

WBl:
CLR CLOCK-BIT ;IDLE THE CLOCK
RRC A ;POSITION  BIT
MOV DATA&BIT,C ; AND OUTPUT
SETB CLOCK-BIT ;CLOCK  IN THE BIT
DJNZ RO,WBl :JUMP UNTIL DONE
RET
ENDPROC
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Listing 2--The  individual registers in the DS1202  can be accessed using the low-level routines in Listing 1.

;READ A BYTE FROM ONE OF THE OS1202  CLOCK REGISTERS
;INPUT: ACC CONTAINS ADDRESS TO READ
;OUTPUT:  ACC CONTAINS SELECTED BYTE

RTC_READ PROC
SETB RESET-BIT
RL A
SETB ACC.0
SETB ACC.7
CLR ACC.6
CALL WRITE-BYTE
CALL READ-BYTE
CLR RESET-BIT
RET
ENDPROC

:RELEASE  RESET
;POSITION  ADDRESS
;INDICATE  A READ OPERATION
:MUST BE 1
:INDICATE  CLOCK ACCESS
;INITIATE  THE OPERATION
;GO READ
;ASSERT  RESET

Motorola really left themselves
open on this one. Although the
MC146818 was fairly well thought
out, at least for the time, the imple-
mentation left something to be
desired. The MC 1468 18 consumed too
much power, and the initial version
really wasn’t designed to be battery
backed. The MC1468 18A corrected
some problems, but other nagging
difficulties remained. Because this
clock eventually found its way into
most PC/AT-style computers, others
soon noticed the market potential and
decided to make some improvements.
Unfortunately, Motorola must not
have paying much attention. Only
recently has Motorola made any
significant improvements to their
initial design.

While 50 or 100 bytes of nonvola-
tile RAM may be adequate for main-
taining some setup and configuration
information, many applications
require much more nonvolatile storage
capacity. The question when selecting
one of these real-time clocks with
built-in RAM comes down to what is
an acceptable means of access to the
memory.

Although Dallas does have
RAMified clocks providing RAM that
is accessible in a standard fashion and
suitable for use as general-purpose
processor memory, some of the parts
require some not-so-standard access
mechanisms. Methods such as paged
memory and the multistepped latching
of address information are a couple
examples of the games processors

must play to get at the RAM in some
of these products.

For example, the DS1387 contains
4K of RAM along with a DS1287-type
clock in a pin-compatible package
with the DS1287. The wrinkle is that
apparently Dallas lashed the RAM to
the clock, somewhat loosely, then
added a couple of address latches and
some control circuitry before burying
the thing in epoxy.

What you get is the basic DS1287
core communicating to the outside
world via its standard pins, with the
RAM’s data bus and address latches
tied to the common data pins. The
control signals for the two address
latches, along with the RAM’s read
and write lines, tie to some previously
unused pins. You must provide three
separate write strobes that qualify
with chip selects for the address
latches and the RAM write signal as
well as a chip select that qualifies the
RAM read signal. To read from or
write to the RAM, write the lower
eight address bits, write the upper four
address bits, then do the actual read or
write operation. Figure 4 shows a way
to interface the DS1387 to a processor
using I/O mapping.

Getting at the RAM isn’t very
complicated, but you do need a
multistepped approach. The code in
Listing 3 illustrates the method I
applied using an 80188 processor with
the DS1387’s RAM.

First, I provide a routine to latch
the 12.bit address. In the second
routine, the data byte must also be

SOLID STATE DISK - $122*
% Card 2 Disk Emulator

EPROM, Flash and/or SRAM
1 Meg Total, Bootable

TURBO XT WITH FLASH
DISK - $266*

2 Serial, 1 Parallel Port
Up to 2 Flash Drives, 1 Meg Total
Software Included, 2 Meg DRAM

386DX Complete CPU - $986*

40Mhr,IDE, FDC,SVGA
lPar, 2Ser(232/422/485), Cache

Solid State Disk-2 drives to 2.5 Meg

All Tempustech VMAX@ products
are PC Bus Compatible.Madein
J.S.A.,30DayMoneyBackGuarantee
Qty. lO,Ok,Call  for Quantity Pricing

TEMPUSTECH, INC.
TEL: (800) 634-0701
FAX: (813) 643-4981

ax for 295 Airport Road
ast response! Naples, FL 33942
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strobed into the data register. Finally,
combine the routines to do something
useful.

PHANTOMS
Phantom clocks, as the name

implies, coexist in the same address
space as other memory devices such as
a PROM or a RAM. These serial
devices often incorporate power
monitoring and control circuits and
backup power sources that can
nonvolatize collocated static RAM
chips.

Parts like the Dallas DS 12 16
operate as a socket residing in a
memory site on the printed circuit
board into which a memory device is
plugged. For the most part, these
clocks remain disabled and stay out of
the way while passing the incoming
chip selects and data directly to the
piggy-backed memory device. To seize
control of the clock, issue a serial 64-
bit key to unlock it.

Proceed by initially issuing a read
cycle to any memory location to start
the internal pattern recognition
sequence. This action initializes a
pointer to the first bit of the 64-bit
comparison register within the
phantom device. Next, 64 consecutive
write cycles must be executed, which
can be to any location (usually a
scratch location in the memory space
is reserved for this purpose) in order to
establish communications with the
clock. With a correct match, chip
selects to the memory device are
blocked and the clock is enabled.
Then, data can be transferred in 64.bit
streams to and from the clock.

Although great for retrofitting
existing designs, phantom clocks do
have their drawbacks. Depending on
how the memory is allocated in the
system, disabling interrupt processing
throughout the entire access phase to
the clock may be necessary. This step
might prove troublesome in many real-
time applications, because not only do
you have to establish the 64.bit key
prior to communicating with the
clock, but the subsequent 64-bit data
transfer assumes that all communica-
tions to the socket are intended for the
clock and not the memory device. As
usual, what is perfectly acceptable for

one application might be totally
unworkable in another.

REAL TIME
As you know, many embedded

designs incorporate real-time clocks.
Often these clocks are present only in
order to tell time. At times, the clock
chip is used to display the date and
time on a local display device or to
timestamp data records before they are
placed in memory for later processing.
For these operations, the values
dispensed by real-time clocks are just
what you need. However, some
activities suffer from the ambiguity
inherent in the notation commonly
used by real-time clocks. This ambigu-
ity results from the cyclical operation
of the counters that make up the real-
time clock, making relating events
that occur in linear time to the time
kept by a real-time clock somewhat
difficult.

This difficulty becomes a problem
when scheduling events that occur at
precise intervals for specified periods
of time is necessary. For example,
consider a system programmed to
control various lighting systems and
alarms based on a downloadable
schedule. In such a system, responding
to the system sensors differently
depending on the time of day and day
of week may be desirable. Further-
more, you may want to modify the
system’s response on holidays. You
end up with a strategy that perhaps
would ignore the motion-detecting
sensors during normal daylight hours
then switch to turning on lighting
systems in response to early evening
activity. After a certain time, activat-
ing the sensors would raise an alarm
condition.

There is a problem that becomes
obvious when you begin coding for all
the circumstances likely to be encoun-
tered. The familiar cyclical character
of timekeeping causes a lot of trouble
when you try to coerce your controller
into making reason out of the ranges of
time that cross 24-hour boundaries, as
well as the boundaries between days,
months, and years. The situation
becomes more complicated when you
need to allow for periods focused
around some specific point in time.
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For instance, you may
have to permit activities
such as entry onto the
premises around certain
time, say perhaps a period
of k1.5 minutes around
5:00 P.M. Things get a
little tricky when the
time is centered around
0o:oo.

Although you can
code around these special
cases, doing so makes for
a lot of special processing.
Generally, making things
as simple as possible is
best, but when dealing
with any nontrivial

Figure 4-The  DS1387 clock module may be connected direct/y  to the processor’s bus. You  must provide three separafe  wrife
strobes qualified with chip se/e&  for the address latches arid RAM wrife  signal and a chip select that  qualifies the RAM read signal.

matters, there’s a limit to what you
can attain simply. The next best thing
is to encapsulate the complexity, get it
thoroughly tested, and then can it.
Then you can get on with the business
of coding your mainline cleanly
without regard for all the special cases.
Of course, this step involves the
selection of the overall design ap-
proach early in the design cycle.

Listing 3-The D.9387  confains  RAM that  may be used by application programs, but accessing if requires
a mulfisfep  approach (80188 code shown).

;WRITE  ADDRESS WORD BYTE TO DS1387'S ADDRESS LATCHES
;ADDRESS  DECODING IS ASSUMED TO BE CONTIGUOUS FOR LOW/HIGH BYTES

You can take a couple simple
steps to relieve some of the ambiguity
inherent in the units issued by real-
time clocks. For example, set the clock
to operate in 24hour  mode, and you
have a linear span that counts the
hours of a day. Counting the date
using Julian units of measure, in
which the days of the year are num-
bered sequentially, can also help to
alleviate some of the vagueness related
to counting months and days. Al-
though a step in the right direction,
you still have to consider the boundary
conditions that still exist when the
days and date wrap.

;INPUT: ADDRESS IS IN BX

~DDRESS_WR MOV AX,BX :POSITION  ADDRESS
MOV DX,#NRAMtADD ;SELECT  ADDRESS LATCH
OUT DX,AX ;LATCH  THE 12 BITS
RET

;WRITE  DATA BYTE TO DS1387'S  RAM AREA
;ADDRESS  MUST BE ALREADY LATCHED AT THIS TIME

;INPUT: DATA BYTE IS IN AL

~ATAAWR MOV DX,#RAMKDATA ;SELECT  DATA REGISTER
OUT DX,AL
RET

;WRITE  A STRING TO THE DS1387'S  RAM AREA

;INPUT: SOURCE POINTER IS IN DS:SI
BYTE COUNT IS IN CX
DESTINATION POINTER IS IN BX

;OUTPUT:  AX CONTAINS STANDARD COMPLETION CODE

MACHINE TIME
This idea of Julian time seems

right, and there is no reason why you
can’t extend this principal to obtain
the linear reckoning needed, but you
must go further to convert the date
from the real-time clock to an entirely
linear format. You can make this
conversion easily using either a
combination of lookup tables and
arithmetic or just the tables alone.
Select the approach that best suits
your processor’s capabilities.

STRING_WR

SW1

JCXZ SW2
PUSH DX

CALL ADDRESSSWR
INC BX
LODSB
CALL DATA_WR
LOOP SW1

LEAVE IF NULL STRING

LATCH THE ADDRESS
NEXT DESTINATION ADDRESS

WRITE THE DATA
LOOP UNTIL DONE

SW2

POP DX
MOV AX,#O
RET

MOV AX,+1
RET

;INDICATE  NORMAL COMPLETION

;FUNCTION  ABORTED
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Regardless of the approach, the
logic to this conversion proceeds as
follows:

l Determine if you are in a leap
year, then convert the month of year
to days.

l Once you have this number, add
the day of month to arrive at the Julian
date.

9 Don’t stop now. If you count the
number of minutes per day, you arrive
at the number 1440. You can easily
compute the corresponding number of
minutes into the year, the Julian
minutes. However, the numbers do get
large, so limiting the range for practi-
cal purposes may be advantageous.

Armed with this knowledge, you
may structure a schedule in two ways.
First, pick an absolute starting point
for a basis, and reference all time using
Julian minutes, but, as I’ve said, the
numbers get big pretty fast. Using a
second approach, select some arbitrary
time for a reference point and then
count minutes.

and reuse the schedule by simply
redefining a new starting point. You
also can count over 45 days’ worth of
minutes using a 16.bit integer to
schedule one month’s activity without
overly burdening an 8-bit  processor.
With this scheme, a typical schedule
might consist of start and stop times
comprising 16.bit values each. Alter-
natively, you could define a point in
time using a 16.bit  value with the
second value denoting a range centered
around the time.

Whether the system accepts a
schedule download in this format or if
the conversion from standard time
notation is performed locally, the
memory storage requirements are
greatly reduced from what would be
required if storing conventional time.
This consideration could be an
important one because it would free up
valuable RAM for other purposes.

As I mentioned, there are advan-
tages to having canned routines that
perform dedicated functions such as
_.time conversions. Once you have these
routines running, they perform

functions that you perhaps did not
have in mind originally. For example,
you could use the conversion routine
to calculate the elapsed time of events.
Using this method, you would begin
by recording the starting time of the
event. When the end of the event is
detected, this time is used to calculate
the number of elapsed minutes
directly, using the stand algorithm,
without regard to any boundary
crossings. Subsequent conversion to
standard units of measure would be
performed next. An example of the
useful fallout of having canned the
complexity in the first place. q

[ohn  Dybowski is an engineer in-
volved in the design and manufacture
of hardware and software for indus-
trial data collection and communica-
tions equipment.

422 Very Useful
423 Moderately Useful
424 Not Useful

Obviously the advantage of the
second method allows you to adjust

CIRCUIT CELLAR KITS
Sonar Ranging Experimenter’s Kit

EEG Biofeedback Brainwave Analyzer Targeting + Ranging + Machine Vision

The Circuit Cellar TIOl  Ultrasonic Sonar Ranger is based on the
The HAL-4 kit is a complete battery-oper- sonar ranging circuitry from the Polaroid SX-70 camera system. The

ated  4-channel electroencephalograph (EEG) which TIOl  and the original SX-70 have similar performance but the TIOl  Sonar
measures a mere 6”x7”.  HAL is sensitive enough Ranger requires far less support circuitry and interface hardware.
to even distinguish different conscious states- The TIOl  ranging kit consists of a Polaroid 50.kHz,  300-V electro-
between concentrated mental activity and pleas- static transducer and ultrasonic ranging electronics board made by Texas
ant daydreaming. HAL gathers all relevent alpha, Instruments. Sonar Ranger measures ranges of 1.2 inches to 35 feet, has a

beta, and theta brainwave TTL output when operated on 5V, and easily connects to a parallel
signals within the range of printer port.
4-20 Hz and presents it in a
serial digitized format that TIOl Sonar Ranger kit. . . . . . . . . . .$79.00 plus shipping
can be easily recorded or
analyzed.

HAL’s operation is
CHECK OUT THE NEW CIRCUIT CELLAR

straightforward. It samples four channeIs of analog brainwave data 64 HOME CONTROL SYSTEM
times per second and transmits this digitized data serially to a PC at 4800
bps. There, using a Fast Fourier Transform to determine frequency,
amplitude, and phase components, the results are graphically displayed
in real time for each side of the brain.

HAL-4 kit . . . . . . . . . .$179.00  plus shipping

+ Expandable Network + IR Interface

+ Digital and Analog I/O + Remote Displays

+ X-10 Interface

Call and ask about the HCS 11

+ The Clrcult  Cellar Hemispheric  Activation  Level detector IS presented as an engineering example of the To order the products shown or to receive a catalog,
design techniques used in acquinng brainwave signals This HamspherIc  Acwation  Level detector IS not a
medically  approved dewe,  no medlcal clams are made for this dew?  and 11 should not be used for call: (203) 875-2751 or fax: (203) 872-2204
medical dlagnastlc  purposes Furthermore. safe use reqwes  that HAL be battery operated only

Circuit Cellar Kits l 4 Park Street l Suite 12 l Vernon, CT 06066
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Let Me
Explain

Russ Reiss

have found the

tions /ournaI to be some

of the most creative designers any-
where. However, even the most
creative people can become stagnant,
and seeing how someone else solved a
problem can stimulate the flow of
ideas. This creativity boost is one of
the reasons why patents (and this
magazine) exist.

Beginning this month, I will be
bringing you abstracts and other
interesting tidbits related to actual
patents issued by the United States
Patent Office. Some will be “hot off
the press,” having been issued just
months before I bring them to your
attention. Others will be “golden
oldies” that have a particular interest
or value. Before I discuss a specific
patent, let me explain how and why
patents are awarded and where I get
my information.

In order to receive a patent for an
invention, you must disclose fully the
techniques you used. You must make
this disclosure with enough detail that
one “skilled in the art” can reproduce
the invention. In exchange for this
information, you receive exclusive
rights to use, sell, or license your
invention for a specific period of time.

Clearly, full disclosure is neces-
sary in order to determine the validity
and uniqueness of a proposed patent,
but public disclosure of the patent
serves many other purposes. It informs
those who might be interested in
licensing this patent of its existence. It
notifies those with similar ideas that a
patent has already been issued. Public
disclosure also serves to educate

designers and inventors as to what the
state of the art is in any given area.
Besides stimulating new approaches
that ultimately lead to new ideas,
which are the precursors of new
industry, jobs, and a healthy economy,
inventors benefit from this practice
because it prevents duplicate efforts.

To a great extent, these laudable
goals remain unachieved. Unless you
belong to a large organization that can
afford a dedicated patent research staff,
this system probably has not helped
you. How can the individual or small
company keep up to date on patents?
Certainly reading the Patent Office’s
official Gazette incessantly and
waiting weeks or months for copies of
pertinent patents that you sent away
for is not very practical.

Once again computer technology
comes to the rescue; this time in the
form of CD-ROM drives and powerful
database and search software. Now the
entire United States Patent Office
database is at your fingertips.

PATENT DATA ON CD-ROM
Until recently the variety and

quality of published information
databases have not kept pace with the
ever-falling prices (and access times) of
CD-ROM drives. One reason for this
situation is the degree of effort
required to produce a CD-ROM title.
Plus, a task never ends when it
involves dynamic data; each week new
information must be entered and new
CDs produced, which is certainly the
case with Patent Office data.

A few years ago I purchased the
CASSIS database, which the Patent
Office issues and some CD-ROM
clearinghouses may resell. CASSIS’s
biggest drawback is it is obsolete at
publication (the Patent Office produces
new CDs only quarterly). However,
the cost and size are right; a single disc
containing the data costs about $200.

The CASSIS database only
provides patent abstracts. Even this
abbreviated form of information would
be adequate if it was complete, but it
is not. Abstracts exist in this database
for only the most recent patents,
meaning those granted since two years
prior to publication. Patents older than
these are simply listed by title, author,
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’
provided is limited. Only patents from
1990, 1991, and 1992 are currently
available. PatentImages  would be a
bargain for a company requiring
instant access to many recent patents;
however, for the reasons I’ve stated,
I’ve chosen to use the APS database.

THE ESSENCE OF A PATENT
ABSTRACT

So patent abstracts are available
conveniently on CD-ROM, and
knowing about them will increase the
flow of my creative juices-what does
an abstract look like, anyway?

To best illustrate the features of a
patent abstract, I’ll describe a simple
search using APS. Say that I’m curious

1.. . . 1. .1 ..mwnat patents f2x1sit: regaramg tne KS-

485 serial bus wIt:ocol. I mij<ht !simply

Photo l--The Automated Patent Searchino  software allows the user to search for patents  based on a variety  of enter into the APS search screen the
fields.

classification, and so forth. This
resource is a useful and affordable one,
but it really falls short of full patent-
searching capability.

Another patent database and
search system is the APS (Automated
Patent Searching) system from Micro-
Patent of New Haven, Conn. While
APS is their “low end of the line”
product, it is quite impressive. Unlike
CASSIS, the APS’s CDs contain
complete abstracts of every patent.
Each month a subscriber receives a
new CD with all patents for the year
up through those issued a week or two
before publication. At the end of the
year, you keep the December install-
ment, containing the entire year. Prior
years are available (about three years
to a CD), beginning with 1975.

MicroPatent  also offers more
advanced [and costly) patent databases.
The most complete database is
PatentImages,  containing complete
copies of each patent, including
drawings. You can view them on high-
resolution, full-page monitors, and
print out hard copies that include the
drawings using laser printers.

This system is not the best for
individual and small-business users for
three reasons. First, MicroPatent sends
you a multitude of CDs; you receive
about two new ones per week for an
approximate total of 100 a year. With

search parameter RS-485 as is shown
in Photo 1.

that number, having the right disc on- In a couple of seconds (using a
line when you need it is unlikely, even Hitachi CDR3600 350-ms  CD drive on
with an expensive jukebox-type CD a ‘486/33  PC), the number “1” appears
changer. Second, the cost is prohibitive next to the request, showing that only
($5,500 a year for a subscription). one patent exists in the database
Finally, the amount of information having exactly the text “RS-485.” (In

Patent Number 4,728,754
Issue Date 1988 03 01

Appt. No. 902246
Filed 1986 08 29

Inventor(s) Fowler, Glenville C.; Tozer, David J.
State/Country GBX
Assignee Plessey Overseas Limited

US References 3,597,549 4,292,623 4,570,257

US Class 178l2C  178/2D
Int. Class H04Q 3/00

Title lnterbus system

Abstract The interbus system provides the communication intercon-
nection between communication systems to form a large

telegraph packet switching exchange for example. The fast interbus system uses an RS-
485 interface, however, the specific protocol used has particular speed advantages. The
interbus system consists of a bus converter for each communication system intercon-
nected by a bus involving 16 data bits, a pair of parity bits, clock, abort, transmit active,
address strobe and grant return paths. The bus converters are chained by a grant link
arrangement. The grant link is used to carry a grant pulse which is passed on around the
chained bus converters to identify the master converter for an interbus system transfer.
When the grant pulse is received by a bus converter wanting to transmit, that bus
converter breaks the chain and performs the transmission required. When the transmis-
sion is complete the completing bus converter surrenders its master state by generating
the grant pulse.

Figure l--Doing a search on “RS-485”yield.s  but a sing/e patent. In this case, the patent deals with a token-passing
bus system that happens to use RS-485  for the physical connections.
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NEW 8031 FAMILY PRODUCTS from RIGEL
FUZZY-LOGIC CONTROL CODE GENERATOR
FLASH (Fuzzy-Logic Applications Software Helper) generates MCS-51 language
subroutines to perform fuzzy-logic control tasks from a high-level description of
fuzzy rules written with linguistic variables. An extensive tutorial and illustrative
examples are provided. ($100.)

R-535J  / READS TRAINER
READS (Rigel’s Embedded
Applications Development System) and
the R-535.J board constitute a complete
hardware/software development and
debugging system in one user-friendly
menu-driven environment which runs
on an IBM PC host. Programs in the
MCS-51 language may be written,
edited, assembled, downloaded and
debugged without leaving the
intearated environment. The R-535.J
boaid uses the powerful 8OC535
microcontroller. R-535J I READS with
User’s Guide on disk and example
programs is priced at $150, $130 as a kit.

8031 FAMILY MICROCONTROLLERS EXPERIMENTER’S GUIDE
This 300+ page textbook covers the MCS-51 assembly language, using the on-chip
facilities of the 8031 family microcontrollers, and software I hardware experiments.
Programming nuggets are given for each instruction and each operating mode of
the family. Features of the SAB80C535  are highlighted. ($30.)

RIGEL CORPORATION

PO BOX 90040, GAINESVILLE FL, 32607 (904)373-4629

fact, without the hyphen, no patents
match this request.) Now, let me
describe the abstract. Pressing F5

flashes the actual abstract itself on the
screen, as is shown in Figure 1.

Notice that more than just the
text of the abstract appears. At the top
is pertinent information about the
patent, which includes the patent
number, date of issue, date of filing,
the name of the inventor(s), and the
assignee (usually the company that
sponsored the inventor). Also listed are
references cited by the author to
related or similar patents and classifi-
cation information.

Most of this setup is self-explana-
tory, but a couple of points require
further explanation. Assigning the
patent to the sponsoring company is a
common employment requirement for
engineers working for many compa-
nies. Then there are the classification
codes, which are very important. If you
wanted to “do diligence” in applying
for a patent of your own, you would
search for other patents in these and
related classification areas. Here’s
what the codes stand for (drawn this
time from the CASSIS database):

178-Telegraphy
178/2C-Way  stations; party lines
178/2D-Round-robins

You could perform a search on
these classifications to locate all
pertinent patents in these fields. This
process might be restricted by other
search parameters such as date,
assignee, and so forth.

Note also the origin of the patent,
GBX (see Figure 1). If the patent had
originated within the USA, a two-
letter state code would appear. In this
case it came from a foreign country
(Great Britain) and these appear as
two-letter country identifiers followed
by the letter X.

By the way, a quick search shows
that there are some 7,853 patents from
Great Britain in the current 1990-1992
database, while there are 58,391 from
Japan, and only two from British
Virgin Islands. Interestingly, these
design patents apply to an expandable
valise and a barbecue grill. Such are
the concerns of an island paradise! Of
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VIDEOFRAME
GRABBElt

+ Simplicity
+ Functionality
+ Affordability
+ Accuracy

+ Real-Time Capture
+ Half Slot XT/AT
+ 512x484x8Bit
+ RS-170/CCIR

External Trigger

+ Dual Video Input
+ Opt. XMS Mapped
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+ STD-80 or 32 Bus

+ 4tol MUX
+ Half Slot XT/AT

Includes 5oftwareo..
C Library & Source
Image Capture
Utility
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“Image” Drive
Ram Disk Emulation

+ NEC/TI-23EX  Camera
With Lens

+ 9” Video Monitor
+ Frame Grabber
+ Software & Cables

OEM PRICING AVAILABLE

OMAGENNlON  CORP.
P.O. Box 04568

Vancouver, WA 98684

PH/FX  (206) 944-9131

#143

course these numbers include total the abstract, representing the
patents on all subjects, not just on RS- assignee’s summary of the patent’s
485. Note also that those 58 thousand description. If what you see looks
patents were issued to Japan in just a worthwhile, you should then go on to
little over two and a half years! read the actual body of the patent.

Generally though, your initial While this information is not available
interest is in the abstract itself. The on the APS CD-ROM, you can write to
inventor [or his patent attorney) writes the patent office for a copy of the

4,136,803 Method and mechanism for conversion of free access ice chests to pr
4,324,325 Apparatus for collection of metallic containers and method therefor
4,439,856 Bimodal bus accessing system
4,464,749 Bidirectional token flow system
4,488,232 Self-adjusting, distributed control, access method for a multiplexe
4,494,233 Method and apparatus for the detection and regeneration of a lost t
4511,958 Common bus access system using plural configuration tables for fail
4,551,721 Method for initializing a token-passing local-area network
4,553,234 Method and system of transmitting digital information in a transmis
4,556,974 Method for passing a token in a local-area network
4,571,675 Microprocessor device with integrated auto-loaded timer
4,577,060 Paging network
4,594,724 Bypass method and apparatus for debouncing a mechanical switching el
4,602,365 Multitoken, multichannel single bus network
4,607,256 Plant management system
4,641,308 Method of internal self-test of microprocessor using microcode
4,646,232 Microprocessor with integrated CPU, RAM, timer, bus arbiter data fo
4,649,535 Method and apparatus for maintaining a dynamic logical ring in a to
4,654,889 Multistar fiber optic network with improved access time
4,663,748 Local area network
4,667,323 Industrialized token passing network
4,680,581 Local area network special function frames
4,682,326 Method and apparatus for maintaining a dynamic logical ring in a to
4,707,830 Token passing LAN using a plurality of tokens
4,710,915 Loop transmission system having automatic loop configuration contra
41725,834 Reliable broadcast protocol for a token passing bus network
4,731,880 Communication network
41739,183 Local area network for vehicle
4,745,598 Method and apparatus for maintaining a dynamic logical ring in a to
4,747,100 Token passing network utilizing active node table
4,766,530 Token passing scheme for a predetermined configuration local area n
4,777,591 Microprocessor with integrated CPU, RAM, timer, and bus arbiter for
4,785,448 System for communicating digital data on a standard office telephon
41785,449 Network system for data transmission among plural communications st
4,789,982 Method for implementing a token passing ring network on a bus netwo
4,799,052 Method for communicating data on a communication network by token p
4,817,082 Crosspoint switching system using control rings with fast token cir
4,819,229 Local area network priority control system
4,825,204 Address setting and data transmission system
4,845,609 Computer communications subsystem using an embedded token-passing n
4,866,704 Fiber-optic voice/data network
4,866,706 Token-passing local area network with improved throughput
4,891,639 Monitoring system of network
4,893,821 Scoring system for game apparatus
4,930,121 Network system using token-passing bus with multiple priority level
4,949,337 Token passing communication network including a node which maintain
4,964,120 Method of detecting a cable fault and switching to a redundant cabl
4,979,748 Token aligning three-dimensional strategy game and method of play
4,983,OlO System for connecting light waveguide buses and coaxial cable buses
5,012,468 Master slave industrial token passing network
5,042,031 Double loop communications control system
5,048,014 Dynamic network reconfiguration technique for directed-token expand
5,070,501 Token passing type slotted loop network system with means for enabl
5,081,623 Communication network
5,093,828 Method of exchanging data
5,097,469 Passive monitor for broadcast communication network
5,115,437 Internal test circuitry for integrated circuits using token passing
5,119,378 Testing of integrated circuits including internal test circuitry an
5,121,919 Game playing device
5,123,107 Topography of CMOS microcomputer integrated circuit chip including
5,125,492 Token operated television timer
5,140,586 Token associated data network communications protocol

Figure 2-Doing  a simple search using the keyword sfring  ‘Token passing"'  yields 62 patents. Note that some line:
are truncated in fhis  summary listing.
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patent. (Mail $3 per patent to Commis-
sioner of Trademarks and Patents, U.S.
Patent & Trademark Office, Washing-
ton, DC 2023 1.) Also, many universi-
ties are “depositories” of patents
where you may view and obtain copies
of them.

INTERPRETING THE PATENT
Certainly no one single patent

involves the use of the RS-485 bus, but
this example is the only one in which
the author called out the text “RS-
485” precisely. Reading the abstract,
you can see that the topic of this

invention is actually a token-passing
bus system. If you were to do a further
search on the keywords token pass *
(note, wildcard  identifiers are permis-
sible), you would find a large number
of matches. Among these are also
some patents referring to board games,
ice chests, and coin (token)-operated
machines.

In this case, the wildcard  search
was too broad. Note that some 12
fields may be used to qualify the
search (see in Photo 1). Simply using
the search criteria token passing in the
Title/Abstract field, you find some 62

the Low Cosf Cofmutib/e DOS

Perfect  for palmtops, single board computers or embedded
DOS applications.

Lets you ROM your applications.

Certified MS-DOS compatible

Low cost royalties save you money.

Smallest compatible DOS on the
market.

Quick and easy installation.

Flexible - boots from floppy, hard
drive or ROM.
30 day money back guarantee.

Full development kit, 20 duplication licenses included: $495.

patents match. Figure 2 presents the
listing of these patent titles. With a
few keystrokes you may call up the
abstract of any one of particular
interest or save them all to disk for
printing or later reading.

You can see from the listing of
token-passing patents that most apply
to the topic you had in mind, but a
couple still have to do with ice chests.
They use tokens to activate a mecha-
nism, and the word passing is some-
where in the abstract. You could have
eliminated these possibilities by
forcing the juxtaposition of token and
pass * with no spaces between. Placing
the text in quotes accomplishes this
goal. Finally, say you’re interested only
in patents assigned to Plessey. Using
these criteria, you’ll find 113 patents
in the 1990-1992 database for all
divisions of that company.

I’m sure you get the idea of how
powerful and flexible a tool this patent
database is. In the future, I hope to
bring you a collection of interesting
and thought provoking patent ab-
stracts, and I solicit your input as to
what you’d like to see. Until next
time, put your thinking cap on and
come up with some Patent Talk. q

Russ Reiss holds a Ph.D. in EEICS  and
has been active in electronics for over
25 years as industry consultant,
designer, college professor, entrepre-
neur, and company president. Using
microprocessors since their inception,
he has incorporated them into scores
of custom devices and new products.
He may be reached on the Circuit
Cellar BBS or on CompuServe as
70054,1663.

Patent abstracts appearing in this
column are from the Automated
Patent Searching (APS) database
from MicroPatent,  25 Science Park,
New Haven, CT 06511, (203) 786-
5500, (800) 648-6787.

425 Very Useful
426 Moderately Useful
427 Not Useful
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The Circuit Cellar BBS
300112001240019600/14.4k  bps
24 hours/7 days a week
(203) 871-1988-Four  incoming lines
Vernon, Connecticut

lf you avoid calling the Circuit Cellar BBS because you fear long-
distance phone bills, we’ve made some improvements that may ease
that fear.

First, we now have three V.32bis  14.4-kbps  modems fo make
your connections f/y. These work with a// the latest speed, data
compression, and error correction protocols (V. 32, V.32bis, V.42,
V.42bis, MNPS, etc.). Second, we now support the popular QWK
message compression format. You should now be able to call the
BBS, download a week’s worth of messages, and hang up in less
than five minutes (assuming you connect at 14.4 kbps).  Uploading
your replies should fake even less time. We have complete details
on-line, so splurge on one call and download all the pieces to make
your future calls very short indeed.

In the second of two discussions this month, we’ll be taking
another look at sensing AC current.

In many controller designs, the digital circuitry is the easy part.
Making reliable real-world interfaces that can survive the real world
and properly isolate the processor is the tricky part. The first
discussion is just a small excerpt from a much larger thread in which
many people chimed in with many suggestions. I found the snubber
portion to be most interesting, so am including just that part.  The
solution to Ron’s problem turned out to be driver chips that were
undersized for the relays. Rep/acing them with higher-voltage parts
solved the problem, but if still  didn’t negate the need for snubbers.

Msg#:64343
From: RONALD HORNER To: ALL USERS

I have developed a small 280 controller with relay
outputs. Everything works fine except when the relays are
switching a load. The relays are rated for 5 A at 120 V.
When they turn a load (such as a 120-V light bulb] on or off,
the computer hangs up. More analysis revealed that the
program in RAM becomes scrambled. The relays do not
cause any problem when there is no load.

I have the relays (PC-type solder relays) mounted on the
same board as the microprocessor and its associated
components.

Question: when the contacts open and close, would
they be emitting RF1 that is strong enough to affect the TTL
bus, resulting in a computer crash? Are there standard
shielding requirements for this application? (I have seen
other boards with relays that don’t appear to be shielded?) Is
there anyone out there who is familiar with these kind of
conditions? Any books to recommend?
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Msg#:64351
From: STEVE CIARCIA To: RONALD HORNER

Your problem is RFI. You are radiating trash that your
computer is picking up. Make sure there is a suppression
diode across the relay coil and you’ll probably need snubber
networks across the loads if the problem occurs mostly
when the loads are attached.

Msg#:64848
From: RUSS REISS To: STEVE CIARCIA

I agree with you regarding the snubbers, but have you
ever seen a GOOD reference on how to calculate their
value? I’ve used hit-and-miss a good deal myself. I wonder if
inexperienced people don’t use them a lot because they
don’t know WHAT to use.

Basically, we’re talking about a series RC network
across the relay contacts to absorb the HF energy during the
switching transient, and the associated arcing. Luckily, the
AC frequency is low enough that the capacitive reactance is
high at 60 Hz. But it is very low at the switching/noise/
transient/spark frequency (hundreds to thousands of kHz!).
The resistor is there to absorb the energy and avoid a dead
short across the contacts (at high frequency). This is my
understanding, with appropriate question-marks where I’m
lacking. I’d imagine classical transient analysis would work
if/when we are talking about DC circuits, and perhaps
“filter analysis” for AC? But one really doesn’t have a good
handle on the “frequency” of the garbage being filtered out.

Msg#:64875
From: STEVE CIARCIA To: RUSS REISS

I agree that there must be a real way to calculate the
values, but given the imprecise impedance usually con-
nected to the contacts anyway, it’s hardly worth the
exercise. This is one case were empiric choice wins over
calculated value. I generally use 27-47.ohm  I-watt resistors
and O.l-0.33.pF  caps.

Msg#:64880
From: RUSS REISS To: STEVE CIARCIA

I can recall a project in which we designed a micro-
based ATM machine. It worked fine until someone
switched on the auxiliary fluorescent light (which had
nothing to do with the microprocessor system but just



backlit an ad board). Actually, I think it was when the lamp
turned off, the system would reset every single time!

We checked the wiring path, and it was as far from the
signal and power leads as we could make it. Everybody was
stumped! I ran to the parts drawer and pulled out a big
kludgy old 400-V capacitor (scientifically determined by
whatever was close to my fingers in the O.l-0.5.pF  section,
and a big resistor-forget the value, maybe 100 ohms?).
Twisted their leads together, crimped it across the lamp
switch with pliers, and tested. Yup, all noise gone! No more
reset, but many wide eyes and open mouths. They had been
muttering things about spending lots of money on a better
logic analyzer or storage scope or something. Hehehehe. It’s
nice to wear the Superman suit once in a while!

Msg#:64938
From: ED NISLEY To: STEVE CIARCIA

The dope from The Art of Electronics is that they like
lOO-ohm/O. 1 -uF snubbers for AC line work, but don’t go
into any design details: “The values shown are typical for
small inductive loads driven from the AC power line.”

They suggest using MOVs or Transorbs, which might
actually be a better deal given that Digi-Key carries ‘em for
half a buck in onesies. The clamping voltage is well below
the “spark” level, so I think that would take care of all the
radiated/conducted hash: no arc, no hash.

Msg#:65087
From: PELLERVO KASKINEN To: RUSS REISS

Actually, Russ, the principles for defining a suitable
snubber are not too strange. Why they are not more explic-
itly stated is due to the fact that the user does not normally
know what his load is and what he/she would allow for the
snubbered situation. Here are a few pointers..

A snubber can be used for a DC as well as for an AC
circuit. If we are talking about AC (or repetitive switching
of DC) we want to make sure that the steady-state current
does not overheat the resistor. Typically the capacitor is
limiting the current at the low frequency and high voltage,
so the larger the capacitor the more power is generated.
With this basic current limiting scheme, a lower resistance
reduces the power dissipation. But why not reduce it to
zero? Because you have to dissipate the inductive energy
SOMEWHERE. Otherwise you just cause a ringing that has
maybe double the original voltage as a peak value. A small
capacitor value causes lower power dissipation in the
resistor, but does not have the muscle to take the inductive
energy in and keep the voltage (and frequency) low. On the
other hand, a large capacitor, especially in situations where
you have the snubber over a relay contact and control AC
load, will let some amount of current flow through the load
that supposedly is OFF-hardly desirable in every case.

Let’s take a simple example. Assume we have a 60-V
transistor used to switch a lOO-mA,  24-V inductive load.
The load obviously has a 240-ohm  resistance (24/0.1 V/A).
But how often do you know its inductance? For the sake of
easy numbers, let it be 2.4 mH, producing a time constant
of 0.0024/240  H/ohm or 10 us. Now, we want to protect the
transistor switch (and at this point I want to note that a
diode protection slows down the decay of the load current
by free-wheeling) so we want to do something with a
snubber. How about a capacitor directly over the transistor?
The energy in the coil (ignoring the internal resistances for
a moment] will be transferred to the capacitor so LxIxI/2 =
CxUxU/2. All you need to do is decide how much voltage
your transistor will allow (48 V?), being a 60-V transistor to
get the approximate value for the capacitance. Looks to me
like 10 nanofarads. The resonant frequency would then be
about 32 kHz  and the “Q” factor about 2.

Another problem before I let go: The transistor also has
a limited current capability. Pick 0.5 A as reasonable for our
0.1 -A load. So, what happens at time of turning the load on?
The capacitor has 24 V on it, just like the transistor. With-
out any limiting, the initial current *might* be detrimental
to the transistor (not really, with 10 nF and 24 V, but any-
way), so we want to limit the current as said to 0.5 A by
adding a 48-ohm resistor to the capacitor. Now, the voltage
at the transistor during the turn-off will be increased by the
amount of voltage drop in this added resistor (i.e., 4.8 V).
You might compensate by increasing the capacitor size a
bit. We are still below the rule-of-thumb values, but maybe
you don’t like the 48-V max anyway; maybe you like some-
thing lower and we quickly approach those stated values.

As you see, no magic, just reasonable engineering once
you know what you try to do. Of course, AC is always more
cumbersome to calculate and most likely you are talking
about higher voltages at the same time, but no different in
principle. Add the boundary conditions mentioned before
and you are on your way!

We ran a discussion back in the April/May 1992 issue on sensing AC
current to determine whether a motor was running. We again broach
the subject of sensing AC current, but this time we want to make
linear measurements on how much current is flowing.

Msg#:64898
From: DON HOUDEK To: ALL USERS

I need to know how to make an AC current sensor for
an energy management control system. I need to measure
each of the 1 10.VAC lines from the fuse panel. The current
sensor will be connected to an ADC and monitored by a PC.
I need to be able to measure from 0 to 30 amps.
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Can I use the surplus ferrite toroids like the ones found
in some surplus catalogs?. If I can use these toroids, how do
I figure what gauge wire to use and how many turns? Also,
do you have to use magnetic wire? Thanks for any informa-
tion that you have to offer.

Msgk64960
From: JAMES MEYER To: DON HOUDEK

Firstly, you can buy a better current sensor than you
can make, and do it cheaper, too.

If you’re determined to *make* a sensor, then here’s a
way. Ferrite is *not * suitable for 60-Hz current sensors. The
easiest way to make one is to find a small open-frame
filament transformer. A 120.volt  to 6.3-volt one rated at 1
amp would be ideal, but almost anything with a 120.volt
primary will do. In this case, the cheaper the transformer,
the easier it is to modify.

In most cases, the low-voltage secondary is wound last.
This makes it the first winding on the outside of the
transformer. Use a knife to cut the paper insulation off of
the windings. You should be able to see the large diameter
wires of the secondary now. Carefully unwind the wire that
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makes the low-voltage secondary of the transformer. You
might want to count the turns as they come off. Try not to
break the small-diameter wires of the 120-volt  primary.

When the secondary is completely removed you should
still have the primary winding on the transformer and you
will now have a good-sized “window” left between the
primary and the iron “core.”

Use some electrical tape to secure the primary winding
lead wires and cover any exposed connections. At this point
you should have a transformer with only the 120-volt
primary left.

If you counted the turns coming off of the secondary,
you can divide the number of turns on the secondary by the
voltage and get the turns per volt of the transformer. Then
multiply the turns per volt by the voltage of the primary,
and you’ll know about how many turns of wire there are on
the primary. We’ll need this to determine the calibration of
the completed sensor. The proper way to count turns is to
count one turn for every time the wire passes through both
sides of the core “window.” Don’t be too concerned about
100% accuracy. Most transformers use between one and
two turns per volt, and you can calibrate the sensor later.

The next thing is to add a “burden” or “load” resistor
to your sensor. A current transformer (sensor) is only a
transformer, and the same math applies to either a current
sensor or a power transformer. When you use the sensor,
you will pass the wire to be measured through the window
in the sensor. This makes a transformer with either a half
or full turn for the primary. The winding that used to be the
primary is now the secondary. (Gee, this is tough without a
lot of drawings, but stick with me, we’re almost there.)

The turns ratio of a transformer determines both the
voltage ‘and’ the current ratio between the primary and
secondary. Our newly converted transformer has a one-turn
primary and a (for example) 150-turn secondary. For each
amp in the primary, there will be l/150 A, or 6.66 mA, in
the secondary. Also, for each volt in the primary, there will
be 150 V in the secondary. The ADC probably won’t like
150 V, so this is where the “burden” resistor comes in.

Let’s say that we want to measure up to 20 amps with
the sensor. That means that we will have up to 133.33
milliamps in the secondary. Unless we put a load or burden
resistor across the secondary, the voltage will rise to
whatever value is necessary to get that current to flow. Not
a pretty sight if it’s connected to a microprocessor! We need
to convert that current into a reasonable voltage. Let’s say
we want five volts on the secondary to represent the full 20
amps on the primary. A resistor will do the trick. Five volts
divided by 133.33 milliamps equals 37.5 ohms. That’s the
value to put across the secondary. There will be a little over
a half a watt of dissipation in that resistor, so use at *least *
a one-watt-rated resistor.
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Now you have a voltage that is proportional to the
current in the primary. But that voltage is AC. You need to
rectify and filter it before you can measure it.

Msg#:65070
From: SERGIO PICADO To: DON HOUDEK

Contact F.W. Bell at (407) 678-6900. They’ve got a good
selection of Hall effect current sensors. No sense reinvent-
ing the wheel. You’re probably looking at their PI series.
Ask them to send you a catalog and application sheet.

I’ve used them on a motor current project and am
happy with them. Just put together a straightforward
instrumentation op-amp circuit and you’re in business.

volt. Only the really big stuff goes into several volts per
turn. I remember a 60-kVA  transformer we once used that
had a 55-V secondary consisting of only about 12 turns.
Like James said, it is not paramount to count the turns very
accurately, although he did not mention the reason: The
common practice for power transformers is to add turns
into the secondary for compensating the losses in actual
use. You may know that most any transformer produces
over the nominal voltage when unloaded. For small trans-
formers, the typical drop from zero to full load is 6 to 10%.
Big ones may get along with less than 4%.

Msg#:65088
From: PELLERVO KASKINEN To: DON HOUDEK

Other amplification follows. For measuring transform-
ers, you do not make such large allowances. In fact, many
transformers are rated with more than one burden figure,
lowest one for highest accuracy, such as 5 VA for 0.5%
(accuracy) class and 30 VA for 1% or somesuch.

I’d like to compliment James Meyer for a very thorough The other issue is the rectifying of the secondary signal.
presentation that needs only a slight correction and then Normally you do not want the nonlinearity that silicon
some amplification. The correction is that the small diodes introduce. As James said, you may want 5 V as the
transformers up to a few tens of watts have at least 10 turns target value. Two times 0.6-V deadband  does not make it
per volt. In fact, a transformer with a l-square-centimeter too easy to use the results, in addition to the basic problem
iron core cross-section seems to be about 35 to 37 turns per that the rectified and filtered result corresponds to the
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average, not the RMS, value of the sinusoidal signal. You
have two ways out: use a bipolar input range on the ADC
and then doing everything laboriously with a fast computer,
or you put the rectifier bridge (with PLENTY of safety
margin in voltage and current ratings) BEFORE the load
resistor(s). I still recommend oversizing and duplicating by
way of a parallel connection of the resistors for safety.

As far as ferrite is concerned for a core material, some
of them are actually somewhat suitable, though not too
practical. The suitability comes from low-loss characteris-
tics that promote accuracy and linearity. But their satura-
tion flux density is so low that they become awfully bulky,
needing 3 to 10 times the number of turns in the windings
that an ordinary silicon steel core needs.

My recommendation is that you indeed go for a
commercial current transformer. They use lower-loss steel
than the power transformers and therefore offer better
accuracy. But what you should try to look for is a trans-
former with 1 -A secondary rather than the more common 5-
A standard issue. This cuts down the size and power of the
load resistors and the rectifier diodes (the resistors by a
factor of 5?, i.e., by 25!).

We invite you to call the Circuit Cellar BBS and exchange
messages and files with other Circuit Cellar readers. It is
available 24 hours a day and may be reached at (203) 871.
1988. Set your modem for 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity,
and 300, 1200,2400, 9600, or 14.4k  bps.

Software for the articles in this and past issues of The
Computer Applications Iournal  may be downloaded from
the Circuit Cellar BBS free of charge. For those unable to
download files, the software is also available on one 360K
IBM PC-format disk for only $12.

To order Software on Disk, send check or money order
to: The Computer Applications Journal, Software On Disk,
P.O. Box 772, Vernon, CT 06066, or use your VISA or
Mastercard and call (203) 8752199. Be sure to specify the
issue number of each disk you order. Please add $3 for
shipping outside the U.S.
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understand the current problems in the economy can cause a cutback in support materials, but getting

*information  from American electronics giants can be a exercise in futility. Companies that are spending

millions in full-page ads describing their latest widget or chip on one hand have either eliminated the field service

personnel who can explain its use and authorize samples or left support entirely to their distributors. Of course, in a

similar economic move, the distributors’ work force is now full of former used car and copier salesmen who fear losing their job so

much that they only focus on the “big kill.”

0
The Sample Game

Calling virtually any of the major chip manufacturers for technical information on a particular chip results in a frustrating phone tag

game. The communication starts like, “Sorry, you’ve got the photosemiconductor slash visible development group here in Chicago.

Perhaps you want the photosemiconductor slash infrared group in California.” When you get to the infrared group you hear, “Gee, this

is the incoherent radiation group. Perhaps the coherent guys up in Idaho know something.”

Of course, when you finally get to them, the answer is, “Sorry, the person in charge of that product is on the road for the next

month meeting with potential OEMs.  If you think your application might use 100,000 quantity or more, I can leave a message and I’m

sure Mr. So-‘n-So will get back to you. Until then I suggest you call distribution. They should know as much as we do.”

The truth of the matter is distribution probably does know just about as much as they do -nothing. If I had wanted the masoch-

ism of dealing with a distributor, I would have started there.

While not all distributors are the same, the distribution game has become primarily one of customer qualification rather then

information and application support. A cold call to a distributor often results in passing the buck: “We have a $350 minimum order or, if

you fax us your request on letterhead, we’ll forward your data sheet and sample request to the factory.”

Dealing with distribution is like buying a car. You either have to pretend like the last thing in the world you want is a car, or you

drive up in a Porsche with the attitude that you might drop them a few crumbs if they impress you.

Distribution is solely motivated by money and the potential for sales. If you get their attention at all, the first questions will be what

company you work for and how much are you going to buy. The only proper answers are “500”  and “IOk.”

Somehow the same lack of knowledge of electronics and economic principles extends to their concept of the business community

and potential customers in general. Unless you claim to represent one of the companies in the Fortune 500 (hopefully giving them an

orde! equivalent to winning the lottery), be prepared for a dial tone. Companies like Micro Ventures, or Entrepreneurial Electronics Inc.

don’t give them visions of the “deal of a lifetime.”

Finally, the only way to break the 500 wall is the 1 Ok quote. Rather than the meek, “I need information approach,” we try the, “This

is purchasing and I wanna buy it fast!” approach. “Yeah, Micro Ventures. Don’t worry about whether you know us or not. We buy

$thousands from your competitors. What I want immediately is a data sheet faxed on part XYZ, price and delivery on I-10k pieces,

and how many you have in stock. Oh yeah, the engineers want a couple pieces Fed Exed so they know it works like ZYX.”

Unfortunately, this latter technique works all too often.

If all new ideas came from 500 companies, there would only be 500 companies. That is not the case, and if we know it, why is it

taking so long to sink in at the top?

Fortunately, smaller, more entrepreneurial companies have sensed the void and are filling the gap. I’m hopeful fast-moving high-

tech direct-customer-support companies like Maxim and Dallas Semiconductor will force a continuing trend in the electronics industry.

Much like their European and Japanese rivals, Dallas and Maxim support individual requests with a sense of urgency that makes you

feel like a customer again.

It took General Motors a decade to learn a hard lesson about customer relations. Fortunately, the company was big’enough to

learn and still live. We can only wish that Big Electronics gets the message in time.
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